AGENDA
Executive
Wednesday, 27 May 2020 AT 16:00
This meeting will be a virtual meeting and therefore will not take
place in a physical location.

Register of Attendance and Declarations of Interest
A roll call of persons in attendance will be taken and Members are invited to
declare any disclosable pecuniary interests, other registrable interests and any
interests, relating to any item on the agenda at this stage.
Apologies for Absence
To receive apologies for absence.
Public and Press
To agree that the items of business within Part A of the agenda should be dealt
with in public and that the items of business within Part B of the Agenda should
be dealt with in private.

PART A
To be considered when the Public and Press are present
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A.1

CARLISLE SOUTHERN LINK ROAD HOUSING INFRASTRUCTURE FUND
GRANT DETERMINATION AGREEMENT

7166

(Key Decision - KD.02/20)
The Corporate Director of Economic Development to submit a report seeking
approval for the Council to enter into a Grant Determination Agreement (GDA)
with Homes England (alongside Cumbria County Council) for £102m of grant
funding from the Ministry of Housing Communities and Local Government's
Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF) to enable the delivery of the Carlisle
Southern Link Road and the consequential facilitation of the development of
10,325 new homes at St Cuthbert's Garden Village to the south of Carlisle.
(Copy Report ED.23/20 herewith)
A.2

FOOD LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICE PLAN 2020/21

167 192

(Key Decision - KD.08/20)
The Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services to submit a
report setting out how Regulatory Services will deploy its resources in 2020 2021 to improve hygiene standards, prevent food borne diseases, and help
people live healthier lives.
(Copy Report GD.14/20 herewith)
A.3

NOTICE OF EXECUTIVE KEY DECISIONS
(Non Key Decision)
The Notice of Executive Key Decisions, published on 24 April 2020, is
submitted for information.

The Corporate Director of Finance and Resources was scheduled to submit the
2019/20 Provisional Outturn Reports to this meeting (Key Decision KD.05/20). Changes made to the Accounts and Audit Regulations as a result
of COVID-19 have impacted upon the Council's reporting timetable and
the matters are therefore deferred.
(Copy Notice herewith)
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193 206

A.4

SCHEDULE OF DECISIONS TAKEN BY THE LEADER / PORTFOLIO
HOLDERS

207 216

(Non Key Decision)
A Schedule detailing decisions taken by the Leader / Portfolio Holders under
delegated powers is attached for information.
(Copy Schedule herewith)
Background Papers - as detailed within the Schedule
A.5

SCHEDULE OF DECISIONS TAKEN BY OFFICERS

217 226

(Non Key Decision)
A Schedule detailing decisions taken by Officers under delegated powers is
attached for information.
(Copy Schedule herewith)
Background Papers - as detailed within the Schedule
A.6

JOINT MANAGEMENT TEAM

227 230

(Non Key Decision)
The Minutes of the meetings of the Joint Management Team held on 9 March
and 15 April 2020 are submitted for information.
(Copy Minutes herewith)
A.7

REVIEW OF EQUALITY POLICY AND OBJECTIVES
(Non Key Decision)
Pursuant to Minute EX.25/20, to consider a report presenting the Equality
Policy and objectives 2020-24. The Health and Wellbeing Scrutiny Panel
scrutinised the matter on 9 January 2020.
(Copy Report PC.10/20 and Minute Excerpt herewith)
Background Papers - Task and Finish Group Report O&S.01/20 - Review of
Equality Objectives (Executive 10 February 2020) is available on the Council's
website - https://carlisle.cmis.uk.com/
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231 252

A.8

UPDATE OF PRIVATE SECTOR HOUSING ENFORCEMENT POLICY EMERGENCY UPDATES FOR COVID-19 OUTBREAK
(Non Key Decision)
The Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services to submit a
report seeking approval of the updated Enforcement Policy, including the new
charges specified therein.
(Copy Report GD.15/20 herewith)
Background Paper - MHCLG - COVID-19 and the enforcement of standards in
rented properties (link within Report GD.15/20)

PART B
To be considered when the Public and Press are excluded from the meeting

B.1

DISPOSAL OF ASSET
•

Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular
person (including the authority holding that information);

Members of the Executive
Councillor J Mallinson (Leader's Portfolio)
Councillor G Ellis (Deputy Leader, and Finance, Governance and Resources
Portfolio Holder)
Councillor N Christian (Environment and Transport Portfolio Holder)

Councillor S Higgs (Culture, Heritage and Leisure Portfolio Holder)
Councillor Mrs E Mallinson (Communities, Health and Wellbeing Portfolio
Holder)
Councillor P Nedved (Economy, Enterprise and Housing Portfolio Holder)

Enquiries, requests for reports, background papers, etc to: Morag Durham,
Democratic Services Officer - morag.durham@carlisle.gov.uk
Notes to Members:
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253 280

Decisions made at this meeting, if not subject to call-in, will normally become live on 8 June
2020
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EXECUTIVE REPORT

Agenda
Item:

A.1

Meeting Date:
Portfolio:

27th May 2020
Economy, Enterprise & Housing

Key Decision:

Yes

Within Policy and
Budget Framework

No

Public / Private

Public

Title:

Carlisle Southern Link Road Housing Infrastructure Fund Grant
Determination Agreement
Corporate Director of Economic Development
ED23/20

Report of:
Report Number:
Purpose / Summary:

The report seeks approval for the Council to enter into a Grant Determination Agreement
(GDA) with Homes England (alongside Cumbria County Council) for £102m of grant funding
from the Ministry of Housing Communities and Local Government’s Housing Infrastructure
Fund (HIF) to enable the delivery of the Carlisle Southern Link Road and the consequential
facilitation of the development of 10,325 new homes at St Cuthbert’s Garden Village to the
south of Carlisle.
Recommendations:
It is recommended that Executive
1. Note and accept the obligations upon Carlisle City Council within the GDA to support
the delivery of the Carlisle Southern Link Road and to facilitate the development of
up to 10,325 new homes at St Cuthbert’s Garden Village to the south of Carlisle.
2. Delegate authority to the Corporate Director of Governance & Regulatory Services,
following consultation with the Corporate Director of Economic Development,
Corporate Director of Finance & Resources, Leader, and Portfolio Holder for
Economy, Enterprise and Housing to enter into the Grant Determination Agreement
with Homes England, alongside Cumbria County Council (who will receive £102m of
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grant funding to construct the Carlisle Southern Link Road), in line with the draft
agreement attached at Appendix 1.
3. Delegate authority to the Corporate Director of Governance & Regulatory Services,
following consultation with the Corporate Director of Economic Development,
Corporate Director of Finance & Resources, Leader, and Portfolio Holder for
Economy, Enterprise and Housing to enter into a separate Contribution Agreement
with Cumbria County Council whereby the City Council will be obliged to pay
£5,000,000 towards the cost of the Carlisle Southern Link Road and to cover more
detailed practicalities of monitoring, reporting, financial contributions and liabilities
within the overall parameters of the GDA. The County Council has supplied some
draft heads of terms which are attached at Appendix 2: negotiation on these is
needed.
Tracking
Executive:
Scrutiny:
Council:

27th May 2020
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1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

The Carlisle District Local Plan (2015-2030) identifies a broad location for strategic
housing growth to the south of the City. With potential for approximately 10,000 new
homes, the project is now being progressed under the working title of St. Cuthbert’s
Garden Village following its inclusion (in January 2017) in the Government’s Locally
Led Garden Communities programme.

1.2

To unlock and accelerate delivery of St Cuthbert’s Garden Village there is a
requirement to deliver a new Carlisle Southern Link Road (CSLR) connecting
Junction 42 of the M6 with the A595 to the west of the City. This conclusion has been
arrived at following a comprehensive evidence led assessment of infrastructure
requirements. Support for the delivery of the CSLR specific to St Cuthbert’s is explicit
within the Carlisle District Local Plan. The new road would also enhance strategic
east to west connectivity and enhance network resilience. It would also reduce
through traffic in the City Centre; ease congestion; and consequently ease air quality
pressures, including in areas to the south of the City which experience health
inequalities and deprivation.

1.3

In 2017 the Government launched MHCLG’s £5bn Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF).
This fund is intended to support the delivery of significant housing growth and
included separate funds, the Marginal Viability Fund for schemes up to £20m in value
and the Forward Fund for schemes up to £250m in value. In two tier local government
environments, the Government required that applications to the Forward Fund were
made by the upper tier authority. In September 2017, with the support of Carlisle City
Council, Cumbria County Council submitted a Forward Fund expression of interest
for the CSLR to the Government.

1.4

In March 2018 the Government advised that the Expression of Interest for the CSLR
had been prioritised with Cumbria County Council invited to submit a full application.
An application was submitted in September 2018 requesting £102m of grant funding
for the delivery of the CSLR supported by a further £10m of developer contributions
forward funded by both Cumbria County Council and Carlisle City Council (at £5m
each). This was based on the County Council’s Outline Business Case which
estimated the cost to be £113,000,000. The application was submitted with the City
Council’s support following consideration by Executive at their meeting of 20th August
2018. Following an intensive due diligence process by Homes England, it was
announced in February 2019 that the HIF application was successful. In April 2019
a letter confirming the award of the grant was received.
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1.5

Following extensive scheme development and public and stakeholder consultation
across the past two years, a planning application was submitted for the CSLR in
October 2019. The application is as yet undetermined with the County Council the
determining authority given the application relates to public highways works.

1.6

The HIF funding requires that the monies be spent prior to March 31st 2024. The
programme for the final stages of the development of the road and then its
construction is according to the County Council achievable but is tight. This has
consequently placed an increased emphasis on progressing the GDA as expediently
as possible, with all parties having worked tirelessly to help achieve this. There is
understandably a desire given the recent public health national emergency to be
planning for economic recovery and in this regard the construction of the CSLR could
have an even greater positive impact than that already envisaged, adding to the
impetus to conclude the GDA without delay.

2.

THE GRANT DETERMINATION AGREEMENT

2.1

For Cumbria County Council to be able to access and drawn down the grant funding
to construct the CSLR, they, alongside Carlisle City Council, are required to enter into
a Tripartite agreement with Homes England (on behalf of the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government). Homes England’s requirement for both
Councils to be party to the agreement reflects the explicit link between the delivery of
the CSLR and SCGV, material given that the funding is being provided to secure the
new housing rather than for highways specific benefits.

2.2

The Grant Determination Agreement (GDA) has been developed in line with Heads
of Terms following ongoing negotiations with Homes England over the past 12
months. The City Council have been party to these negotiations. In summary the
purpose of the GDA is to set out the preconditions which must be met before the
Grant can be drawn down, the procedures to be complied with at each stage of
drawdown, the terms and conditions which must be complied with to ensure that the
Grant is used for the purpose for which it is awarded and obligations on the City
Council to facilitate the new housing which the grant is . It also sets out numerous
ancillary obligations placed on the County and City Councils and the warranties that
Homes England require from both Councils.

2.3

The GDA allocates different roles and responsibilities to the two Councils to align with
their statutory powers and obligations as well as their roles in delivering the CSLR
and the Garden Village. Cumbria County Council are referred to as the Grant
Recipient whose obligations centre on the delivery of the CSLR within the permitted
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timescales and funding provided. Carlisle City Council are referred to as the Recovery
Beneficiary, a term that alludes to the City Council’s role as lead authority for the
delivery of the houses that HIF was designed to facilitate. This is to be achieved partly
through the recovery of government’s investment through developer contributions
and enhanced quality standards, amongst other means.
Conditions Applicable to the City Council
2.4

Although not specified in such terms in the GDA, there are effectively three key
phases to which the GDA is operational. The first phase sets out a sequenced
approach to the release of funding for the scheme development phase, centred on a
number of key conditions being reached in order to arrive to the point at which full
funding for the construction phase is unlocked. The first phase will run to 31st October
2021. The second phase involves the construction of the CSLR. This phase will run
from 1st November 2021 to 31st March 2024. The third and final phase is concerned
with housing delivery which runs from start on site of the first development within the
Garden Village, which is forecast to be February 2021 for the former Carleton Clinic
site, to practical completion of the final development within the red line for St
Cuthbert’s.

2.5

Within the first phase, a number of these funding conditions relate to the planning of
and delivery strategy for SCGV with responsibility for these resting with the City
Council. Some of the conditions are required to have been discharged before the
GDA can be signed, with those relating to the City Council being as follows:

2.6

•

Cumbria CC to provide evidence confirming Carlisle City Council’s obligation to
pay a £5m contribution towards the cost of the scheme.;

•

Approval of the Council’s Local Development Scheme – minutes to Executive
provided as evidence 17th June 2019

Future conditions which will need to be discharged within the first phase to enable the
full draw down of the funding and hence delivery of the road, responsibility for which
will rest with the City Council, include:
•

The submission to and approval by Homes England of an Interim Housing
Delivery Statement by 31st December 2020 and a Final Housing Delivery
Statement by 30th June 2021 – the purpose of both iterations of the Housing
Delivery Statement is set out below. The conditions would be discharged via
Homes England approving the submitted statements.
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•

Further analysis of the viability assessment to verify the land value assumptions
and update of the financial appraisal accordingly. This is to be discharged via
setting out an updated and refined development appraisal/viability assessment of
the land value that supports the assumptions and evidence submitted in the HIF
Bid. This viability information will be incorporated within the Interim Housing
Delivery Statement, which will also need to identify the land value capture to
support the delivery of St Cuthbert's Garden Village.

•

The submission to the Planning Inspectorate of the SCGV Local Plan no later than
March 2022 including provision of 20% affordable housing (as a minimum) –
recognising the importance of the Local Plan in allocating land for development
and hence facilitating housing delivery, to be discharged via providing, to Homes
England, a copy of the St Cuthbert’s Local Plan and evidence of Affordable
Housing policy for SCGV at 20% minimum aggregated across the project.

Housing Delivery Statement
2.7

The role of the Housing Delivery Statement is to demonstrate to Homes England how
the 10,325 new homes contained in the HIF bid will be delivered. Through discussion
with HE the structure of Housing Delivery Statement was agreed at the outset of the
GDA process. The key definition within the GDA is:
“Housing Delivery Statement means the statement for the housing delivery timetable
including planning, site assembly, site marketing and profiling of Housing Output
delivery as annexed at Annexure 3”

2.8

The purpose of the Housing Delivery Statement is to identify the various workstreams
involved with delivery of SCGV and how those various workstreams will ultimately
lead to the delivery of the Garden Village in line with the emerging masterplan and
the commitments made within the HIF submission. It will also identify those areas
where the City Council is confident that the market will deliver the new settlements
and what measures are being taken to account for potential City Council or public
sector partner intervention in the market, where the market is not delivering in line
with expectations within the HIF bid.

2.9

It has been agreed with HE that the Housing Delivery Statement will be provided at
three key stages that align with progress of the GDA, as set out above. The initial
iteration, known as the Outline Housing Delivery Statement, has been submitted to
Homes England for sign off. Importantly this approach recognises that with
masterplanning, wider planning and work on the delivery strategy ongoing, it is not
possible to present a definite way forward at this stage.
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2.10 The Outline Housing Delivery Statement is appended to this report as Appendix 3.
Key Overarching Obligations
2.11 Beyond the above conditions, wider and key obligations upon the City Council arising
from the GDA include:
•

Committing a £5m funding contribution towards the scheme costs (agreed at
Executive on 20th August 2018 and Council on 20th September 2018) – Cumbria
County Council have similarly resolved to provide £5m.

•

Facilitating the delivery of housing to help realise the desired 10,325 housing
output – importantly the GDA recognises that in the absence of owning land within
the area the City Council can only facilitate the delivery of the housing via
proactive planning and the use, where appropriate, of other relevant powers.

•

Monitoring and reporting housing completions across the anticipated build out of
SCGV – the City Council already monitor housing activity and completions data
for other statutory purposes and this is not therefore likely to place an undue
burden on resources.

•

Recovery proceeds – the value of the HIF investment is to be applied in
investments in the site’s wider infrastructure, and through enhanced design quality
and other measures. Recovery is anticipated to be achieved through capturing the
increase in land value attributable to the provision of the CSLR through developer
contributions and enhanced standards within the Garden Village. Further detail on
recovery is set out below in regard to the Recovery Strategy.

•

Participation in evaluation surveys – as a recipient or beneficiary of grant funding,
Local Authorities will be required to complete evaluation surveys, likely to involve
completing short surveys and interviews with independent programme evaluators,
to help the Government inform future programme and policy development.
Developers may need to be involved as part of this. This is required throughout
the life of the SCGV project.

Recovery Strategy
2.12 Homes England have also insisted that the GDA be accompanied by a Recovery
Strategy upon which the City Council have led, with the scope again being agreed in
advance with Homes England.
2.13 The need for the recovery strategy reflects that HIF funding is being invested in the
Carlisle Southern Link Road to enable delivery of housing outputs in St Cuthbert’s
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Garden Village. Homes England understandably therefore need to be satisfied that
in addition to the HIF investment in the new road, there will be local recovery of funds,
defined as ‘Recovery Proceeds’ within the GDA, to ensure the delivery of the
necessary enabling infrastructure within (or in close proximity) to St Cuthbert’s itself
e.g. schools, parks, community and other infrastructure. The term Recovery, as used
in the GDA, can be misleading as it does not necessarily involve the receipt of cash,
more the provision of wider infrastructure and quality standards through developer
contributions, a process also referred to as land value capture. The Recovery
Strategy details how the City Council and their partners at Cumbria County Council
propose to achieve this, which is principally through the use of S106 agreements,
Community Infrastructure Levy and other available land value capture mechanisms.
Enhanced quality via increased design standards which will undoubtedly entail higher
build costs also qualifies.
2.14 The Recovery Strategy demonstrates that the value of the HIF investment should be
capable of being recovered and potentially significantly exceeded. It must be
recognised however that the assessments within are based on initial and ongoing
high level viability assessments, which will be refined over time as greater certainty
is established on infrastructure needs and costs, as well as other costs. In this regard
the strategy is exactly that i.e. a strategy, which again given the early stage of
planning for St Cuthbert’s is likely to evolve and be refined over time. There is no
obligation to submit an updated recovery strategy in the future, however many of the
matters it covers will be reported via future iterations of the Housing Delivery
Statement.
2.15 The Recovery Strategy is appended to this report as Appendix 4.
3.

SEPARATE CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT WITH CUMBRIA COUNTY COUNCIL

3.1

A separate Contribution Agreement between the City Council and Cumbria County
Council is deemed necessary to provide evidence of a legal commitment to pay the
£5m contribution to the cost of the CSLR and to help provide greater certainty on
points of detailed implementation. This will cover for example monitoring and
reporting of required information; the timing and process of paying the Council’s £5m
contribution; the approach to sharing developer contributions received to repay the
£10m being forward funded by the two Councils; and the approach to any other
relevant shared liabilities.

3.2

Importantly the Contribution Agreement will operate within the parameters of the
overarching GDA and likely contain key cross references. Delegated authority to
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enter into the separate Contribution Agreement is requested to enable the expedient
progression of it, given neither Council is likely to sign the GDA until such time as the
separate Contribution Agreement is in place and agreed.
4.

RISKS

4.1

The County Council’s OBC estimated the cost of the CSLR to be £112m but as the
County Council have developed the design and sought further cost estimates the
total cost estimate has increased to over £136m. Homes England has refused to
increase the amount of the grant above £102m. The County Council are now
looking to seek some cheaper options in the design to reduce the cost and how any
shortfall could be met by them as any cost overruns will be their responsibility.
To reduce the risk of the City Council paying its £5m contribution to the County
Council and the CSLR not being completed it is intended that the Contribution
Agreement will not oblige the City Council to pay the £5m until after a contract for the
construction of the CSLR has been let and construction has started. Because of the
need to drawdown funds under the GDA before 31st March 2024 it is likely that the
County Council will only seek payment when it has drawdown rant funding is
designed to help mitigate this risk, in so far as withholding the funding for the actual
construction until there is adequate cost certainty in place, for example the point at
which tenders from contractors have been submitted and evaluated. The City Council
would work proactively with the County Council to help identify additional funding in
the event of a cost overrun but ultimately it would be the responsibility of the County
Council.

4.2

Homes England has agreed to fund the development phase of the CSLR up until
October 2021, at a cost of approximately £19m, entirely at their own risk. At that point
there is to be a review. Homes England will then decide whether the project can be
delivered within budget and on time and if they decide it cannot then it can cancel the
remainder of the funding. If Homes England agree to continue funding the terms and
conditions are such that the County Council may become liable to pay Homes
England back grant advanced after the October 2021 review, although the GDA does
include provision to agree a condition extension and an appropriate remediation plan.
Most of the terms and conditions during this period are ones imposed on the County
Council regarding the progression of the road construction and its financing. The main
condition beyond Oct 2021 the responsibility for which rests with the City Council,
relates to the submission of the Local Plan.
Failure to adhere to obligations could result in default and clawback. This risk
primarily falls on the County Council: the detailed negotiation of the documents is
intended to ensure that the City Council’s obligations are limited to matters within its
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control (mainly relating to the progression of plans) and limiting its obligations so that
it does not cause a default which requires the County Council to pay back any of the
grant.
4.3

Recognised control over delivery of the homes does not rest with the City Council,
mitigated however by the GDA recognising the limitation of our role to facilitate, albeit
using all reasonable endeavours to do so.

5.

CONSULTATION

5.1

Both the CSLR and SCGV have been subject to extensive and widespread public
consultation. Excellent joint working between the authorities has sought to align
engagement efforts, important given that much of the wider public understandably
view the two projects as one.

5.2

With respect to the CSLR, upon which the County Council have led, there is a strong
consensus of support for the road including for the preferred route alignment. Detailed
reports of the findings of public consultation are published on the County Council’s
website. Opportunities have been taken to refine and improve the scheme in
response to feedback forthcoming from consultation. Additional consultation on the
CSLR was also forthcoming as a statutory part of the planning application process.

5.3

With respect to SCGV, progress to date has been underpinned by robust, extensive
and innovative engagement with this having added clear value to the emerging draft
and high-level proposals. This has included public engagement, dialogue with key
stakeholders including infrastructure providers, dialogue and facilitated sessions with
the local Parish Councils and with Members including via the dedicated Member
Advisory Group which now also includes parish council representatives. The
Council’s Economic Growth Scrutiny Panel also continue to be engaged at key stages
of the project including the evidence base upon which the project continues to be
progressed.

5.4

Autumn 2019 saw extensive consultation on the three options for SCGV. A variety
of methods of consultation were employed, including holding six drop-in events
across the area and in the City Centre, a stakeholder workshop, an online virtual
exhibition, an online and paper questionnaire, workshops with the parish councils in
the area and a Design Review Panel. The outcomes from this phase of consultation
have been carefully analysed and have helped to inform the emerging Preferred
Option. A consultation feedback report has recently been completed and published
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on the dedicated St Cuthbert’s web pages. In addition, printed copies will be available
for those who wish to access this information in a different way.
5.5

Further widespread consultation is planned on the draft masterplan framework for the
site in the Summer of 2020 and on a draft of the St Cuthbert’s Local Plan in late 2020.

6.

CONCLUSION AND REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

Entering into the Grant Determination Agreement will secure the £102m of external
grant funding investment that has been allocated from the Government’s HIF
programme to enable the construction of the Carlisle Southern Link Road. In addition
to delivering widespread economic and social benefits, the new road also unlocks the
full potential of St Cuthbert’s Garden Village and the construction across the coming
decades of up to 10,325 new homes alongside new employment opportunities.

6.2

Given the funding is ultimately to deliver new housing, the GDA requires the City
Council, in their capacity as the local planning authority, to fulfil a number of
obligations with the draw down of the funding explicitly linked to this. If the Council
were to opt not to enter into the GDA, funding for the road would not be forthcoming
and instead the Government would look to reallocate the earmarked £102m within
the wider HIF programme. This latter scenario would represent a missed opportunity
to lever in significant external grant funding to help support the economic growth and
prosperity of Carlisle.

6.3

The requested delegated authorities will enable final revisions to be made to the final
GDA and the separate cooperation agreement without unduly delaying proceedings,
and are therefore in the interests of expediency. Should any material amendments
be made to the draft GDA, or new significant issues of principle arise through the
drafting of the separate cooperation agreement, the agreements would be referred
back to the Executive.

7.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE CARLISLE PLAN PRIORITIES

7.1

St Cuthbert’s Garden Village, inclusive of the new Carlisle Southern Link Road, will
have a significant influence in terms of shaping how Carlisle will grow and function
long into the future. Accordingly, it will have a significant, direct and positive impact
on a number of Carlisle Plan priorities including:
• “supporting the growth of more high quality and sustainable business and
employment opportunities’’ – through identifying new sites for development and
opportunities to better balance the local economy;
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• “addressing Carlisle’s current and future housing needs’’ – through being the single
largest development site and therefore contributor to supply across the latter stages
of the current Local Plan period and much of the next one, including affordable and
specialist housing;
• “working more effectively with partners to achieve the City Council’s priorities’’ –
through recognition that the scale of the project requires the input, commitment, direct
support and investment from a wide array of stakeholders and partner agencies.

Contact Officer:

Jane Meek

Ext:

7190

Appendices
attached to report:
Appendix 1 – Grant Determination Agreement
Appendix 2 – Contribution and Co-operation Agreement draft heads of terms
Appendix 3 - Housing Delivery Statement
Appendix 4 – Recovery Strategy
Note: in compliance with section 100d of the Local Government Act 1972 the report
has been prepared in part from the following papers:
• None
CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS:
LEGAL – included in body of report.
PROPERTY SERVICES – The City Council has property interests at the western end of
the proposed new road, Morton retail and employment sites. The new road has the
potential to enhance the marketability of these assets as long as care is taken to enhance
access and sight lines to these key development sites.
FINANCE – there is £5 million earmarked within the 2022/23 Capital Programme as the
Council’s contribution committed towards the Housing Infrastructure Fund for the
development of the Carlisle Southern Link Road as part of the St Cuthbert’s Garden
Village project. It is envisaged that this sum, along with the £5 million committed by the
County Council, will be recouped through developer contributions as the Garden Village is
developed. The risks associated with the Grant Determination Agreement are clearly set
out in the report, along with mitigating actions and individual responsibilities.
EQUALITY – none.
INFORMATION GOVERNANCE – there are no information governance implications with
this report.
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dated

2020

Homes England
and
Cumbria County Council
and
The Council of the City of Carlisle

Housing Infrastructure Fund Grant Determination Agreement
(Forward Funding re Carlisle Southern Link Road)
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Housing Infrastructure Grant Determination Agreement (Forward
Funding)
dated

2020

Parties
(1)

Homes England (the trading name of Homes and Communities Agency), a body corporate
under Section 1 of the Housing and Regeneration Act 2008 of One Friargate, Coventry CV1
2GN (including any statutory successor) (Homes England);

(2)

Cumbria County Council of 111 Botchergate, Carlisle, CA1 1RZ (the Grant Recipient);
and

(3)

The Council of the City of Carlisle of Civic Centre, Rickergate, Carlisle CA3 8QG (the
Recovery Beneficiary).

Introduction
(A)

Homes England is empowered under Section 19 of the HRA 2008 to make the HIF Funding
available.

(B)

The HIF Funding provided under this Agreement is (at its date) made in compliance with the
requirements set out in the European Commission's Decision of 20 December 2011
concerning public service compensation granted for Services of General Economic Interest
(2012/21/EU).

(C)

Homes England entrusts the Grant Recipient with a public service obligation to carry out the
Infrastructure Works as contemplated by this Agreement which may support and facilitate
the provision of affordable homes in England for persons failed by market housing.

(D)

The Grant Recipient has submitted proposals to Homes England in respect of the proposed
construction and/or delivery of the Infrastructure Works and the Recovery Beneficiary has
submitted proposals in respect of the Housing Outputs and Homes England has agreed in
principle to make HIF Funding available on terms which are in part set out in the Assurance
Framework.

(E)

It is a condition precedent to Homes England to the provision of HIF Funding to the Grant
Recipient that the Grant Recipient and Recovery Beneficiary enter into certain agreements
which secure, amongst other things:
a. the delivery by the Grant Recipient of the Infrastructure Works;
b. the facilitation by the Recovery Beneficiary of the Housing Outputs; and
c. their wider respective roles and responsibilities to facilitate or contribute to the delivery
of infrastructure and/or the future use of the various sites to facilitate an increase in the
level of housing in Carlisle.
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(F)

This Agreement sets out the terms and conditions upon which specific amounts of HIF
Funding will be advanced to the Grant Recipient by Homes England in relation to the outputs
and interventions set out in this Agreement.

Agreed terms
1

Definitions
In this Agreement (including in the Introduction and Schedules) the following words and
expressions have the following meanings:
Actual Infrastructure Expenditure means the Infrastructure Expenditure actually incurred
by the Grant Recipient in delivering the Infrastructure Works;
Annual Forecast means a written forecast (in a form satisfactory to Homes England)
provided by the Grant Recipient in respect of its projected delivery of the Infrastructure
Works for the Financial Year in which it is supplied;
Annual Review Meeting means a Review Meeting held within the first Quarter in each
Financial Year which is to occur after the Grant Recipient has provided the Annual Forecast
for that Financial Year to Homes England;
Associated Person means in relation to the Grant Recipient, a person who performs or has
performed services for or on the Grant Recipient's behalf;
Assurance Framework means the "Assurance Framework for the Housing Infrastructure
Fund – Forward Funding" dated 24 September 2019 and appended at Annexure 6;
Availability Period means the period from the date of this Agreement until 31 March 2024
unless otherwise brought to an end pursuant to clause 2;
Balancing Sum means such sum as represents the amount by which the Public Sector
Contribution exceeds the Actual Infrastructure Expenditure incurred by the Grant Recipient;
Base Interest Rate means the base rate of The Royal Bank of Scotland plc or such other
rate as Homes England determines (acting reasonably);
Base Value means:
(a)

in relation to any part of the Site which is owned by the Grant Recipient or
the Recovery Beneficiary as at the date of this Agreement, its Market Value
(on the assumption that such land is valued according to its Existing Use
Value) as set out in the Valuation delivered to Homes England by no later
than the relevant Milestone Date; or

(b)

in relation to any part of the Site which is to be acquired by the Grant
Recipient or the Recovery Beneficiary after the date of this Agreement, an
amount equal to the lower of:

i

the purchase price payable by the Grant Recipient or the Recovery
Beneficiary as at the date of the relevant acquisition; or
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ii

120% of its Market Value as at the date of the relevant acquisition;

Best Practice has the meaning ascribed to it in clause 18.8;
Bid means, the submission by the Grant Recipient of its proposal for the delivery of the
Infrastructure Works and the delivery or facilitation of the Housing Outputs as more fully set
out in:
(a)

the Expression of Interest submitted by the Grant Recipient to Homes
England on [DATE] September 2017 ref HIF/FF/000156;

(b)

the Business Case Submission submitted by the Grant Recipient to Homes
England on 22 October 2018 ref HIF/FF/000156/BC/01;

(c)

the MHCLG Confirmation of Award Letter dated 15 February 2019 (from
Simon Ridley to Katherine Fairclough); and

(d)

the MHCLG Conditions Letter dated 4 April 2019 (from John McManus to
Michael Barry);

Business Day means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or statutory bank holiday in
England;
CDM Regulations means the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015;
CEDR means the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution;
Certificate of Title means a certificate of title in relation to each Infrastructure Site in the
form annexed at Annexure 7 (as such form may be updated by Homes England and notified
to the Grant Recipient from time to time);
Claim means an application for drawdown of an instalment of HIF Funding;
Claim Form means a claim form substantially in the form of Schedule 3 or such other form
as Homes England will notify the Grant Recipient from time to time;
Collateral Warranties means each collateral warranty in favour of Homes England from a
Contractor or any member of the Professional Team (as required by Homes England) in a
form satisfactory to Homes England;
Community Proceeds means the amount of all payments received by the Grant Recipient
or the Recovery Beneficiary:
(a)

by way of community infrastructure levy,

(b)

by way of Section 106 contributions;

(c)

from the Developer; or

(d)

other contributions,
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in each case to the extent the same are received by the Grant Recipient or the Recovery
Beneficiary in relation to the Site and only to the extent the terms of such payment to the
Grant Recipient and/or the Recovery Beneficiary permit their application in accordance with
Clause 5.6;
Competent Authority means (as the case may be):
(e)

the EU Competent Authorities during such time as the United Kingdom
remains a Member State of the European Union or it is otherwise bound to
comply with such European Union treaty obligations regulations or other
instruments concerning State Aid; or

(f)

the English Competent Authorities if the United Kingdom ceases to be a
Member State of the European Union and it is not otherwise bound to
comply with such European Union treaty obligations regulations or other
instruments concerning State Aid;

Confidential Information means in respect of Homes England all information relating to
Homes England or the existence or terms of this Agreement in respect of which the Grant
Recipient becomes aware in its capacity as a party to the HIF Documents or which is
received by the Grant Recipient in relation to this Agreement or any HIF Document from
either Homes England or any of its advisers or from any third party if the information was
obtained by that third party directly or indirectly from Homes England or any of its advisors
in whatever form in either case (including information given orally and any document
electronic file or other means of recording or representing information which includes derives
or is copied from such information) and in the case of the Grant Recipient means such
specific information as the Grant Recipient shall have identified to Homes England prior to
the date hereof as confidential information for the purposes of this Agreement;
Consents means and includes any necessary approval, authorisation, consent, exemption,
licence, permit, permission or registration by, of or from any governmental or other authority,
the local planning authority, landlord, funder, adjoining land owner or any other person
required to undertake the Infrastructure Works;
Contract means each contract entered into or to be entered into by the Grant Recipient or
an Infrastructure Developer with a Contractor or Contractors for or in relation to the delivery
of any part of the Infrastructure Works;
Contractor means, as the case may be, each contractor or other party (however described)
engaged by or on behalf of the Grant Recipient or an Infrastructure Developer for the
delivery of the Infrastructure Works;
Contribution Agreement means the agreement to be entered into between the Grant
Recipient and the Recovery Beneficiary relating to the payment of the Recovery Beneficiary
Contribution;;
Cost Overrun means at any time the amount by which:
(a)

the aggregate costs and expenses actually incurred by the Grant Recipient
in relation to the Infrastructure Works exceed the Total Infrastructure Costs;
or
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(b)

any individual item of expenditure in relation to the Infrastructure Works
exceeds the amount set out in the Expenditure Forecast for that item;

CPO means one or more compulsory purchase orders that may be made by a local authority
pursuant to Section 226 of the Town and Country Planning 1990 Act, Section 17 of the
Housing Act 1985 and/or such other appropriate power of acquisition as the case may be to
acquire the Infrastructure Site;
CPO Strategy means a plan for the proposed acquisition of any part of the Infrastructure
Site by way of CPO (including details on expected timeframes) in a form satisfactory to
Homes England;
Dangerous Substance means any natural or artificial substance (whether in the form of a
solid, liquid, gas or vapour) the generation, transportation, storage, treatment, use or
disposal of which (whether alone or in combination with any other substance) gives rise to
a risk of causing harm to man or any other living organism or causing damage to the
Environment or public health and includes, but is not limited to, any controlled, special,
hazardous, toxic, radioactive or dangerous waste or substance;
Data Protection Legislation means all legislation and regulatory requirements in force from
time to time relating to the use of personal data, including, without limitation (i) any data
protection legislation from time to time in force in the UK including the Data Protection Act
2018 or any successor legislation, as well as (ii) the General Data Protection Regulation
((EU) 2016/679) and any other directly applicable European Union regulation relating to data
protection and privacy (for so long as and to the extent that the law of the European Union
has legal effect in the UK) and any formal guidance or Codes of Conduct issued by the
Information Commissioner (or other competent authority) in each case as amended,
superseded or replaced from time to time;
Data Subject has the meaning ascribed to it in the Data Protection Legislation;
Delivery Plan means a plan which sets out the stages in delivery of the Infrastructure Works
as annexed at Schedule 8;
Direction means a direction by the Secretary of State under Section 15 of the Local
Government Act 1999;
Disclosure Letter the disclosure letter from the Grant Recipient addressed to Homes
England dated on or about the date of this Agreement relating to certain cost increases for
the Infrastructure Works, in form and content acceptable to Homes England;
Disposal means a disposal of the whole or any part of:
(a)

the Infrastructure Site; and

(b)

any asset funded by HIF Funding pursuant to this Agreement;

EIR means the Environmental Information Regulations 2004, and any subordinate
legislation made under this Act from time to time together with any guidance and/or codes
of practice issued by the Information Commissioner in relation to such legislation;
EIR Exception means any applicable exemption to EIR;
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Encumbrance means any mortgage, charge (whether fixed or floating), pledge, lien,
hypothecation, standard security, assignation in security, bond and floating charge or other
security interest of any kind, and any right of set-off, assignment, trust, flawed asset or other
agreement or arrangement whatsoever for the purpose of providing security or having a
similar effect to the provision of security;
English Competent Authorities means:
(a)

such persons officeholders and bodies (however constituted) that are
specified under any United Kingdom Competition Requirement as having
responsibility for monitoring compliance with and/or legally enforcing State
Aid or United Kingdom Competition Requirements or otherwise authorised
to recover any Unlawful State Aid;

(b)

the courts of England and Wales;

Environment means the environment as defined in section 1(2) of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990;
Environmental Claim means any claim by any person:
(a)

in respect of losses or liabilities suffered or incurred by that person as a
result of or in connection with any violation of Environmental Laws; or

(b)

that arises as a result of or in connection with Environmental Contamination
and that could give rise to any remedy or penalty (whether interim or final)
that may be enforced or assessed by private or public legal action or
administrative order or proceedings;

Environmental Consents means all licences, authorisations, consents or permits of any
kind under or relating to Environmental Laws;
Environmental Contamination means the following and the consequences thereof:
(a)

any release, emission, leakage or spillage at or from the Infrastructure Site
by any person into any part of the Environment of any Dangerous
Substance; or

(b)

any accident, fire, explosion or sudden event which adversely affects the
Environment and which is attributable to the operations, management or
control of the Infrastructure Site by any person including (without limitation)
the storage, handling, labelling or disposal of Dangerous Substances;

Environmental Law means any common or statutory law, regulation, publicly available
code of practice, circular or guidance note (if not having the force of law being of a kind that
is customary for the relevant person (or persons of its status or type carrying on a similar
business) to comply with) issued by any official body, concerning the protection of human
health, the workplace or the Environment;
EU Competent Authorities means:
(a)

the Commission of the European Union;
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(b)

the Secretary of State if he is responding to a request from the Commission
of the European Union;

(c)

a United Kingdom government department if it has competence and is
responding to a request from the Commission of the European Union;

(d)

a court of England and Wales or the Court of Justice of the European
Union;

Event of Default means a General Default or a Fundamental Default;
Exempted Information means any Information that is designated as falling or potentially
falling within the FOIA Exemptions or the EIR Exceptions;
Existing Use Value shall have the meaning given to that term by the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors from time to time
Expenditure Forecast means the forecast set out in Annexure 2, comprising amongst other
things a budget and cashflow of Infrastructure Expenditure as against the Delivery Plan and
showing the proposed drawdowns of HIF Funding during each Financial Year within the
Availability Period subject to such amendments variations or updates to the same which
may be made with the consent of Homes England pursuant to clause;
Final Certificate means in relation to the Infrastructure Works a certificate provided by the
Grant Recipient certifying that:
(a)

the Infrastructure Works have been constructed in accordance with the
Infrastructure Details;

(b)

the Highways, sewers drains and other services ancillary to and reasonably
necessary for the proper enjoyment of the Infrastructure Works have been
completed commissioned and are ready for use; and

(c)

all planning conditions relating to the Infrastructure Site and the
Infrastructure Works have been satisfied in accordance with the most upto-date planning permission (to the satisfaction of Homes England);

Financial Year means from the date of this Agreement to the next 31 March and thereafter
from 1 April to 31 March in each year until the expiry of the Term or earlier termination of
this Agreement;
FOIA means the Freedom of Information Act 2000, and any subordinate legislation made
under this Act from time to time together with any guidance and/or codes of practice issued
by the Information Commissioner in relation to such legislation;
FOIA Authority/Authorities means a public authority as defined by FOIA and/or EIR;
FOIA Exemption means any applicable exemption to the FOIA;
Fundamental Default means the occurrence of any of the following:
(a)

a Report or Direction is made;
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(b)

the Grant Recipient, the Recovery Beneficiary or where applicable any
Infrastructure Developer, Contractor, subcontractor, employee, officer or
agent commits any Prohibited Act (in respect of which the Waiver Condition
has not been satisfied);

(c)

there has been an act/omission on the part of the Grant Recipient, the
Recovery Beneficiary or an Infrastructure Developer or any of its
contractors (including Contractors) that in Homes England's opinion (using
its absolute discretion) harms the reputation of Homes England, the
Housing Infrastructure Funding Programme or to bring them into disrepute;

General Default means the occurrence of any of the following:
(a)

a Milestone Failure occurs or is in the opinion of Homes England (acting
reasonably) likely to occur (having regard to the information supplied
pursuant to clause 11 and 12) and such Milestone Failure is not the direct
result of a Milestone Extension Event;

(b)

there has been an act/omission on the part of the Grant Recipient, the
Recovery Beneficiary or a Developer or any of its contractors (including
Contractors) that in Homes England's opinion (using its absolute
discretion) has the potential to harm the reputation of Homes England, the
Housing Infrastructure Funding Programme or to bring them into disrepute;

(c)

the Grant Recipient fails to perform and/or observe any obligation or
restriction on it under any Infrastructure Related Document (to which it is a
party) such that delivery of the Infrastructure Works in the opinion of Homes
England (acting reasonably) is unlikely to be achieved in accordance with
the requirements of this Agreement;

(d)

the Recovery Beneficiary fails to perform and/or observe any obligation or
restriction on it under any Infrastructure Related Document (to which it is a
party) such that delivery of the Infrastructure Works in the opinion of Homes
England (acting reasonably) is unlikely to be achieved in accordance with
the requirements of this Agreement

(e)

any representation or warranty made by the Grant Recipient pursuant to
clause 3 is incorrect in any material respect when made or repeated;

(f)

any representation or warranty made by the Recovery Beneficiary pursuant
to clause 3 is incorrect in any material respect when made or repeated;

(g)

any Consent is withdrawn or revoked, where such withdrawal or revocation
is likely to have a Material Adverse Effect;

(h)

any Infrastructure Related Document is terminated without the prior
consent of Homes England and such termination is likely in the opinion of
Homes England (acting reasonably) to have a Material Adverse Effect;

(i)

the Grant Recipient fails to pay any sum due under a HIF Document on the
due date for payment thereof provided that if Homes England is satisfied
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that such failure to pay any amount due hereunder is due solely to technical
delays in the transmission of funds and such amount is paid within two (2)
Business Days, this limb (i) will not apply for the purposes of this definition;
(j)

following the Review Date, Homes England (acting reasonably) considers
(whether as a result of its due diligence or otherwise) that the Grant
Recipient does not have sufficient funds or resources available to it to
complete the Infrastructure Works in accordance with the Infrastructure
Details;

(k)

a Disposal other than a Permitted Disposal has occurred without the prior
consent of Homes England;

(l)

there is a breach of any of the conditions at clause 8.4;

(m)

clause 27.3 applies;

(n)

any other material breach by the Grant Recipient of any of its obligations
under this Agreement has occurred;

(o)

the Final Certificate issued by the Grant Recipient's Section 151 Officer is
inaccurate or misleading in any respect;

(p)

there is a failure by the Grant Recipient or the Recovery Beneficiary to
apply Recovery Proceeds in accordance with clause 5.6;

(q)

there is a failure by the Grant Recipient to comply (or secure compliance)
with a Remediation Plan where one is approved by Homes England
pursuant to clause 13.2; or

(r)

Homes England determines (acting reasonably) that proper progress
against the Grant Recipient's Delivery Plan has not been made by the
Grant Recipient in delivering the Infrastructure Works;

(s)

the Grant Recipient fails to secure legal and beneficial ownership and
vacant possession of the Infrastructure Site by [30 September 2021];

Good Industry Practice means that degree of skill, care, prudence and foresight and
operating practice which would reasonably and ordinarily be expected from time to time of
a skilled and experienced contractor (engaged in the delivery of works or outputs of the
same type as the Infrastructure Works or Housing Outputs (as applicable)) under the same
or similar circumstances;
Grant Recipient Contribution means £5,000,000, payable at the times and in the manner
set out in the Expenditure Forecast;
Grant Recipient Monitoring Report means the monitoring report to be prepared and
delivered to Homes England by the Grant Recipient in accordance with clause 11.3.2;
Health and Safety Legislation means any applicable health and safety legislation,
statutory instruments or regulations (including but not limited to the Health and Safety at
Work etc. Act 1974) and any guidance and/or codes of practice relating to them;
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HIF Document means:
(a)

this Agreement;

(b)

any other document designated as such by the Grant Recipient and Homes
England; and

(c)

any document entered into, pursuant to, or which amends or varies any
document referred to in paragraphs (a) or (b) above;

HIF Funding means the funding made available or to be made available by Homes England
to the Grant Recipient under this Agreement for the purposes of application towards
Infrastructure Expenditure incurred or to be incurred by the Grant Recipient in delivering or
procuring the delivery of the Infrastructure Works to facilitate the Housing Outputs;
Highways means roads, cycleways, footpaths, pavements, accessways, squares,
courtyards, driveways, forecourts, entranceways and ancillary verges, landscaped areas,
lighting, street furniture, drains, other utilities and associated works;
Historic Expenditure means Infrastructure Expenditure incurred:
(a)

between the date of submission of the Grant Recipient's expression of
interest for the Housing Infrastructure Fund and the date hereof; and

(b)

which was specifically requested in the Bid for inclusion within the HIF
Funding,

and which is an amount not exceeding £[4,248,285];
HMRC means Her Majesty's Revenue & Customs;
Homes England Senior Officer means the person notified as such by Homes England to
the Grant Recipient;
Housing Delivery Statement means the statement for the housing delivery timetable
including planning, site assembly, site marketing and profiling of Housing Output delivery as
annexed at Annexure 3;
Housing Developer means any developer who enters into a contract with the Grant
Beneficiary for the delivery of the Housing Outputs
Housing Outputs means the dwellings which are to be delivered or facilitated pursuant to
the HIF Funding further details of which are set out at Schedule 2 (as the same may be
amended from time to time in accordance with the terms of this Agreement);
Housing Output Target Dates means each date set out in Schedule 2 by which the
relevant Housing Output Target should be achieved (as the same may be revised by Homes
England in accordance with clause 9.3)
Housing Output Target means each stage in the delivery of the Housing Outputs identified
in Schedule 2;
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Housing Sites means each area of land upon which the Housing Outputs will be situated
as identified on the plan annexed at Annexure 5;
Housing Start on Site Date means the date identified in Schedule 2 on which:
(a)

a Housing Developer has taken possession of a Housing Site; and

(b)

the relevant Housing Start on Site Works on that Housing Site have
commenced;

Housing Start on Site Works means:
(a)

excavation for strip or trench foundations or for pad footings;

(b)

digging out and preparation of ground for raft foundations;

(c)

vibroflotation, piling, boring for piles or pile driving; or

(d)

drainage works specific for the buildings on the relevant Housing Site;

HRA 2008 means the Housing and Regeneration Act 2008;
Increased Value means, in relation to any part of the Site, the Market Value of that part of
the Site on the assumptions that planning permission for the Infrastructure Works and/or the
Housing Outputs (as applicable) relevant to that Site (or part thereof) have been obtained
and the Infrastructure Works have been completed;
Information means:
(a)

in relation to the FOIA has the meaning given under section 84 of the FOIA
and which is held by Homes England at the time of receipt of an RFI; and

(b)

in relation to the EIR has the meaning given under the definition of
"environmental information" in section 2 of the EIR and which is held by
Homes England at the time of receipt of an RFI;

Information Commissioner has the meaning set out in section 114 of the Data Protection
Act 2018 and for the avoidance of doubt is the UK's independent body set up to uphold and
enforce information rights;
Infrastructure Details means information:
(a)

provided by the Grant Recipient in relation to the Infrastructure Works,
which shall include:

i

the descriptive and other details in respect of the Infrastructure Works as
set out in Schedule 1;

ii

the Delivery Plan;

iii

the Expenditure Forecast;
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iv

the Management Plan;

v

Milestone Dates;

vi

all Consents which are available;

vii

the proposed timing of all drawdowns of HIF Funding and any other
funding sources; and

(b)

provided by the Recovery Beneficiary in relation to the Housing Outputs to
be facilitated by the delivery of the Infrastructure Works and the projected
dates for their achievement,

all in accordance with the Bid and each as varied from time to time in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement;
Infrastructure Developer means any developer who enters into a contract with the Grant
Recipient for the delivery of the Infrastructure Works;
Infrastructure Expenditure means the costs of delivering the Infrastructure Works as set
out in the Expenditure Forecast which Homes England is satisfied either have been or will
be reasonably and properly incurred by the Grant Recipient in delivering the Infrastructure
Works and where any costs relate to both construction works and professional fees
(including design) then the maximum proportion of HIF Funding which can be claimed in
relation to professional fees shall be included in the Infrastructure Expenditure (such
proportion to be determined by Homes England);
Infrastructure Milestones means the stages in the delivery of the Infrastructure Works set
out in Schedule 1 as may be extended from time to time pursuant to clause 9.2 or clause
9.3;
Infrastructure Related Documents means
(a)

Contracts;

(b)

Collateral Warranties;

(c)

drawings, plans and specifications;

(d)

planning permissions required for the Infrastructure Works and the
provision of the Housing Outputs and all compulsory purchase orders, road
closures and approvals of reserved matters or details provided pursuant to
them and all other licences and approvals under any applicable planning
legislation or regulations, the building and fire regulations and any other
statute or bylaw of any relevant authority which are necessary to carry out
and complete the Infrastructure Works [and the Housing Outputs];

(e)

any guarantees, warranties and representations given or made by and any
rights or remedies against all or any of the valuers, professional advisers,
contractors or sub-contractors or manufacturers, suppliers and installers of
any fixtures;
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(f)

rights and claims to which the Grant Recipient or a Developer is now or
may hereafter become entitled in relation to the Infrastructure Works;

(g)

other grant agreements relating to the funding of Infrastructure Works; and

(h)

the Contribution Agreement;

and any other document the parties agree in writing from time to time will be designated as
an Infrastructure Related Document;
Infrastructure Site means the land upon which the Infrastructure Works are to be
constructed as identified on the plan annexed at Annexure 4;
Infrastructure Start on Site means the date on which all pre-planning conditions have been
satisfied and the Grant Recipient or the Infrastructure Developer, as applicable has control
of the Infrastructure Site to enable the Infrastructure Works to commence;
Infrastructure Start on Site Date means the date or dates identified in Schedule 1 on which
Infrastructure Start on Site is to have occurred;1
Infrastructure Works means construction of the Carlisle Southern Link Road and the
outputs described in the Infrastructure Details together with associated infrastructure and
any other construction on the Infrastructure Site in respect of which Homes England has
agreed to provide the HIF Funding in accordance with this Agreement (as such
Infrastructure Works may be varied from time to time with the prior written consent of Homes
England);
Infrastructure Works Practical Completion means completion of the Infrastructure Works
in accordance with the definition of "Practical Completion" (or equivalent) in the relevant
Contract(s);
Infrastructure Works Practical Completion Date means the date set out in Schedule 1
whereby Infrastructure Works Practical Completion must be achieved;
Intellectual Property Rights shall include without limitation all rights to, and any interests
in, any patents, designs, trademarks, copyright, know-how, trade secrets and any other
proprietary rights or forms of intellectual property (protectable by registration or not) in
respect of any technology, concept, idea, data, program or other software (including source
and object codes), specification, plan, drawing, schedule, minutes, correspondence,
scheme, formula, programme, design, system, process logo, mark, style, or other matter or
thing, existing or conceived, used, developed or produced by any person;
Interest means interest accruing on the relevant amount at the Base Interest Rate from the
date of receipt by the Grant Recipient of that amount up to and excluding the date of
payment by the Grant Recipient to Homes England;
Land Value Increase means, in relation to a part of the Site, the amount by which the
Increased Value exceeds the Base Value for that part of the Site provided always that if,

This has been drafted to take into account there may be multiple Start on Site Dates for the various elements of a project
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following any Valuation, the Land Value Increase is negative, the Land Value Increase shall
be deemed to be zero;
Law means any applicable law, Legislation, bye-law, regulation, order, regulatory policy,
guidance or industry code, rule of court or directives or requirements of any Regulatory
Body, delegated or subordinate Legislation or notice of any Regulatory Body
Legal Opinion means a legal opinion in the form set out in Schedule 4 given by the Grant
Recipient's Solicitor;
Legislation means:
(a)

any Act of Parliament;

(b)

any subordinate legislation within the meaning of section 21(1) of the
Interpretation Act 1978;

(c)

any exercise of the Royal Prerogative;

(d)

any enforceable community right within the meaning of section 2 of the
European Communities Act 1972;
in each case in the United Kingdom; and

(e)

any regulations, orders, by-laws or codes of practice of any local or
statutory or competent authority having jurisdiction over the territory in
which the Infrastructure Works are situated.

Management Plan each detailed plan prepared from time to time by the Grant Recipient,
and approved by its cabinet and/or Section 151 Officer, setting out all actual, identified and
anticipated Cost Overruns and setting out (in such detail as Homes England may reasonably
require) how each such Cost Overrun will be mitigated, managed and/or funded, including
as updated prior to the Review Date;
Market Value means the valuation of a property's market value, determined by a Chartered
Surveyor who is a registered Valuer, in accordance with the guidance set out in the Red
Book;
Material Adverse Effect means any present or future event or circumstances which could,
in the opinion of Homes England (using its absolute discretion):
(a)

materially impair the ability of the Grant Recipient to perform and comply
with its obligations under any HIF Document or Infrastructure Related
Document;

(b)

materially or adversely affect the assets or financial condition of the Grant
Recipient; or

(c)

materially impair the validity or enforceability of, or the effectiveness or
ranking of any HIF Document or any security granted or purporting to be
granted pursuant to any HIF Document or the rights or remedies of Homes
England under any HIF Document or Infrastructure Related Document;
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Maximum Sum means the sum identified in Schedule 1 being the maximum amount of HIF
Funding to be provided by Homes England to the Grant Recipient under this Agreement;
Milestones means the Infrastructure Milestones;
Milestone Date means each date set out in Schedule 1 by which the relevant Milestone
must have been achieved (as the same may be revised by Homes England in accordance
with clause 9.3) otherwise a General Default will occur;
Milestone Extension Events means any of the following:
(a)

exceptionally adverse weather conditions provided that any extension
permitted on this ground will be restricted to the number of days for which
the adverse weather continued;

(b)

the exercise after the date of this Agreement by the United Kingdom
Government of any statutory power which directly affects the execution of
the Infrastructure Works by restricting the availability or use of labour which
is essential to the proper carrying out of the Infrastructure Works or
preventing the Grant Recipient or an Infrastructure Developer from, or
delaying in, securing such goods or materials or such fuel or energy as are
essential to the proper carrying out of the Infrastructure Works;

(c)

the use or threat of terrorism and/or the activity of the relevant authorities
in dealing with such use or threat;

(d)

fire, explosion, lightning, storm, tempest, flood, bursting or overflowing of
water tanks, apparatus or pipes, ionising radiation, earthquakes, riot and
civil commotion;

(e)

failure by any statutory undertaker, utility company or other like body to
carry out works or provide services which the Grant Recipient or the
Infrastructure Developer has taken all reasonable steps open to it to
procure and expedite;

(f)

any failure or major shortage of power, fuel or transport;

(g)

any blockade or embargo;

(h)

any:

i

official or unofficial strike;

ii

lockout;

iii

go-slow; or

iv

other dispute,
generally affecting the construction industry or a significant sector of it or
an Infrastructure Developer engaged in the delivery of the Infrastructure
Works to a material extent;
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(i)

the exercise after the date of this Agreement by the United Kingdom
Government (excluding for the avoidance of doubt, the Grant Recipient) of
any statutory power which directly affects the Grant Recipient's obligations
under this Agreement;

(j)

any reasonable delays in a statutory planning process (including
compulsory purchases and planning permission applications); or

(k)

any impediment, prevention or default, whether by act or omission by
Homes England except to the extent caused or contributed to by any
default, whether by act or omission, of the Grant Recipient.

(a)

any of the events arises (directly or indirectly) as a result of any wilful
default or wilful act or negligent act of the Grant Recipient, any Contractor
or an Infrastructure Developer; or

(b)

in respect of the event referred to in (e) above, such event arises as a result
of any failure by the Grant Recipient or the Infrastructure Developer
(whether wilful or otherwise) to notify the relevant statutory undertaker or
utility company of the requirement for works or services to be completed
by the date required to enable the relevant Milestone to be achieved.

Unless:

Milestone Failure means a failure by the Grant Recipient to achieve any Milestone by the
relevant Milestone Date;
Monitoring Report has means a Grant Recipient Monitoring Report or a Recovery
Beneficiary Monitoring Report;
Monitoring Surveyor means such suitably qualified monitoring surveyor as may be
approved by Homes England and appointed by the Grant Recipient on terms satisfactory to
Homes England pursuant to clause 7.6.7;
Notifiable Event means an event of the type described in clause 11.1;
Open Book means the transparent and full disclosure of information to be undertaken in
utmost good faith and to include the declaration of all information which the Grant Recipient
is required to maintain keep or disclose under this Agreement and any other financial
components such as price, profit margins, central office overheads, site overheads,
preliminaries, contingencies and the cost of all materials, goods, equipment, work and
service, apportionments of these items with all and any books of accounts, correspondence,
agreements, orders, invoices, receipts and other documents available for inspection;
Permitted Disposal means:
(a)

any disposal expressly contemplated in this Agreement; and/or

(b)

the disposal of part or parts of the Site upon which an electricity sub-station,
gas generation or pumping station or other statutory services or
infrastructure have been or are to be constructed or installed and the
immediate curtilage of the same together with ancillary easements; and/or
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(c)

disposals made pursuant to a planning obligation pursuant to section 106
of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990 or the Local Government
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 or section 33 and/or the Local
Government Act 1972 section 111 and the Highways Act 1980 section (s)
38 and/or 278;

(d)

and any other disposal which Homes England agrees from time to time will
become a Permitted Disposal;

Permitted Encumbrance means:
(a)

any lien arising solely by operation of Law in the ordinary course of the
Grant Recipient's business in respect of any obligation which is not more
than thirty (30) days overdue for settlement;

(b)

any Encumbrance arising out of title retention provisions in a supplier's
standard conditions of supply in respect of goods supplied to the Grant
Recipient in the ordinary course of its business;

(c)

any Encumbrance created pursuant to this Agreement; and

(d)

any Encumbrance granted with the prior written consent of Homes
England;

Personal Data has the meaning ascribed to it in the Data Protection Legislation;
Planning Performance Agreement means each agreement entered into between the
Recovery Beneficiary (in its capacity as the local planning authority) and each Housing
Developer, together with associated stakeholders (as applicable) in relation to the project
management of a planning application for the Housing Output;
Practical Completion means as the context requires:
(a)

in relation to the Infrastructure Works, Infrastructure Works Practical
Completion; and

(b)

in relation to the Housing Outputs, the meaning ascribed to "Practical
Completion" (or term with equivalent effect) in the relevant Contract;

Pre Commencement Conditions means the conditions set out in Schedule 7;
Preliminary Costs means [the 'Pre-Contract Tranche', 'Tranche 1' and 'Tranche 2'] as set
out in the Expenditure Forecast [and marked as "Preliminary Costs" to be] incurred by the
Grant Recipient prior to satisfaction of clause 4.3 up to an aggregate maximum of £[
]2;
Process has the meaning ascribed to it in the Data Protection Legislation and Processing
shall be construed accordingly;

2

Homes England to confirm
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Procurement Law means (as the case may be):
(a)

prior to the date on which the United Kingdom ceases to be a Member
State of the European Union all applicable United Kingdom and European
Union procurement Legislation and any implementing measures including
European Union Directives 2014/23/EU (on the award of concession
contracts) and 2014/24/EU (on Public Procurement); the Public Contracts
Regulations 2015, the Concession Contracts Regulations 2016 insofar as
the same are applicable; and

(b)

on or after the date the United Kingdom ceases to be a Member State of
the European Union the Public Contracts Regulations 2015, the
Concession Contracts Regulations 2016 (insofar as the same are
applicable) together with any statutory modification or replacement
regulations or Legislation on procurement by public bodies;

Professional Team means the Infrastructure Developer, any architect, any civil engineer
and any other consultant or advisor with a design or supervisory responsibility for the
Infrastructure Works appointed or engaged by the Grant Recipient or an Infrastructure
Developer in connection with the Infrastructure Works;
Prohibited Act means:
(a)

offering, giving or agreeing to give to any servant of Homes England any
gift or consideration of any kind as an inducement or reward:

i

for doing or not doing (or for having done or not having done) any act in
relation to the obtaining or performance of a HIF Document; or

ii

for showing or not showing favour or disfavour to any person in relation
to a HIF Document;

(b)

entering into a HIF Document in connection with which commission has
been paid or has been agreed to be paid by the Grant Recipient or on its
behalf, or to its knowledge, unless before the relevant agreement is entered
into particulars of any such commission and of the terms and conditions of
any such agreement for the payment thereof have been disclosed to
Homes England;

(c)

committing any offence:

i

under legislation creating offences in respect of fraudulent acts;

ii

at common law in respect of fraudulent acts in relation to this Agreement;
or

iii

under the Bribery Act 2010; or

(d)

defrauding or attempting to defraud or conspiring to defraud Homes
England;
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Public Sector Financial Assistance means any funding (received or receivable by the
Grant Recipient or the Recovery Beneficiary) to finance any part of the Infrastructure Works
or Housing Outputs from public sector bodies including but not limited to funding by Homes
England (other than the HIF Funding), funding from the European Commission, government
bodies (whether national or local) or bodies in receipt of lottery funds from the National
Lottery Distribution Fund pursuant to the National Lotteries Act 1993 and 1998;
Public Sector Contribution means any funding (excluding the Grant Recipient
Contribution) received or receivable by the Grant Recipient or an Infrastructure Developer
to finance any part of the Infrastructure Works or Housing Outputs from public sector bodies
including but not limited to funding by Homes England (including HIF Funding), funding from
the European Commission, government bodies (whether national or local) or bodies in
receipt of lottery funds from the National Lottery Distribution Fund pursuant to the National
Lotteries Act 1993 and 1998;
Quarter Date means 31 March, 30 June, 30 September and 31 December;
Recovery Beneficiary Contribution means £5,000,000, payable at the times and in the
manner set out in the Expenditure Forecast;
Recovery Beneficiary Monitoring Report means the monitoring report to be prepared and
delivered to Homes England by the Recovery Beneficiary in accordance with clause 11.3.3;
Recovery Proceeds means:
(e)

without double counting of any amount received under paragraph (c)
below, any consideration received by the Grant Recipient or the Recovery
Beneficiary in relation to any disposal of a part or whole of the Site;

(f)

Community Proceeds;

(g)

without double counting of any amount received under paragraph (a)
above, an amount equal to each Land Value Increase;

(h)

without double counting of any amount received under paragraph (a) or (b)
above, the amount of borrowings raised against any Land Value Increase
or

(i)

means the proceeds of a claim against

i

any landowner from whom the Site (or any part thereof) has been
acquired;

ii

the provider of any due diligence report (in its capacity as provider of the
same) in connection with the acquisition, development or financing of the
Site, the Infrastructure Works and/or the Housing Output; or

iii

any member of the Professional Team or any other contractor, consultant
or professional engaged in relation to the Infrastructure Works or Housing
Output;
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Red Book means the "Red Book" (The RICS Valuation Standards - Global and UK, 7th
edition), which is the code of practice and guidance for all members of the Royal Institution
of Chartered Surveyors;
Regulatory Body means government departments or regulatory, statutory and other
entities, committees and bodies which, whether under statute, rules, regulations, codes of
practice or otherwise, are entitled to regulate, investigate, or influence the matters dealt with
in this Agreement or any other affairs of Homes England;
Remediation Plan means the plan described in clause 13.2.1;
Report means a report under Section 114(3) or Section 114A of the Local Government
Finance Act 1988 or Section 5 of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989;
Request for Information/RFI shall have the meaning set out in the FOIA or any request for
information under EIR which may relate to the Infrastructure Works or the Housing Outputs,
any HIF Document or any activities or business of Homes England;
Required Standards means the requirements of this Agreement, Good Industry Practice,
all Consents, Legislation and unless otherwise agreed with Homes England, the
requirements of the relevant local authority's Development Plan (as defined in section 39 of
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004);
Retention means a cost or expense referred to in the Expenditure Forecast and payable
under an Infrastructure Related Document on or after Practical Completion;
Review Date means [25] October 2021;
Review Meeting means a meeting of the type described in clause 11.3;
RIDDOR means Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations
1995 (as amended from time to time);
Section 151 Officer means an officer of the Grant Recipient appointed under section 151
of the Local Government Act 1972;
Security means a mortgage, charge, pledge, lien or other security interest securing any
obligation of any person or any other agreement or arrangement having a similar effect
(such as sale or lease and leaseback effected for such purpose, a blocked account, set-off
or similar 'flawed asset' arrangement);
Site means the Infrastructure Site and the Housing Sites;
Solicitors means a firm of solicitors approved by Homes England (acting reasonably and
having regard, inter alia, to the number of partners, relevant experience and professional
indemnity cover of any proposed firm) from time to time;
Special Contractual Provisions means the conditions set out in Schedule 6;
State Aid means (as the case may be):
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(a)

any aid granted by a Member State of the European Union or through the
resources of such Member State in any form whatsoever which distorts or
threatens to distort competition by favouring a particular undertaking or the
production of certain goods, in so far as such aid affects trade between
European Union Member States; or

(b)

any aid benefit or advantage (which includes but is not limited to assets,
rates, funds and land) granted by or through a public sector body which is
subject to any United Kingdom Competition Requirements;

State Aid Confirmation means written confirmation from a firm of reputable solicitors with
expertise in State Aid Law that (at the time at which such confirmation is given) the terms of
the State Aid Opinion remain valid and correct;
State Aid Law means [TBC];
State Aid Opinion means the opinion as to the State Aid treatment of the Infrastructure
Works provided pursuant to the Pre Commencement Conditions;
Tax means any tax, levy, impost, duty or other charge or withholdings and any charges of
a similar nature, together with interest thereon and penalties with respect thereto, if any, and
any payments made on or in respect thereof and Taxation or taxation and Taxes or taxes
shall be construed accordingly;
Term means the period of time from the date hereof until 30 June 2049 subject to earlier
termination by Homes England of the entirety of this Agreement;
Total Infrastructure Costs means, if all costs in relation to the Infrastructure Works:
(a)

have been incurred, the aggregate of such costs; and

(b)

have not yet been incurred, the actual and forecasted value (as relevant)
of the aggregate of such costs

each as such costs are identified in the Expenditure Forecast;
Undrawn Amount means such part of the Maximum Sum as has not been paid to the Grant
Recipient under this Agreement;
United Kingdom Competition Requirement means any Legislation which:
(a)

is in force and/or in effect and/or applies (in England) on or after the date
the United Kingdom ceases to be a Member State of the European Union;
and

(b)

which regulates any aid funding assets or advantage granted or directed
by a public sector body to the extent that the same has the ability to
threaten to or actually distort either competition or an economic market in
the United Kingdom and/or in any part of the European Economic Area
and/or in any other country or countries;

Unlawful State Aid means (as the case may be):
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(a)

State Aid which has been granted in contravention of Article 108(3) Treaty
of the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), does not benefit from an
exemption from notification and has not been approved by a decision of
the European Commission under Article 107(2) or (3) TFEU;

(b)

State Aid which has been granted after the United Kingdom ceases to be
a Member State of the European Union to the extent that the same is
granted contrary to or is an infringement of any United Kingdom
Competition Requirement;

Valuer means such reputable firm of surveyors as is a member of the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors as may be appointed by the Grant Recipient and approved by Homes
England;
VAT means Value Added Tax as presently charged under the Value Added Tax Act 1994
or any tax of similar nature; and
Waiver Condition means provision of satisfactory evidence by the Grant Recipient to
Homes England that the relevant Prohibited Act was committed by:
(a)

an employee acting independently of the Grant Recipient and such
employee's employment is terminated within twenty (20) Business Days of
Homes England serving notice on the Grant Recipient of such Prohibited
Act; or

(b)

a Contractor (or any employee of a Contractor not acting independently of
the Contractor) or a Developer (or any employee of a Developer not acting
independently of the Developer) and the relevant Infrastructure Related
Document is terminated within twenty (20) Business Days of Homes
England serving notice on the Grant Recipient of such Prohibited Act; or

(c)

an employee of a Developer or a Contractor acting independently of such
Contractor and such employee's employment is terminated within twenty
(20) Business Days of Homes England serving notice on the Grant
Recipient of such Prohibited Act; or

(d)

any person not specified in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) and the Grant
Recipient (or any Contractor or a Developer) has severed links with such
person (whether his employment, appointment or any other link) within
twenty (20) Business Days of Homes England serving notice on the Grant
Recipient of such Prohibited Act

where acting independently means not acting with the authority or knowledge of any one or
more of the directors of the Grant Recipient or the Developer or relevant Contractor.
Interpretation
The masculine includes the feminine and vice versa.
The singular includes the plural and vice versa.
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Any reference in this Agreement to any condition, sub-condition, paragraph,
Schedule, Annexure or section heading is, except where it is expressly stated to
the contrary, a reference to such condition, sub-condition, paragraph, Schedule,
Annexure or section heading of this Agreement.
Any reference to this Agreement or to any other document shall include (except
where expressly stated otherwise) any variation, amendment or supplement to
such document to the extent that such variation, amendment or supplement is
not prohibited under the terms of this Agreement.
Any reference to any enactment, order, regulation, determination or similar
instrument shall (except where expressly stated otherwise) be construed as a
reference to the enactment, order, regulation, determination or instrument
(including any EU instrument) as amended, replaced, consolidated or re-enacted.
A reference to a person includes firms, partnerships and corporations and their
successors and permitted assignees or transferees.
Headings are for convenience of reference only.
A time of day shall be a reference to London time.
A party means a party to this Agreement.
The words includes or including are to be construed without limitation.
A document in the agreed form is to be the form of the relevant document agreed
between the parties and for the purpose of identification initialled by each of them
or on their behalf (in each case with such amendments as may be agreed by or
on behalf of the parties) or in the form set out in a Schedule to this Agreement.
A paragraph in a Schedule shall be construed as references to a paragraph in
that particular Schedule.
A deliberate act or omission of any person shall exclude acts or omissions which
were within the contemplation of the parties or which were otherwise provided for
in this Agreement.
In any case where the consent or approval of Homes England (or any officer of
Homes England) is required or a notice is to be given by or to Homes England,
such consent or approval or notice shall only be validly given if it is in writing and
signed by (if relevant) the officer stipulated in this Agreement or such other
person as may be specified to the other parties from time to time. Any consent,
approval or refusal to consent or approve should be issued within a reasonable
time frame.
An obligation to do anything includes an obligation to procure its being done.
Any restriction includes an obligation not to permit infringement of the restriction.
The terms Housing Site and Infrastructure Site include each and every part of
such site and estate or interest in it.
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If there is any ambiguity or conflict between the implied terms and the express
terms of this Agreement then the express terms shall prevail.
No review comment or approval by Homes England under the provisions of this
Agreement shall operate to exclude or limit the Grant Recipient's obligations or
liabilities under this Agreement save where Homes England have confirmed the
said review comment or approval in writing.
The Grant Recipient shall be responsible as against Homes England for the acts
or omissions of any Infrastructure Developer as if they were the acts or omissions
of the Grant Recipient.
Neither the giving of any approval, consent, examination, acknowledgement,
knowledge of the terms of any agreement or document nor the review of any
document or course of action by or on behalf of Homes England shall, unless
otherwise expressly stated in this Agreement or agreed in writing by Homes
England, relieve the Grant Recipient of any of its obligations under any HIF
Document or any of the Infrastructure Related Documents or of any duty which it
may have hereunder to ensure the correctness, accuracy or suitability of the
matter or thing which is the subject of the approval, consent, examination,
acknowledgement or knowledge nor confer impose or imply any liability or
responsibility on or on behalf of Homes England in respect of or in connection
with the matter to or in relation to which such approval consent examination
acknowledgement was given or review made.
Save where a contrary intention is shown or where an express discretion is given
by this Agreement, Homes England will act in a reasonable manner in deciding
whether to give any consent, agreement, determination or approval or express
its satisfaction and whether to give any such consent, agreement, determination
or approval or express its satisfaction subject to restrictions, terms or conditions
unless in each case to do so would fetter its statutory powers, rights or
obligations.
2

Provision of HIF Funding
Homes England (in exercise of its powers under section 19 of the HRA 2008) agrees to
make available to the Grant Recipient, during the Availability Period, HIF Funding in an
aggregate principal amount equal to the Maximum Sum on the terms set out in this
Agreement.
The Grant Recipient acknowledges and agrees that the Maximum Sum may be reduced by
Homes England:
in the exercise of its rights under this Agreement; or
to accommodate factors such as (but without limitation):
(a)

changes to the Infrastructure Details;

(b)

variations arising out of the operation of clause 9.2;
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(c)

changes to the Infrastructure Works or the Housing Outputs agreed
between the parties; or

(d)

increases in income or other sources of financial assistance becoming
available to the Grant Recipient or a Developer in relation to the delivery of
the Infrastructure Works;

The Availability Period will come to an end in relation to all Undrawn Amounts on termination
of this Agreement.
The Grant Recipient acknowledges and agrees that Homes England's obligation to provide
the HIF Funding is at all times subject to Homes England receiving any approvals Homes
England may require (whether internally or from central Government).
3

Review
The Grant Recipient and Homes England acknowledge that, as at the date of this
Agreement, the Total Infrastructure Cost is expected to be met by the commitments set out
in the Expenditure Plan, together with the application of Cost Savings, Recovery Proceeds
and any additional funding which the Grant Recipient may obtain after the date of this
Agreement.
By no later than the earlier of the relevant Milestone Date set out in Schedule 1 or 10
Business Days prior to the Review Date, the Grant Recipient and (where relevant) the
Recovery Beneficiary shall supply updated copies of each document comprising the
Infrastructure Details (together with such other documents and information as Homes
England may reasonable request) in each case, setting out any changes to the equivalent
document delivered as at the date of this Agreement.
If, by the Review Date, Homes England reasonably considers that:
the Grant Recipient will not have sufficient funding to complete the Infrastructure
Works;
the Infrastructure Works Practical Completion cannot be completed by the
Infrastructure Works Practical Completion Date,
Homes England may [by giving the Grant Recipient not less than 5 Business Days' notice
in writing]:
(a)

terminate this Agreement in its entirety;

(b)

withhold and cancel any further payment of HIF Funding due to the Grant
Recipient under this Agreement; and/or

(c)

reallocate or redirect such part of the HIF Funding (which has not yet been
paid to the Grant Recipient) to such other person or for such purpose as
Homes England in its discretion considers appropriate.
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4

Representations and warranties
As at the date of this Agreement, on the date of each Claim and the date of each Monitoring
Report (by reference to the facts and circumstances then existing):
the Grant Recipient makes the representations and warranties set out in Part 1 of
Schedule 5 to Homes England; and
the Recovery Beneficiary makes the representations and warranties set out in Part 2 of
Schedule 5 to Homes England.

5

Payment of HIF Funding
Initial conditions precedent
Homes England's obligations under this Agreement are subject to the condition precedent
that it has conducted due diligence (including financial and legal due diligence) satisfactory
to it in relation to the Infrastructure Works and has confirmed to the Grant Recipient that the
Pre Commencement Conditions have been satisfied or waived.
Conditions Precedent to each Claim for HIF Funding in respect of Preliminary Costs
The obligation of Homes England to make available HIF Funding in relation to Preliminary
Costs and Historic Expenditure (without double counting) is subject to the further conditions
precedent that, at or before the time of a Claim and at or before the time Homes England
pays HIF Funding that it has or confirmed to the Grant Recipient that it has received
evidence from the Section 151 Officer that the Grant Recipient has incurred the costs
relating to the Claim (in a form satisfactory to Homes England) and such costs form part of
the Preliminary Costs and relate to the Infrastructure Works in whole or in part.
Conditions Precedent to each Claim for HIF Funding
The obligation of Homes England to make available any HIF Funding (other than
in respect of Preliminary Costs and Historic Expenditure) is subject to the further
conditions precedent that, at or (in the case of the matters set out in subparagraphs (b), (f), (g) and (j)) before the time of a Claim and at or (in the case
of the matters set out in such sub-paragraphs) before the time Homes England
pays HIF Funding that it has or (in the case of the matters set out in subparagraphs (c), (g), and (n)) the Monitoring Surveyor has, confirmed to the Grant
Recipient that it or the Monitoring Surveyor (as applicable) has received all of the
following in form and substance satisfactory to Homes England:
(a)

evidence from the Section 151 Officer that the Grant Recipient has (and at
all times after the Review Date continues to have) sufficient funds (in
addition to the HIF Funding and the Recovery Beneficiary Contribution)
whether from its own resources or otherwise to complete the Infrastructure
Works;

(b)

each Infrastructure Related Document executed by the Grant Recipient
and all other relevant parties as is then required to deliver such part of the
Infrastructure Works which form the subject of the Claim;
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(c)

evidence of the Infrastructure Developer's capability, capacity and
resourcing to be able to deliver the Infrastructure Works by the
Infrastructure Works Practical Completion Date;

(d)

a valid Claim made in accordance with clause 5.3.2(d);

(e)

the amount of the Claim is in accordance with the Expenditure Forecast,
as determined by Homes England in its absolute discretion;

(f)

unless otherwise agreed with Homes England, a copy of the grant of
detailed planning permission satisfactory to Homes England (acting
reasonably) including approval of siting, design, access and use,
landscaping and materials for the whole of the Infrastructure Works3;

(g)

copies of policies, certificates or cover notes relating to each contract or
policy of insurance taken out by or on behalf of the Grant Recipient in
respect the Infrastructure Works have been provided;

(h)

the Contribution Agreement;

(i)

such evidence as it may require (acting reasonably) to be satisfied as to
the payment to date of and the remaining level and availability of:

i

the Grant Recipient Contribution; and

ii

the Recovery Beneficiary Contribution;

(j)

evidence that all necessary Consents as are then required have been
obtained and all other matters are in place to enable the Infrastructure
Works be commenced; and

(k)

a Delivery Plan which incorporates the Milestones and Milestone Dates;

(l)

if required by Homes England, an updated opinion (satisfactory to Homes
England acting reasonably) given by a firm of reputable solicitors who have
an expertise in State Aid Law as to the State Aid treatment of the
Infrastructure Works;

(m)

evidence satisfactory to Homes England demonstrating that the delivery
arrangements relating to all HIF Funding for the Infrastructure Works
accord with the Delivery Plan;

(n)

to the extent not separately required under paragraph (b) above, where
requested by Homes England, the Collateral Warranties delivered in
accordance with the Infrastructure Documents;

(o)

a satisfactory Valuation in respect of the Infrastructure Site;

3

If planning permission has yet to be secured, Homes England may require the insertion of additional provisions to deal with
obligations/time frames to secure it.
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(p)

if requested by Homes England, an updated Valuation of the relevant part
of the Site;

(q)

where the Claim or any part of it relates to a Retention, evidence that such
Retention will be ring-fenced from any other funds of the party who is under
the obligation to hold the Retention4; and

(r)

in relation to any Claim to fund the acquisition of any part of the
Infrastructure Site, a Certificate of Title in a form acceptable to Homes
England in respect of the ownership of that part of the Infrastructure Site
being acquired and any other parts of the Infrastructure Site acquired by
the Grant Recipient using its own funds (to the extent not already provided)
and the Grant Recipient's estate or interest in them (being either the
freehold estate or a lease for a term of 99 years or more on terms
acceptable to Homes England) issued to Homes England by Solicitors
appointed by the Grant Recipient certifying among other things that: (a) the
Infrastructure Site is free from any conditions, restrictions, covenants or
third party interests which do or might affect the right to carry out and
maintain the Infrastructure Works and (b) the Grant Recipient has sufficient
rights appurtenant to its estate or interest in the Infrastructure Site to enable
Infrastructure Works to be fully carried out and fully serviced without the
need to acquire further land or obtain any rights from any other party.

The obligation of Homes England to make available any HIF Funding is also
subject to the conditions precedent that at the time of the Claim and at the time
of Homes England paying such HIF Funding:

4

(a)

the Grant Recipient has (or will have as at the time payment of the relevant
HIF Funding) all rights required in the Infrastructure Site to secure access
to deliver or procure the delivery of the Infrastructure Works which are the
subject of the relevant Claim;

(b)

no Event of Default has occurred and is continuing or would result from
payment of the proposed HIF Funding;

(c)

Homes England has received such evidence as Homes England may
reasonably require that all matters represented and warranted by the Grant
Recipient under clause 3 are true and correct as if made at the date of each
Claim and would be true and correct immediately after the making of any
such HIF Funding; and

CPs to be updated on a project by project basis
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(d)

prior receipt by Homes England of any approvals Homes England may
require whether internally or as required by Legislation or by central
Government.5

Mechanics and payment of HIF Funding
A Claim will not be regarded as having been validly made by the Grant Recipient
unless:
(a)

it is submitted on a Claim Form which must be signed by the Section 151
Officer and is submitted to Homes England within the Availability Period
and prior to the 20th day of the month in which the Claim is required;

(b)

it relates to Infrastructure Expenditure for which the Grant Recipient has
not submitted any other Claim or received any other HIF Funding and it is
accompanied by written evidence satisfactory to Homes England that such
Infrastructure Expenditure has been (or, in exceptional circumstances and
always at Homes England's discretion, will be) incurred in the relevant
Financial Year in which the Claim is made together with confirmation from
the Section 151 Officer that it has verified and approved the Claim provided
that if any amount of HIF Funding is retained by the Grant Recipient for the
purposes of a Retention such Retention shall be deemed to relate to
Infrastructure Expenditure incurred in the relevant Financial Year;

(c)

it accords with the Expenditure Forecast and the Delivery Plan or is
accompanied by evidence satisfactory to Homes England (in its absolute
discretion) to justify any deviation;

(d)

it is for an amount which (if paid) would not cause the Maximum Sum to be
exceeded;

(e)

if it the Claim is for Preliminary Costs and/or Historic Expenditure (without
double counting), the conditions at clauses 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.2 (save for
5.3.2(a)) have been satisfied and

(f)

and if the Claim is for Infrastructure Expenditure other than Preliminary
Costs, the conditions at clauses 5.1 and 5.3 have been satisfied.

Subject to the terms of this Agreement, Homes England will pay each undisputed
instalment of HIF Funding to the Grant Recipient within twelve (12) Business
Days of receipt of a valid Claim.
Any amount of HIF Funding not claimed by the Grant Recipient during the
Availability Period will no longer be made available to the Grant Recipient.
The Grant Recipient may not make more than one Claim per calendar month
unless Homes England has agreed otherwise in writing in advance of any ad hoc
Claims.

5

These may be updated on a project by project basis
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Use of HIF Funding
The HIF Funding will be the sole property of the Grant Recipient and must be
used by the Grant Recipient for Infrastructure Expenditure only.
Without affecting the obligations of the Grant Recipient in any way, Homes
England is not bound to monitor or verify the application of any amount drawn
pursuant to this Agreement.
Use of Recovery Proceeds
The Grant Recipient must (or, if the Recovery Beneficiary is the recipient, the
Recovery Beneficiary must), within ten (10) Business Days of receipt, apply (by
actual expenditure or allocation in the relevant budget satisfactory to Homes
England) all Recovery Proceeds as follows:
(a)

In the case of Recovery Proceeds received by the Grant Recipient:

i

towards any remaining Infrastructure Expenditure, including, for the
avoidance of doubt, funding payment of Cost Overruns or repaying any
sums borrowed in relation to Infrastructure Expenditure; and

ii

once no further Infrastructure Expenditure remains, towards funding
delivery of the Housing Output (and, for the avoidance of doubt,
supporting infrastructure and facilities related to the Housing Output
(other than the Infrastructure Site)) or other housing developments and
related infrastructure within the county of Cumbria;

(b)

in the case of Recovery Proceeds received by the Recovery Beneficiary,
towards funding delivery of the Housing Output (and, for the avoidance of
doubt, supporting infrastructure and facilities related to the Housing Output
(other than the Infrastructure Site)).

Clause 5.6.1 shall cease to apply once the aggregate amount of Recovery
Proceeds which has been received by the Grant Recipient and/or the Recovery
Beneficiary and applied by them in accordance with clause 5.6.1 (without double
counting) exceeds the Maximum Sum.
6

Repayment and Overpayments
If the Grant Recipient is required to repay any amount of HIF Funding to Homes England,
all such repayments shall be considered to be a debt due on demand and must be paid in
cleared funds within twenty (20) Business Days to Homes England into such bank account
as Homes England shall notify to the Grant Recipient from time to time.
If the Grant Recipient does not pay any amount it is obliged to pay under this Agreement
when it is due, the Grant Recipient shall pay default interest on such outstanding amount
from the due date until the date of actual payment (both before and after judgment) at a rate
per annum equal to 2% above the Base Interest Rate.
All payments by the Grant Recipient under or in connection with this Agreement shall be
made without set-off or counterclaim, free and clear of and without any deduction or
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withholding, including, without limitation, for or on account of all taxes except for taxes which
must be deducted by Law.
If Homes England (acting reasonably) considers at any time that any part of the Maximum
Sum was not expended by the Grant Recipient on Infrastructure Expenditure, Preliminary
Costs or Historic Expenditure (without double counting) or if at any time Homes England
has made any overpayment to the Grant Recipient or has paid the Grant Recipient any sum
in excess of the Maximum Sum the Grant Recipient must immediately on written demand
repay to Homes England such amount as may be stipulated by Homes England together
with Interest.
Where a Balancing Sum has arisen the Grant Recipient shall repay to Homes England a
sum equal to the Balancing Sum within twenty (20) Business Days of becoming aware of
the Balancing Sum's existence or the request of Homes England, whichever is earlier.
Where the Grant Recipient has made a Claim which (in part or in whole) relates to a
Retention and such Retention has not been paid by the Grant Recipient under the relevant
Infrastructure Document within 2 years after the date of the relevant Claim, the Grant
Recipient shall repay to Homes England such amount of the Claim which related to the
Retention.
7

Delivery obligations
Infrastructure Works commencement and completion
The Grant Recipient acknowledges that Homes England has allocated the HIF
Funding up to the Maximum Sum on the understanding that the Infrastructure
Works will be delivered in accordance with the Delivery Plan.
The Recovery Beneficiary must use its reasonable endeavours to facilitate that
the Housing Output Targets are achieved by the Housing Output Target Dates
and in accordance with the Housing Delivery Statement.
The Grant Recipient will procure that Infrastructure Works are delivered in
accordance with the Infrastructure Details and the Infrastructure Works
commence by the Infrastructure Start on Site Date are completed by the date of
Infrastructure Works Practical Completion and in any event by [date to be
confirmed by Homes England].
Developers, Contractors and employees
The Grant Recipient must procure that the Infrastructure Developer complies with
the terms of the Infrastructure Related Documents which relate to the
Infrastructure Works, and the Grant Recipient will enforce and procure the
enforcement of the terms of the Infrastructure Related Documents at all times.
The Grant Recipient must take all necessary steps to satisfy Homes England that
its procurement policies and procedures in relation to employees, suppliers,
Contractors and the Infrastructure Developer (as applicable) are suitable and
competent in all respects to allow the proper performance of all work or tasks in
relation to the Infrastructure Works.
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The Grant Recipient must ensure that all Contracts entered into in connection
with the Infrastructure Work are competitively procured (utilising a documented
decision making process) and that the Infrastructure Expenditure represents fair
market costs.
Infrastructure Works
The Grant Recipient shall procure that the Infrastructure Works are:
(a)

conducted and completed in accordance with all Consents and the
technical specifications and to the Required Standards; and

(b)

carried out in a good and workmanlike manner; and

(c)

carried out in compliance with the provisions of the [Considerate
Constructors Scheme] save that where there shall be any conflict between
the provisions of this Agreement and the provisions of the said scheme the
provisions of this Agreement shall prevail.

The Grant Recipient shall provide to Homes England a Final Certificate promptly
upon completion of the Infrastructure Works.
Insurances
The Grant Recipient shall procure that:
(a)

at all times during the carrying out of the Infrastructure Works there shall
be maintained full and proper insurance policies including policies in
respect of all buildings upon the Infrastructure Site and all works
undertaken in carrying out the Infrastructure Works and all unfixed goods
and materials in connection with such works for, in every case, the full
reinstatement or replacement costs of them from time to time including
professional fees (Insurance Policies); and

(b)

Homes England is a named beneficiary of such Insurance Policies.

The Grant Recipient shall supply evidence of such insurance policies
(satisfactory to Homes England) within five (5) Business Days of written request
from Homes England.
If any building upon the Infrastructure Site or any works forming part of the
Infrastructure Works, or any materials or goods required to undertake such works
are destroyed or damaged (other than as necessary as part of the carrying out of
the Infrastructure Works), the Grant Recipient shall procure the rebuilding,
reinstatement or replacement of such building, work, goods or materials in
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement as soon as reasonably
practicable. If the insurance proceeds shall be insufficient the Grant Recipient
shall make up any deficiency out of its own monies.
The Grant Recipient shall not do or permit or suffer to be done anything which
may render any policy or policies of insurance void or voidable.
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Planning
The Grant Recipient must ensure that:
where required by Homes England, sufficient Planning Performance Agreements
are in place in relation to each Housing Site; or
it uses its reasonable endeavours to secure the grant of a planning permission
satisfactory to Homes England to deliver the Infrastructure Works; and
no change is made to the arrangements contemplated in this clause 7.5 without
Homes England's prior written consent (acting reasonably).
Other
The Grant Recipient and the Recovery Beneficiary must take all reasonable steps
to procure that the Housing Outputs are delivered in accordance with the
Required Standards.
The Grant Recipient will allow Homes England and/or any nominated
representative or agent to visit the Infrastructure Site at reasonable times and on
reasonable notice for the purposes of monitoring the Grant Recipient's progress
as against each Milestone and its relevant Milestone Date.
Until such time as the Infrastructure Works have been fully delivered in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the Grant Recipient will ensure that
Homes England has the right to be represented at each project meeting relating
to the same and that such representative (the details of which are to be advised
by Homes England to the Grant Recipient) is provided with reasonable notice of
all such meetings and all relevant meeting materials.
The Grant Recipient shall:
(a)

meet all Cost Overruns from its own resources; and

(b)

on request from Homes England, deliver to Homes England an updated
Management Plan.

The parties agree that for the purposes of this Agreement "delivered" when used
in the context of the Infrastructure Works or Housing Outputs shall be construed
to mean that the Infrastructure Works or Housing Outputs (as the context
requires) have reached the applicable Practical Completion.
The Grant Recipient must ensure that any on-lending or other advance to any
third party (including, for the avoidance of doubt, the Recovery Beneficiary) by
the Grant Recipient of the whole or a part of the Maximum Sum:
(a)

is approved in principle by Homes England in advance;

(b)

is in the case of
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i

a loan, protected by such security arrangements as would be expected
by a prudent lender advancing its own funds to the borrowing organisation
with a view to ensuring their repayment in accordance with the terms of
the on-lending agreement; or

ii

a grant, protected by such arrangements as would be expected of a
prudent grant giver advancing its own funds to the Grant Recipient with a
view to ensuring the proper application of the grant monies for the
purposes for which they were advanced and appropriate arrangements
for their recovery; and

(c)

is compliant with State Aid requirements and ensures the repayment
(together with interest and any penalty) of any sums found to be Unlawful
State Aid.

The Grant Recipient must provide a State Aid Confirmation to Homes England
every 6 months during the Term or at such other intervals as Homes England
may agree from time to time.
Valuation
The Grant Recipient must ensure that:
all information supplied by it or on its behalf to the Valuer for the purposes of each
Valuation was true and accurate as at its date or (if appropriate) as at the date (if
any) at which it is stated to be given;
any financial projections contained in the information referred to in clause 7.7.1
above have been prepared as at their date, on the basis of recent historical
information and on the basis of reasonable assumptions;
it has not omitted to supply any information within its knowledge, having made all
due and careful enquiry, to the Valuer which, if disclosed, would adversely affect
any Valuation; and
as at the date of the first Claim, nothing has occurred since the date the
information referred to in paragraph 6.7.1 above was supplied which, if it had
occurred prior to the relevant Valuation of the Site or the Housing Outputs, would
have adversely affected that Valuation.
If required by Homes England, the Grant Recipient shall appoint a Monitoring Surveyor to
review, monitor progress and report on delivery as against the Delivery Plan and
Expenditure Forecast on such terms as Homes England shall reasonably require.
8

Regulatory and operational obligations
Consents
The Grant Recipient will procure that no Infrastructure Works are commenced and/or
continued without all necessary Consents being received and in particular will procure that
no work constituting development for which planning permission is required under the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990 is carried out without having obtained detailed planning
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consent and will provide such documents as Homes England requires to demonstrate
compliance with this clause 8.1.
Public procurement
The Grant Recipient must comply with all applicable Procurement Laws in connection with
the procurement of the Infrastructure Works or any services relating to them and must
further ensure that the procurement of works, equipment, goods and services by the Grant
Recipient relating to such Infrastructure Works are based on value for money.
Legislation (including Health & Safety and Equality & Diversity)
The Grant Recipient (in relation to delivery of the Infrastructure Works) and the
Recover Beneficiary (in relation to delivery of the Housing Outputs) must comply
with and assist and co-operate with Homes England in order that it can comply
with (and (so far as it is legally able) require third parties who benefit from this
HIF Funding do the same) all applicable legal obligations and statutory
requirements in relation to delivery of the Infrastructure Works or Housing
Outputs, including, but not limited to:(a)

EU and UK Planning and Environmental legislation;

(b)

State Aid Law;

(c)

State Aid Law, including but not limited to N7471A/99 and N747/8/99
Partnership Support for Regeneration (1) Support for Speculative
Developments and (2) Support for Bespoke Developments;

(d)

any relevant Health and Safety Legislation;

(e)

Modern slavery legislation;

(f)

Employment legislation;

(g)

CDM Regulations;

(h)

RIDDOR;

(i)

the Equality Act 2010;

(j)

Equal opportunities (in relation to race, sex, disability, faith and sexuality);

(k)

Financial regulations and legislation;

(l)

Copyright and Data Protection Legislation

The Grant Recipient shall maintain or procure that there is maintained an
accurate record of all health, safety and environmental incidents which occur on
or in connection with the Infrastructure Works and shall (if requested) provide a
report to the Homes England Senior Officer as part of the Monitoring Report
arrangements.
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Disposals
The Grant Recipient must not, without the prior written consent of Homes
England, dispose of the whole or any part of the Infrastructure Site save by way
of a Permitted Disposal.
In granting any consent under clause 8.4.1 Homes England may impose such
conditions as it deems to be appropriate to such consent including a requirement
that any disponee registers a restriction on title in favour of Homes England
and/or agrees to be bound by clauses similar in effect to clause 8.4.1.
The Grant Recipient must not and shall procure that no Infrastructure Developer
or Contractor shall grant any lender security over assets funded, or part funded,
by this HIF Funding unless the Grant Recipient has first obtained Homes
England's written consent.
The Grant Recipient must not transfer any land acquired with the benefit of HIF
Funding to the Infrastructure Developer to enable or facilitate the provision of the
Infrastructure Works for a value which is less than Market Value.
Other
The Grant Recipient must:
(a)

supply to Homes England a copy of any Valuation of the Infrastructure Site
the Grant Recipient obtains, promptly upon obtaining it.

(b)

provide Homes England or any Regulatory Body with such information as
may be requested to demonstrate compliance with the Grant Recipient's
obligations under clauses 7 and 8; and

(c)

ensure the availability and application of the Grant Recipient Contribution
in the form, quantum and timescale required pursuant to this Agreement.

The Grant Recipient must comply with the terms of the Assurance Framework as
it applies to Category 4 projects.
9

Variations and Milestone Date Amendments
The Grant Recipient may not make any amendment to the Infrastructure Works or the
Infrastructure Details without the prior written consent of Homes England other than
amendments which have no material impact upon the delivery of the Infrastructure Works
and no impact on the Total Infrastructure Costs, the Expenditure Forecast or the
achievement of Milestones.
If a Milestone Failure occurs or is in the reasonable opinion of Homes England likely to occur
(having regard to the information supplied pursuant to this Agreement) and such Milestone
Failure is not the result of a Milestone Extension Event Homes England shall be entitled (but
not obliged) to (acting reasonably):
exercise the rights described under clause 13; or
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agree by exchange of written correspondence a revised Milestone Date with the
Grant Recipient in which case any relevant condition of this Agreement shall
apply (changing that which needs to be changed) to the revised Milestone Date.
Where any Milestone Failure occurs or is in the reasonable opinion of Homes England likely
to occur (having regard to the information supplied to Homes England pursuant to this
Agreement or otherwise) and Homes England (acting reasonably) determines that such
failure is the result of a Milestone Extension Event Homes England shall extend the relevant
Milestone Date by such period as it (acting reasonably) considers appropriate to take
account of the delay caused or likely to be caused by the Milestone Extension Event save
that Homes England shall not for any reason be required to extend beyond [longstop dates
subject to Homes England confirmation].
Where it becomes apparent that a material amendment to the Delivery Plan, the Expenditure
Forecast, the Bid, the Infrastructure Works or the Housing Outputs is or will be required, the
Grant Recipient and/or the Recovery Beneficiary (as applicable) must, immediately upon
becoming aware of such required amendment, notify Homes England and the parties must
cooperate in good faith with a view to identifying what steps are available to the Grant
Recipient to ensure delivery of the Infrastructure Works and/or Housing Outputs or
otherwise agreeing variations to the same.
Until such time as a resolution is agreed between the parties, Homes England will be under
no obligation to make HIF Funding available pursuant to any further Claims or otherwise to
the Grant Recipient.
Where the parties fail to agree a resolution pursuant to clause 9.4 within [three (3) months]
of the date of notification under clause 9.4, Homes England will be entitled to exercise its
rights under clause 13.3.
10

Special Contractual Provisions
The parties agree that the Special Contractual Provisions have effect.

11

Notifications, reporting and audit
The Grant Recipient and the Recovery Beneficiary (in the latter case, so far as it is aware)
shall notify Homes England:
immediately upon any change (whether actual or estimated) required to the
Infrastructure Details other than any change permitted under this Agreement;
immediately upon becoming aware of any event which:
(a)

has or might have a Material Adverse Effect on the Grant Recipient; or

(b)

has a detrimental effect on any aspect of the Infrastructure Works and/or
the Housing Outputs including, but not limited to, any Milestone Failure;

(c)

prejudices or might prejudice the Grant Recipient's ability to deliver the
Infrastructure Works in accordance with the Infrastructure Details;
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(d)

prejudices or might prejudice the Grant Recipient's ability to provide the
Grant Recipient Contribution;

(e)

prejudices or might prejudice the Recovery Beneficiary's ability to provide
the Recovery Beneficiary Contribution; or

(f)

has resulted in or might give rise to the making of a Report or Direction.

as soon as reasonably practicable on becoming aware of any claim brought
against the Grant Recipient arising out of or relating to the activities of the Grant
Recipient in relation to the HIF Funding;
immediately upon there being a proposed change to:
(a)

any Infrastructure Related Documents which is material;

(b)

the use of any asset funded by means of HIF Funding made available
under this Agreement (including the purposes for which it is to be used
and/or any time periods for which the asset is to be used);

(c)

the ownership of any asset funded by means of HIF Funding made
available under this Agreement

immediately upon the occurrence of an Event of Default;
immediately upon becoming aware of any investigations into or findings of any
breach of:
(a)

any equality or anti-discrimination legislation or regulations directly or
indirectly related to the Infrastructure Works (or any part of them) whether
or not the Grant Recipient and/or the Infrastructure Developer and/or any
other third party is responsible for the breach or is the subject of the
investigation (as appropriate) (such notice to be addressed to the Homes
England Senior Officer); and/or

(b)

the Data Protection Legislation whether or not the Grant Recipient and/or
the Infrastructure Developer and/or any other third party is responsible for
the breach or is the subject of the investigation (as appropriate) (such
notice to be addressed to the Homes England Senior Officer); and/or

(c)

any challenge under, investigations into or findings of any breach of the
Procurement Laws whether or not the Grant Recipient and/or the
Infrastructure Developer and/or any other third party is responsible for the
breach or is the subject of the investigation (as appropriate) (such notice
to be addressed to the Homes England Senior Officer);

immediately upon becoming aware of:
(a)

any audit or statutory or regulatory investigation in relation to any aspect of
the Infrastructure Works;
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(b)

the occurrence of any act/omission of the Grant Recipient or of any
Contractors, the Infrastructure Developer or subcontractors that harms or
has the potential to harm the reputation of Homes England, the Ministry of
Housing, Communities and Local Government or to bring them into
disrepute; or

(c)

any event or circumstance which would cause the terms of the State Aid
Opinion to be misleading or inaccurate or which would cast doubt upon its
continuing validity

immediately upon becoming aware that the Maximum Sum is greater than is
necessary to deliver the Infrastructure Works to which it relates;
immediately, in the event of the receipt by it of any other income or funds or other
Public Sector Financial Assistance or guarantees of them, or the offer of same,
in respect of the Infrastructure Works or the Housing Outputs beyond any
amounts of the same notified by the Grant Recipient to Homes England as part
of or in connection with its Bid; and/or
immediately upon becoming aware that any information given or supplied in
relation to the Pre Commencement Conditions becomes misleading or
inaccurate.
Resolution
In the event of notification by the Grant Recipient under this clause 11, if applicable and if
requested by Homes England, the Grant Recipient will provide, together with such
notification, a proposal for resolution or mitigation of the event and will take into account all
representations of Homes England on such proposals.
Annual Forecast and Monitoring Reports
The Grant Recipient must provide Homes England with its Annual Forecast within
one calendar month of the start of each Financial Year.
Within ten (10) Business Days of (a) the first day of each calendar month until
the Maximum Sum has been paid to the Grant Recipient (or within such longer
period as Homes England may at its absolute discretion agree) and thereafter (b)
each Quarter Date (or within such longer period as Homes England may at its
absolute discretion agree) the Grant Recipient must provide Homes England with
a report (the Grant Recipient Monitoring Report) which provides details on:
(a)

progress in achieving the Infrastructure Works and the Housing Outputs;

(b)

the Grant Recipient's progress against the Delivery Plan and Expenditure
Forecast;

(c)

the need for changes to the Delivery Plan or Expenditure Forecast;

(d)

the occurrence of any Milestone Failure;

(e)

the implications of any Notifiable Events;
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(f)

progress on engagement with relevant landowners, developers and
promoters (if applicable) in accordance with the Delivery Plan;

(g)

any amendments made to the Infrastructure Works or Infrastructure Details
made pursuant to clause 9.1;

(h)

the amount of all Recovery Proceeds which have been received or become
payable in the period and to date, together with details of their application
in accordance with clause 5.6

(i)

whether a Balancing Sum has arisen; and

(j)

such other matters in relation to the performance of this Agreement as are
notified by either party to the other in writing at least fifteen (15) Business
Days prior to the relevant Quarter Date.

Within ten (10) Business Days of (a) the first day of each calendar month until
the Maximum Sum has been paid to the Grant Recipient (or within such longer
period as Homes England may at its absolute discretion agree) and thereafter (b)
each Quarter Date (or within such longer period as Homes England may at its
absolute discretion agree) the Recovery Beneficiary must provide Homes
England with a report (the Recovery Beneficiary Monitoring Report) which
provides details on:
(a)

progress in achieving the Housing Outputs; and

(b)

the amount of all Recovery Proceeds which have been received or become
payable in the period and to date, together with details of their application
in accordance with clause 5.6.

Any Annual Forecast or Monitoring Report provided pursuant to this Agreement
must be signed by the Section 151 Officer and the Grant Recipient acknowledges
that any representations or confirmations made in such Annual Forecasts and
Monitoring Reports are true and accurate in all material respects.
Notwithstanding the provisions of clauses 10.3.1 and 10.3.2, Homes England
may, if it considers (acting reasonably) that sufficient progress is not being made
against the most recent Delivery Plan, request that the Grant Recipient provides
additional reports containing such information as it reasonably requests to enable
it monitor progress of the Infrastructure Works and the Housing Outputs more
closely.
Homes England or the Grant Recipient may call a Review Meeting at any time to
discuss (amongst other things) the contents of any Annual Forecast or any matter
arising out of the Monitoring Reports provided that the party requesting the
meeting:
(a)

gives not less than 15 Business Days prior written notice to the other of
such meeting; and

(b)

includes with the notice an agenda for such meeting.
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The Grant Recipient shall provide Homes England as soon as is reasonably
practicable with such information or reports as Homes England shall reasonably
require to support or facilitate the meetings referred to in this Agreement and to
monitor the performance of the Grant Recipient's obligations under this
Agreement.
Homes England and the Grant Recipient shall each use all reasonable
endeavours to ensure that any representatives at any meeting held pursuant to
this clause 11.3 have the necessary authority and knowledge to deal with the
items on the agenda for such meeting.
Subject to the prior approval of the other party (such approval not be
unreasonably withheld or delayed) either party may request that additional
persons attend a meeting to provide detailed or particular advice or information.
Save as otherwise agreed between the parties, any meeting under this
clause 11.3 shall be minuted by the Grant Recipient and such minutes shall be
distributed within ten (10) Business Days following the meeting to Homes
England and any other attendee.
Nothing in this clause 11.3 shall prevent Homes England from requesting
(whether on behalf of itself or any Government office) at any other time
information from the Grant Recipient in respect of any of the items listed in this
clause 11.3 and the Grant Recipient shall promptly respond to any such request.
Annual Review
Homes England, the Grant Recipient and the Recovery Beneficiary shall attend
an Annual Review Meeting within ten (10) Business Days (or within such longer
period as Homes England may at its absolute discretion agree) of the first Quarter
Date in each Financial Year to discuss (but without limitation):
(a)

progress in achieving the Infrastructure Works and the Housing Outputs;

(b)

the Grant Recipient's projections in relation to its future performance in
achieving the Housing Outputs;

(c)

the Grant Recipient's progress against the Delivery Plan and Expenditure
Forecast;

(d)

the need for changes to the Delivery Plan or Expenditure Forecast;

(e)

the occurrence of any Milestone Failure;

(f)

the implications of any Notifiable Events;

(g)

the Annual Forecast;

(h)

such other matters in relation to the performance of this Agreement as
are notified by either party to the other in writing at least five (5) Business
Days prior to the date of the Annual Review Meeting.
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Inspection and audit facilities
The Grant Recipient shall as and when requested by Homes England, make
available on an Open Book basis and in a timely manner to Homes England
where required in connection with this Agreement or the HIF Documents a copy
of each of:
(a)

all data, materials, documents and accounts of any nature created,
acquired or brought into existence in any manner whatsoever by or on
behalf of the Grant Recipient for the purposes of this Agreement or the HIF
Documents; and

(b)

all such data, materials, documents and accounts created, acquired or
brought into existence by the Grant Recipient's officers, employees, agents
or consultants relating to the Infrastructure Works or the Housing Outputs
and which have been supplied to the Grant Recipient for the purposes of
this Agreement.

The Grant Recipient shall at all times:
(a)

maintain a full record of particulars of all the income received and
expenditure incurred by the Grant Recipient in respect of the Infrastructure
Works;

(b)

when required to do so by Homes England, provide a summary of any of
the income and expenditure referred to in clause 11.5.2(a) as Homes
England may require to enable it to monitor the performance by the Grant
Recipient of its obligations under this Agreement; and

(c)

provide such facilities as Homes England may require for its
representatives to visit any place where the records are held and examine
the records maintained under this clause 10.5.

The Grant Recipient shall ensure that it and each Developer keeps on an Open
Book basis (in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice) separate
books of account for items relating to the Infrastructure Works which identify
items of revenue received and expenditure incurred in relation to the same.
On the expiry of this Agreement or (if earlier) upon termination thereof, the Grant
Recipient shall, if requested to do so, deliver up to Homes England all the data,
materials, documents and accounts referred to in this clause 10.5 which it has in
its possession, custody or control and shall procure the handing over to Homes
England such data, materials, documents and accounts referred to in clause 11
or as otherwise directed by Homes England.
The Grant Recipient must (and shall procure that each Developer does) for a
period of 10 (ten) years from the date of the last payment made to the Grant
Recipient under this Agreement retain all of the data, documents, materials and
accounts referred to in this clause 10.5 and the Grant Recipient may retain such
data, documents, materials and accounts in electronic form only which may for
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the avoidance of doubt comprise copies where the originals have been supplied
to Homes England pursuant to this clause 11.
12

Change in financial circumstances
The Grant Recipient and/or (as the case may be) the Recovery Beneficiary shall notify
Homes England immediately where there is or has been any change in its or a Developer's
financial circumstances which has or might have a Material Adverse Effect, including for the
avoidance of doubt any withdrawal or reduction of any funding or income available to the
Grant Recipient or the Recovery Beneficiary relative to the delivery of the Infrastructure
Works, or any reduction or withdrawal in relation to the Grant Recipient Contribution or the
Recovery Beneficiary Contribution.
In the event that Homes England (acting reasonably) believes that any change notified to it
pursuant to clause 12.1 or which it otherwise becomes aware of has or might have a Material
Adverse Effect, Homes England shall be entitled to exercise any of the rights and remedies
set out in clause 13.

13

Events of Default
Where a Fundamental Default has (in Homes England's opinion (acting reasonably))
occurred Homes England shall on the service of written notice be entitled forthwith and
without any liability to the Grant Recipient to:
terminate this Agreement in its entirety;
suspend or alter the timing of the payment of any HIF Funding for such period as
Homes England will determine in its sole discretion;
withhold and cancel any further payment of HIF Funding due to the Grant
Recipient under this Agreement;
require the Grant Recipient immediately to repay the HIF Funding and all other
amounts due under this Agreement together with Interest; and
reallocate or redirect such part of the HIF Funding (which has not yet been paid
to the Grant Recipient) to such other person or for such purpose as Homes
England in its discretion considers appropriate.
Where a General Default has (in Homes England's opinion (acting reasonably)) occurred
and is in the opinion of Homes England (using its absolute discretion) capable of remedy:
the Grant Recipient or Recovery Beneficiary (as applicable) (the Defaulting
Party) must submit a proposed remediation plan (the Remediation Plan) to
Homes England within twenty (20) Business Days of the occurrence of the
General Default setting out the Defaulting Party's proposals for the steps to be
taken to remedy or mitigate the effects of the General Default and a basis for
testing whether this has been achieved within an appropriate timeframe;
Homes England will notify the Defaulting Party as to whether the Remediation
Plan is approved as submitted within twenty (20) Business Days of its receipt;
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if the Remediation Plan is not approved, the Defaulting Party's Senior Officer and
Homes England Senior Officer (acting in good faith with a view to securing
delivery of the Infrastructure Works) must meet as soon as practicable (and in
any event within ten (10) Business Days of Homes England's notification under
clause 13.2.2 or such later date as Homes England may agree) to try to agree a
revised Remediation Plan. In default of agreement, a General Default shall be
continuing and the Homes England shall be entitled freely to exercise the rights
under clause 13.3 without any further suspension of its rights to do so;
if the Remediation Plan is approved, the Defaulting Party must comply with the
obligations set out in the Remediation Plan and any failure to do so will be treated
as a General Default entitling Homes England to exercise its rights under clause
13.3 free of any rights of suspension which would otherwise benefit the Grant
Recipient; and
within ten (10) Business Days of the end of the timeframe specified in the
Remediation Plan, the Defaulting Party's Senior Officer and the Homes England
Senior Officer must meet to review the efficacy of the Remediation Plan in
remedying or mitigating the effects of the General Default. If in the opinion of
Homes England (acting reasonably) the Remediation Plan has not been
effective, Homes England shall be entitled in its absolute discretion either to
extend the timeframe for the Remediation Plan's operation or to declare that the
Remediation Plan has failed in which case a General Default shall be deemed to
have occurred entitling Homes England to exercise its rights under clause 13.3
free of any rights of suspension which would otherwise benefit the Grant
Recipient.
Subject to clause 13.4, in the circumstances contemplated in clauses 9.6 and 13.2 or where
a General Default is in the opinion of Homes England (using its absolute discretion)
incapable of remedy, Homes England shall be entitled forthwith and without any liability to
the Grant Recipient to:
terminate this Agreement in its entirety;
suspend or alter the timing of the payment of any HIF Funding for such period as
Homes England will determine in its sole discretion;
withhold and cancel any further payment of HIF Funding due to the Grant
Recipient under this Agreement; and/or
reallocate or redirect such part of the HIF Funding (which has not yet been paid
to the Grant Recipient) to such other person or for such purpose as Homes
England in its discretion considers appropriate.
Nothing in clause 9 or 13.2 shall require Homes England to agree any measure or extension
which would delay the delivery of the Infrastructure Works beyond 31 March 2024;
Any exercise by Homes England of its rights under clauses 13.1 or 13.3 will be without
prejudice to any other right of action or remedy of Homes England (including any claim for
damage) in respect of the relevant Event of Default.
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14

Public relations and publicity
The Grant Recipient will ensure that, where appropriate, publicity is given to the
Infrastructure Works by drawing attention to the benefits and opportunities afforded by it. In
acknowledging the contribution and investment made by Homes England, the Grant
Recipient must comply with any guidance on publicity provided by or on behalf of Homes
England from time to time.
The Grant Recipient must not publicise or promote the HIF Funding without Homes
England's prior written agreement.
The Grant Recipient shall not refer to Homes England or the HIF Funding in any publicity
and/or promotional material relating to the Infrastructure Works without first receiving Homes
England’s written approval to such references.
Homes England reserves the right to use all data provided by the Grant Recipient in relation
to the HIF Funding for publicity or promotional purposes.
The Grant Recipient grants to Homes England a non-exclusive, royalty free licence (to the
extent it can grant such a licence) to use any photographs, records, images, articles or
illustrations relating to the Infrastructure Works undertaken by or for the Grant Recipient for
use in any publicity or advertising, whether published alone or in conjunction with any other
person.
The Recovery Beneficiary grants to Homes England a non-exclusive, royalty free licence (to
the extent it can grant such a licence) to use any photographs, records, images, articles or
illustrations relating to the Housing Outputs undertaken by or for the Grant Recipient for use
in any publicity or advertising, whether published alone or in conjunction with any other
person.

15

Reputation of the parties
The Grant Recipient will not, and will use all reasonable endeavours to procure that the
Developer(s) will not knowingly do or omit to do anything in relation to the HIF Documents,
the Infrastructure Works and Housing Outputs or in the course of their other activities that
may bring the standing of Homes England into disrepute or attract adverse publicity for
Homes England.
No party will publish any statement, orally or in writing, relating to the other parties which
might damage that other party's reputation or that of any of its officers or employees.
The Grant Recipient has not at any time, engaged in any activity, practice or conduct that
would constitute an offence under the Bribery Act 2010.
The Grant Recipient is not ineligible to be awarded any contract or business under the Public
Contracts Regulations or section 26 of the Utilities Contracts Regulations 2006 (SI 2006/6)
(each as amended).
The Grant Recipient will not engage (directly or indirectly) in any activity, practice or conduct
that would constitute an offence under the Bribery Act 2010.
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The Grant Recipient will maintain in place adequate procedures in line with guidance
published by the Secretary of State under section 9 of the Bribery Act 2010 designed to
prevent any Associated Person of a person from bribing another person (within the meaning
given in section 7(3) of the Bribery Act 2010) intending to obtain or retain business or an
advantage in the conduct of the business of a person. The Grant Recipient shall supply to
Homes England, promptly on request of Homes England, copies of such documentation or
other evidence as is reasonably requested by Homes England to enable Homes England to
satisfy itself that such procedures are in place.
The Grant Recipient shall supply to Homes England, promptly on becoming aware of them,
details of any investigation, enquiry or enforcement proceedings by any governmental,
administrative or regulatory body relating to any offence or alleged offence under the Bribery
Act 2010 against it.
16

Confidentiality and freedom of information
Confidentiality
Each party recognises that under the HIF Documents it may receive Confidential
Information belonging to the other.
Each party agrees to treat all Confidential Information belonging to the other
parties as confidential and not to disclose such Confidential Information or any
other confidential information relating to Homes England arising or coming to its
attention during the currency of this Agreement to any third party without the prior
written consent of the other party and agrees not to use such Confidential
Information for any purpose other than that for which it is supplied under the
relevant HIF Document.
The obligations of confidence referred to in clause 16.1 will not apply to any
Confidential Information which:
(a)

is in, or which comes into, the public domain otherwise than by reason of
a breach of a HIF Document or of any other duty of confidentiality relating
to that information; or

(b)

is obtained from a third party without that third party being under an
obligation (express or implied) to keep the information confidential; or

(c)

is lawfully in the possession of the other party before the date of this
Agreement and in respect of which that party is not under an existing
obligation of confidentiality; or

(d)

is independently developed without access to the Confidential Information
of the other party.

Each party will be permitted to disclose Confidential Information to the extent that
it is required to do so:
(a)

to enable the disclosing party to perform its obligations under any HIF
Document or Infrastructure Related Document; or
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(b)

by any applicable law or by a court, arbitral or administrative tribunal in the
course of proceedings before it including without limitation any requirement
for disclosure under the FOIA and the EIR and the Grant Recipient
acknowledges that any lists or schedules provided by it outlining
Confidential Information are of indicative value only and Homes England
may nevertheless be obliged to disclose such Confidential Information; or

(c)

by any regulatory body (including any investment exchange) acting in the
course of proceedings before it or acting in the course of its duties; or

(d)

In order to give proper instructions to any professional adviser of that party
who also has an obligation to keep any such Confidential Information
confidential.

The Grant Recipient and the Recovery Beneficiary will ensure that all Confidential
Information obtained from Homes England under or in connection with any HIF
Document:
(a)

is given only to such of its and their respective employees, professional
advisors, Contractors, Developers or consultants engaged to advise it in
connection with this Agreement as is strictly necessary for the performance
of the HIF Document and only to the extent necessary for the performance
of that HIF Document;

(b)

is treated as confidential and not disclosed (without Homes England's prior
written approval) or used by any such staff or professional advisors,
Contractors or consultants or Developers otherwise than for the purposes
of that HIF Document; and

(c)

where it is considered necessary in the opinion of Homes England (using
its absolute discretion) the Grant Recipient and the Recovery Beneficiary
will procure that such staff, professional advisors, Contractors, Developers
or consultants sign a confidentiality undertaking before commencing work
in connection with this Agreement.

Nothing in this clause 16.1 shall prevent Homes England:
(a)

disclosing any Confidential Information for the purpose of:

i

the examination and certification of Homes England's accounts; or

ii

any examination pursuant to section 6(1) of the National Audit Act 1983
of the economy, efficiency and effectiveness with which Homes England
has used its resources; or

(b)

disclosing any Confidential Information obtained from the Grant Recipient:

i

to any other department, office or agency of the Crown; or

ii

to any person engaged in providing any services to Homes England for
any purpose relating to or ancillary to a HIF Document or any person
conducting an Office of Government Commerce gateway review;
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(c)

provided that in disclosing information under clauses 16.1.6(b)i or
16.1.6(b)ii Homes England discloses only the information which is
necessary for the purpose concerned and requires that the information is
treated in confidence and that a confidentiality undertaking is given where
appropriate.

Nothing in this clause 16.1 shall prevent a party from using any techniques, ideas
or know-how gained during the performance of the HIF Documents in the course
of its normal business, to the extent that this does not result in a disclosure of
Confidential Information or an infringement of Intellectual Property Rights.
Nothing in the clause 16.1 shall prevent Homes England from publishing
information relating to Total Infrastructure Costs, the Infrastructure Expenditure,
the Maximum Sum, the Infrastructure Works or the Housing Outputs.
Nothing in this clause 16 shall prevent the disclosure of information as between
the Grant Recipient and Recovery Beneficiary as relevant to meeting their
respective obligations pursuant to the terms of this Agreement.
Freedom of information
The parties to this Agreement are FOIA Authorities and:
(a)

are subject to legal duties which may require the release of information;
and

(b)

FOIA Authorities may be under an obligation to provide Information subject
to a Request for Information.

The FOIA Authority in receipt of or to receive the RFI (Relevant FOIA Authority)
will be responsible for determining in its absolute discretion whether:
(a)

any Information is Exempted Information or remains Exempted
Information; and/or

(b)

any Information is to be disclosed in response to a Request for Information;

and in no event shall any party, other than the Relevant FOIA Authority, respond
directly to a RFI except to confirm receipt of the RFI and that the RFI has been
passed to the Relevant FOIA Authority unless otherwise expressly authorised to
do so by the Relevant FOIA Authority.
Subject to clause 16.2.4 below, each party acknowledges that the Relevant FOIA
Authority may disclose Information:
(a)

without consulting the other; or

(b)

following consultation with the other party and having taken (or not taken,
as the case may be) its views into account.
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Without in any way limiting clauses 16.2.2 and 16.2.3, in the event that the
Relevant FOIA Authority receives a RFI, the Relevant FOIA Authority will, where
appropriate, as soon as reasonably practicable notify the other party.
Each party will assist and co-operate as requested by the Relevant FOIA
Authority to enable the Relevant FOIA Authority to comply with its disclosure
requirements under FOIA and EIR within the prescribed periods for compliance
and in particular without limitation will (and will procure that its agents and
subcontractors will), at their own cost:
(a)

transfer any RFI received to the Relevant FOIA Authority as soon as
practicable after receipt and in any event within two (2) Business Days of
receiving a RFI;

(b)

provide all such assistance as may be required from time to time by the
Relevant FOIA Authority and supply such data or Information as may be
requested by the Relevant FOIA Authority;

(c)

provide the Relevant FOIA Authority with any data or Information in its
possession or power in the form that the Relevant FOIA Authority requires
within thirty (30) Business Days (or such other period as the Relevant FOIA
Authority may specify (acting reasonably)) of the Relevant FOIA Authority
requesting that Information; and

(d)

permit the Relevant FOIA Authority to inspect any records as requested
from time to time.

Nothing in this Agreement will prevent the Relevant FOIA Authority from
complying with any valid order, decision, enforcement or practice
recommendation notice issued to it by the Information Commissioner under FOIA
and / or EIR in relation to any Exempted Information.
Each party acknowledges and agrees that the Relevant FOIA Authority may in
its absolute discretion redact all or part of the Information within a RFI prior to its
publication. In so doing and in its absolute discretion the Relevant FOIA Authority
may take account of any EIR Exceptions and FOIA Exemptions. The Relevant
FOIA Authority may in its absolute discretion consult with the other party
regarding any redactions to the Information to be published pursuant to this
clause 16. The Relevant FOIA Authority will make the final decision regarding
publication and/or redaction of the Information.
The obligations in this clause 16 will survive the expiry or termination of the HIF
Documents for a period of two (2) years or, in respect of any particular item of
Confidential Information, until such earlier time as that item of Confidential
Information reaches the public domain otherwise than by reason of a breach of a
HIF Document or of any other duty of confidentiality relating to that information.
Publication of information before Parliament
The Grant Recipient acknowledges that the National Audit Office has the right to publish
details of the HIF Documents in its relevant reports to Parliament.
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17

Data protection
The parties will co-operate with one another in order to enable each party to fulfil its statutory
obligations under the Data Protection Legislation.
Without prejudice to the generality of clause 17.1, the Grant Recipient warrants and
represents that it has obtained all and any necessary registrations, notifications and
consents required by the Data Protection Legislation to Process Personal Data for the
purposes of performing its obligations under this Agreement. The Grant Recipient
undertakes at all times during the term of this Agreement to comply with the Data Protection
Legislation (and the data protection principles contained therein) in processing all Personal
Data in connection with this Agreement and shall not perform its obligations under this
Agreement in such a way as to cause Homes England to breach any of its applicable
obligations under the Data Protection Legislation.

18

Intellectual property
Subject to the provisions of this clause 18.1 the Grant Recipient (in relation to the
Infrastructure Works) and the Recovery Beneficiary (in relation to the Housing Outputs)
hereby grant, to the extent they can grant, to Homes England a perpetual, transferable, nonexclusive, royalty-free licence (carrying the right to grant sub-licences) to copy, use (from
computer disk or otherwise) and to make publicly available all and any Intellectual Property
Rights, drawings, reports, specifications, calculations and other documents and information
provided by them or which are or become owned by them and which relate to the
Infrastructure Works or the Housing Outputs (as applicable), for any purpose either relating
to this Agreement or to the dissemination by Homes England of Best Practice.
To the extent that any of the data, materials and documents referred to in clause 18.1 are
generated by or maintained on a computer or in any other machine readable format, the
Grant Recipient or the Recover Beneficiary (as applicable) shall if requested by Homes
England procure for the benefit of Homes England at the cost of the Grant Recipient or the
Recover Beneficiary (as applicable) the grant of a licence or sub-licence for the term of this
Agreement and supply any relevant software and/or database to enable Homes England
making such request to access and otherwise use such data for the purposes referred to in
clause 18.1.
No party shall infringe any third party's Intellectual Property Rights in connection with this
Agreement.
The Grant Recipient shall fully indemnify Homes England within five (5) Business Days of
demand under this clause 18.4 against any action, claim, demand, proceeding, cost, charge
or expense arising from or incurred by it by reason of any infringement or alleged
infringement by the Grant Recipient of any Intellectual Property Rights of any third party by
the activities described in this clause 18.4, any breach by the Grant Recipient of this
clause 18.4 and against all costs and damages of any kind which Homes England may incur
in connection with any actual or threatened proceedings before any court or adjudication
body.
The Recovery Beneficiary shall fully indemnify Homes England within five (5) Business Days
of demand under this clause 18.4 against any action, claim, demand, proceeding, cost,
charge or expense arising from or incurred by it by reason of any infringement or alleged
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infringement by the Recovery Beneficiary of any Intellectual Property Rights of any third
party by the activities described in this clause 18.4, any breach by the Recovery Beneficiary
of this clause 18.4 and against all costs and damages of any kind which Homes England
may incur in connection with any actual or threatened proceedings before any court or
adjudication body.
The Grant Recipient and the Recovery Beneficiary shall only be entitled to revoke the
licence granted to Homes England under clause 18.1 on the termination of the whole of this
Agreement.
The Grant Recipient and the Recovery Beneficiary shall provide whatever assistance and
explanation is required by Homes England to enable it to disseminate Best Practice
(including the methods by which the Infrastructure Works were conducted).
Homes England's decision as to what constitutes Best Practice shall be final (and Homes
England acknowledges that it does not intend to use this clause 18.8 to make commercially
sensitive information publicly available).
Homes England shall be entitled to amend any of the Intellectual Property Rights or
information provided under this clause 18.9 or to combine them with any other information
or know how as it thinks fit when compiling and publishing Best Practice in exercise of the
right conferred under clause 18.1.
19

Further assurance
At any time upon the written request of Homes England the Grant Recipient and the
Recovery Beneficiary will promptly execute and deliver or procure the execution and delivery
of any and all such further instruments and documents as may be necessary for the purpose
of obtaining for Homes England the full benefit of this Agreement or any other HIF Document
and of the rights and powers therein granted.

20

Indemnity
The Grant Recipient shall:
be liable for and will indemnify Homes England in full against any expense, liability, loss,
claim or proceedings arising under statute or at common law in respect of personal injury to
or death of any person whomsoever or loss of or damage to property whether belonging to
Homes England or otherwise or any claim by any third party arising out of or in the course
of or caused or contributed to by the Grant Recipient and/or the performance or nonperformance or delay in performance by the Grant Recipient of its obligations under any of
the HIF Documents except to the extent that the same is due to any wilful neglect of Homes
England and/or the Recovery Beneficiary; and
be liable for and shall indemnify Homes England against any expense, liability, loss, claim
or proceedings arising directly or indirectly from or in connection with any breach of the
terms of this Agreement by or otherwise through the default or negligence of the Grant
Recipient.
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21

Senior Officers
Authority of the Grant Recipient Senior Officer
The Grant Recipient represents to Homes England that the Grant Recipient Senior Officer
has full authority to act on its behalf for all purposes under the HIF Documents. Homes
England and the Homes England Senior Officer are entitled to treat any act of the Grant
Recipient Senior Officer in connection with the HIF Documents as being expressly
authorised by the Grant Recipient (save where the Grant Recipient has notified Homes
England that such authority has been revoked) and Homes England will not be required to
determine whether any express authority has in fact been given.
Grant Recipient Senior Officer's power to delegate
The Grant Recipient Senior Officer may authorise any of its subordinates to exercise its
powers under the HIF Documents by notice to Homes England.
Authority of the Homes England Senior Officer
Homes England represents to the Grant Recipient that the Homes England Senior Officer
has full authority to act on its behalf for all purposes under the HIF Documents. The Grant
Recipient is entitled to treat any act of the Homes England Senior Officer in connection with
the HIF Documents as being expressly authorised by Homes England (save where Homes
England has notified the Grant Recipient that such authority has been revoked) and the
Grant Recipient will not be required to determine whether any express authority has in fact
been given.
Homes England Senior Officer's power to delegate
The Homes England Senior Officer may authorise any of its subordinates to exercise any of
its powers under any HIF Document by notice to the Grant Recipient.
Notices
Subject to clause 29, any notice, information, instructions or public communication given in
writing to the Homes England Senior Officer or the Grant Recipient Senior Officer will be
deemed to have been given to their respective appointing party.

22

No agency, partnership or employment
Nothing in this Agreement or otherwise shall be held, implied or deemed to constitute a
partnership, joint venture or other association or, save as expressly provided, the
relationship of principal and agent between the parties for any purpose whatsoever.
The Grant Recipient shall at all times be independent and nothing in this Agreement shall
be construed as creating the relationship of employer and employee between Homes
England and the Grant Recipient. Neither the Grant Recipient nor any of its respective
employees shall at any time hold itself or themselves out to be an employee of Homes
England.
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The Grant Recipient will not say or do anything which may pledge the credit of or otherwise
bind Homes England or that may lead any other person to believe that the Grant Recipient
is acting as Homes England.
23

Assignment and sub contracting
Homes England will be entitled to assign, transfer or novate its rights and obligations under
this Agreement.
The Grant Recipient will not be entitled to assign, transfer or novate its rights and obligations
under this Agreement.

24

Value Added Tax
The parties understand and agree that the HIF Funding by Homes England under this
Agreement is not consideration for any supply for Value Added Tax (VAT) purposes whether
by the Grant Recipient or otherwise.
If, notwithstanding the agreement and understanding of the parties as set out in clause 24.1
above, it is determined that the HIF Funding is consideration for a supply for VAT purposes,
the HIF Funding shall be treated as inclusive of any VAT.
All sums or other consideration payable to or provided by the Grant Recipient to Homes
England at any time will be deemed to be exclusive of all VAT payable and where any such
sums become payable or due or other consideration is provided, the Grant Recipient will
pay to Homes England all the VAT payable upon the receipt of a valid VAT invoice.

25

No fettering of discretion/statutory powers
Nothing contained in or carried out pursuant to any HIF Document or apparently or impliedly
contained in this Agreement or any of the deeds and documents referred to herein and no
consents given by Homes England or the Grant Recipient will unlawfully prejudice Homes
England's or the Grant Recipient's (as appropriate) rights, powers or duties and/or
obligations in the exercise of its functions or under any statutes, byelaws, instruments,
orders or regulations.

26

Fees and Expenses
Costs
Each party shall pay its own costs in connection with the negotiation, preparation, and
execution of this Agreement, and all documents ancillary to it.
Variations and Enforcement Costs
The Grant Recipient shall, forthwith on demand, pay to Homes England the amount of all
costs and expenses (including legal fees and irrecoverable VAT relating thereto) incurred
by it:
in connection with the variation or amendment (where such variation or
amendment is proposed by the Grant Recipient) of, or the enforcement or
preservation of any rights under, any HIF Document; or
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in investigating any Event of Default which has or is believed to have occurred.
The Grant Recipient shall not be required to pay any costs or expenses of the type
contemplated in Condition 26.2.2 if the results of Homes England's investigation reveal that
there is no Event of Default.
27

State Aid
The parties acknowledge that HIF Funding will only be provided where such payment is
compliant with State Aid requirements.
If the HIF Funding is found to constitute Unlawful State Aid (or is under investigation or
subject to judicial proceedings in relation to State Aid compliance) then:
the parties acting in good faith will seek to restructure the arrangements
surrounding the project which includes the Infrastructure Works and the terms of
this Agreement to the extent necessary to ensure State Aid compliance; and/or
the parties shall promptly cooperate in good faith to provide evidence that the
project which includes the Infrastructure Works (or the restructured Infrastructure
Works) is or will be State Aid compliant.
If the project which includes the Infrastructure Works is found to constitute Unlawful State
Aid and/or is not capable of being restructured so as to be compliant then the Grant
Recipient must repay any sum of Unlawful State Aid plus such interest as is prescribed by
State Aid Law within fifteen (15) Business Days of Homes England issuing it with a written
demand for payment.
Homes England may review this Agreement, at any time prior to or following the withdrawal
of the United Kingdom from the European Union, to ensure that the provisions of the
Agreement comply with any United Kingdom Competition Requirements which may be
applicable to it or the parties and to ensure that no Unlawful State Aid has or is likely to
arise.
If as a result of any review undertaken in accordance with clause 27.4 it is found that a
United Kingdom Competition Requirement applies or will apply to this Agreement then the
Grant Recipient and Homes England shall amend this Agreement to the extent necessary
to ensure that the provisions of this Agreement are compatible with any applicable United
Kingdom Competition Requirement.

28

Co-operation
Each party undertakes to co-operate in good faith with the other to facilitate the proper
performance of this Agreement and the delivery of the Infrastructure Works and the Housing
Outputs and in particular will (subject to clause 28.2):
use all reasonable endeavours to avoid unnecessary disputes and claims against
the other party;
not interfere with the rights of any other party (nor its employees, agents,
representatives, contractors or subcontractors) in performing its obligations
under this Agreement nor in any other way hinder or prevent any other party (nor
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its employees, members, agents, representatives, contractors or subcontractors)
from performing those obligations provided that this provision shall not prevent
any party from exercising its express rights under this Agreement; and
ensure that the Infrastructure Works are delivered in an economically commercial
manner.
Nothing in clause 28.1 shall:
interfere with the right of each of the parties to arrange its affairs in whatever
manner it considers fit in order to perform its obligations under this Agreement
and in connection with the Infrastructure Works or the Housing Outputs in the
manner in which it considers to be the most effective and efficient; or
relieve a party from any obligation contained in this Agreement.
The Grant Recipient shall co-operate fully and in a timely manner with any reasonable
request from time to time:
of any auditor (whether internal or external) of Homes England to provide
documents, or to procure the provision of documents, relating to the Infrastructure
Works, and to provide, or to procure the provision of, any oral or written
explanation relating to the same; and/or
of the Monitoring Surveyor to provide the information or documents, relating to
the Infrastructure Works, and to provide, or to procure the provision of, any oral
or written explanation relating to the same;
of Homes England where Homes England is required under any legislation to
provide any document relating to the Infrastructure Works or the Housing Outputs
to any person.
The Grant Recipient shall fully co-operate and procure that any Developer co-operates with
any reasonable request made by the Monitoring Surveyor which relates to the Infrastructure
Works.
The Grant Recipient shall promptly and fully co-operate with any request for information or
evidence or for it to provide an explanation to Homes England (to the extent this arises from
compliance with State Aid requirements or if Homes England is required to provide to a third
party such information or evidence either under Legislation or by a competent authority).
29

Notices
The Grant Recipient contact for all enquiries at Homes England is the HIF Programme
Management Office.
All correspondence with Homes England must be in writing and either be delivered at or
sent by first class post to:
Homes England, 11th Floor, No.1 Mann Island, Liverpool, L3 1BP with a copy to:
HIF Programme Management Office, Homes England, One Friargate, Coventry CV1 2GN
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Any notice or other communications between the parties shall be accepted as having been
received:
if sent by first class post, three (3) days after posting exclusive of the day of
posting, or
if delivered by hand, on the day of delivery,
in the case of Homes England addressed as set out above and in the case of the
Grant Recipient, 111 Botchergate, Carlisle, CA1 1RZ.
Either of Homes England or the Grant Recipient may change the details of service by notice
in accordance with the above.
30

Rights of third parties
Except as otherwise expressly provided no person who is not a party shall be entitled to
enforce any terms of this Agreement solely by virtue of the Contracts (Rights of Third
Parties) Act 1999.

31

Entire agreement
This Agreement and the conditions herein contained together with the Schedules and
Annexures constitute the entire agreement between the parties in relation to its subject
matter and may only be varied or modified in accordance with clause 38.
The Grant Recipient hereby acknowledges that save as set out or referred to in the
Agreement there are and have been no representations made by or on behalf of Homes
England of whatsoever nature on the faith of which the Grant Recipient is entering into this
Agreement.

32

Severance
If any term, condition or provision contained in this Agreement shall be held to be invalid,
unlawful or unenforceable to any extent, such term, condition or provision shall to that extent
be omitted from this Agreement and shall not affect the validity, legality or enforceability of
the remaining parts of this Agreement.

33

Cumulative rights and enforcement
Any rights and remedies provided for in this Agreement whether in favour of Homes England
or the Grant Recipient are cumulative and in addition to any further rights or remedies which
may otherwise be available to those parties.

34

Waiver
The failure of any party at any one time to enforce any provision of this Agreement in no
way affects its right thereafter to require complete performance by the other party, nor may
the waiver of any breach or any provision be taken or held to be a waiver of any subsequent
breach of any provision or be a waiver of the provision itself.
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Where in this Agreement any obligation of a party is to be performed within a specified time
that obligation shall be deemed to continue after that time if the party fails to comply with
that obligation within the time.
Any waiver or release of any right or remedy of a party must be specifically granted in writing
signed by that party and shall:
be confined to the specific circumstances in which it is given;
not affect any other enforcement of the same or any other right; and
(unless it is expressed to be irrevocable) be revocable at any time in writing.
35

Disclaimer
Homes England will not be liable to the other party for any advice given by a representative
of Homes England. In addition, Homes England gives no assurance as to the suitability or
viability of the Infrastructure Works or the Housing Outputs and no endorsement of the
same.

36

Dispute Resolution
All disputes and differences arising out of or in connection with this Agreement (a Dispute)
shall be resolved pursuant to the terms of this clause 36.
In the event that the Grant Recipient or Homes England consider that a Dispute
exists, such party shall serve a notice upon the other party (a Notice of Dispute)
giving brief details of the Dispute and in the first instance the parties shall use
their reasonable endeavours to resolve such Dispute amicably and in good faith
and in accordance with this clause 36.
Representatives of the parties (who should rank at least as Assistant Director (or
equivalent)) shall meet within five (5) Business Days (or such other longer period
not exceeding twenty (20) Business Days as the parties may agree) of receipt of
a Notice of Dispute.
Where either no representatives of both parties are available to meet within the
period set out in clause 36.1.2 or the representatives fail to agree a unanimous
resolution of the Dispute at such meeting, the Dispute shall be referred to the
chief executive (or nominated deputy) of the Grant Recipient and Homes
England's Chief Investment Officer (the Senior Executives).
The Senior Executives shall meet within ten (10) Business Days (or such other
longer period not exceeding twenty (20) Business Days as the parties may agree)
of such referral to attempt to resolve the Dispute. Any unanimous resolution of
the Senior Executives shall be recorded in writing and signed by them and shall
be final and binding unless the parties agree otherwise.
If the Dispute remains unresolved after ten (10) Business Days following referral
to the Senior Executives, such Dispute must be dealt with in accordance with
clause 36.2.
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In the circumstances contemplated in clause 36.1.5, the parties will attempt to settle the
Dispute by mediation in accordance with the CEDR Model Mediation Procedure. Unless
otherwise agreed by the parties, the mediator will be nominated by CEDR. The parties agree
that:
to initiate the mediation a party must give notice in writing (ADR notice) to the
other party to the Dispute requesting a mediation. A copy of the request should
be sent to CEDR; and
the mediation shall start not later than twenty eight (28) days after the date of the
ADR notice.
In the event that either the mediation referred to in clause 36.2 has terminated or the Grant
Recipient has failed to participate in the mediation Homes England may:
require the Grant Recipient immediately to repay the HIF Funding and all other
amounts due under this Agreement together with Interest;
terminate this Agreement in its entirety;
withhold and cancel any further payment of HIF Funding due to the Grant
Recipient under this Agreement; and/or
reallocate or redirect such part of the HIF Funding (which has not yet been paid
to the Grant Recipient) to such other person or for such purpose as Homes
England in its discretion considers appropriate.
Homes England reserves the right to invite the Developer to attend any meeting held
pursuant to clause 36.1. The parties agree that the Developer shall be entitled to express
an opinion at such meeting, but any opinion so expressed shall not be binding upon either
of Homes England or the Grant Recipient.
37

Governing law
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the Laws of
England and Wales and subject to the provisions of clause 36 the parties irrevocably submit
to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales.

38

Amendment
The parties agree that (save as otherwise provided) this Agreement may be amended by
agreement in writing between Homes England and the Grant Recipient.
In granting any consent or waiver under this Agreement Homes England may impose such
conditions as it deems to be appropriate to such consent.

39

Survival of this Agreement
Insofar as any of the rights and powers of Homes England provided for in this Agreement
shall or may be exercised or exercisable after the termination or expiry of this Agreement
the provisions of this Agreement conferring such rights and powers shall survive and remain
in full force and effect notwithstanding such termination or expiry.
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Insofar as any of the obligations of the Grant Recipient provided for in this Agreement remain
to be discharged after the termination or expiry of this Agreement the provisions of this
Agreement shall survive and remain in full force and effect notwithstanding such termination
or expiry.
40

Miscellaneous
Any approval by Homes England or any person on behalf of Homes England pursuant to
this Agreement of any matter submitted by the Grant Recipient for approval will not be
deemed to be an acceptance by Homes England of the correctness or suitability of the
contents of the subject of the approval or consent.
The parties will and will ensure that their respective officers and employees will act at all
times in a way which is compatible with the Convention Rights within the meaning of the
Human Rights Act 1998.
A certificate by Homes England as to any sum payable hereunder by the Grant Recipient
will be conclusive save in the case of manifest error.

41

Several Liability
The liability and obligations of the Grant Recipient and Recovery Beneficiary (the
"Promisors") under this Agreement are several. Each Promisor is only liable in respect of
losses arising from its own breach save that the Grant Recipient and Recovery Beneficiary
each expressly acknowledge and agree that and right Homes England may have to seek
repayment of any HIF Funding may be exercised solely against the Grant Recipient.

In witness of which this Agreement has been duly executed as a deed and is delivered and takes effect
on the date written at the beginning of this Agreement.
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Draft 4 28/04/2020
Pinsent Masons CU0185.07001

Heads of Terms
Cooperation Agreement
Subject to Contract
1. Cumbria County Council
Parties

2. Carlisle City Council
each a "Party" and together the "Parties".

Background

Cumbria County Council is to deliver the Carlisle Southern Link Road
(the "Road Project").
Carlisle City Council is to deliver St Cuthbert's Garden Village of not less
than 10,000 houses at St Cuthbert's Garden (the "Housing Project")
Both parties are parties to an agreement with Homes England for HIF
Grant Funding of £102m for the delivery of the Road Project on the
basis that this will support the delivery of the Housing Project (the "HIF
Agreement").

Conditions

This arrangement is conditional upon the final terms of the HIF
Agreement with Homes England being agreed and signed by all three
parties.


Each Party undertakes to the other Party that it shall fulfil the
obligations in the HIF Agreement which relate to the project
which it is responsible for delivering and any requirements of the
Assurance Framework.



Each Party agrees to fully co-operate with the other Party and to
act in good faith.

Obligations

Financial
Commitment

Carlisle City Council agrees to provide £5,000,000 (five million pounds)
to Cumbria County Council at completion of the agreement to support
delivery of the CSLR.
In consideration for this, Carlisle City Council acknowledges that
Cumbria County Council has already provided £5,000,000 (five million
pounds) to support delivery of the CSLR.
Carlisle City Council shall procure £10,000,000 in developer
contributions to reimburse upfront costs incurred by each Authority.
Carlisle City Council will confirm the appropriate mechanism for
securing those contributions and any such contributions will be received
will be shared equally between Carlisle City Council and Cumbria
County Council.

Key Project
Documents

108125929.3\VS07

Carlisle City Council shall develop the Housing Delivery Strategy to
meet the requirements of Homes England. It shall revise the Housing
Delivery Strategy as required by Homes England and shall be
responsible for the implementation and for monitoring all outputs under

1
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the Housing Delivery Strategy,

The Parties will operate a strategic board which shall operate to monitor
the delivery of the projects, outputs and progress of the Housing
Delivery Strategy and compliance with the HIF Agreement and
assurance framework. The Strategic Board shall operate in accordance
with the agreed terms of reference for that board.

Governance

The Parties acknowledge the reporting and monitoring requirements in
the HIF Agreement and that Cumbria County Council is appointed to
provide all reporting under this arrangement.

Reporting and
Monitoring

Carlisle City Council will provide all information and reports required in a
timely fashion to Cumbria County Council to enable them to meet their
obligations under the HIF Agreement and warrant that all information
provided will be accurate and not breach any third party intellectual
property rights.
If Carlisle City Council fail to comply with these obligations then Cumbria
County Council shall be entitled to attend the premises of Carlisle City
Council and shall be granted access to all systems, intellectual property
and data which may be required to enable Cumbria County Council to
meet its reporting obligations under the HIF Agreement and shall be
entitled to recover all costs associated with this.

Recovery of Funds

Breach of HIF

Default
Termination

and

Indemnity, Liability
and Insurance

Where there are any recovery proceeds then the parties are required to
apply these in accordance with the HIF agreement and this is to be
acknowledged as between the parties.

Where the City Council causes clawback of any HIF funding as a result
of causing or permitted a Fundamental Default of the HIF Agreement
then it shall indemnify Cumbria County Council against all losses to
include the total HIF paid, interest and any associated penalties and/or
legal costs.
It will also meet the costs of any amount of HIF which will no longer be
paid to deliver the rest of the project.
Where the City Council causes a General Default because of obligations
it has agreed to under the HIF Agreement including any breach of
warranty then it shall be responsible for the preparation and
implementation of the remediation plan and shall indemnify the County
Council against any losses it suffers as a result of the breach.
If there is any reduction in the Maximum Sum under the HIF Agreement
as a result of a reduction in Housing Outputs or as a result of any other
action by the City Council then it shall indemnify the County Council
against all associated losses.
Each Party agrees to provide an indemnity to the other Party in relation
to any breach of contract or negligence which leads to a loss of the
other Party.
Each Party will need to maintain insurances in support of the Project it is
delivering.
Any limitations on liability need to be considered.
Any dispute resolution procedure needs to be agreed between the
Parties to align with the process in the HIF Agreement.

Dispute Resolution

108125929.3\VS07
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Provisions to be included to cover:
Bolierplate

108125929.3\VS07



confidentiality



intellectual property to remain with the owner but allow licence
for use where necessary to this agreement



FOIA and EIR sharing of information to meet statutory
requirements and process



Bribery Act compliance



communications and notices to agree the most efficient
methods of communication



No provisions to allow for assignment or sub-contracting of any
of the provisions of this Agreement



no partnership is to be established through this arrangement
and any variations to this arrangement must be agreed in writing
by both Parties



Jurisdiction and governing law to be in England
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1.

Introduction

1.1

In January 2017, Carlisle City Council (CaCC) successfully secured government recognition for a proposed
growth area to the south of Carlisle, known as St Cuthbert’s, through the Government’s Garden
Communities Programme. St Cuthbert’s Garden Village (SCGV) required the delivery of the Carlisle
Southern Link Road (CSLR) to provide the highways capacity for the proposed new development of over
10,000 new homes and community infrastructure. When connected with the adjoining M6 and A689, the
CSLR will create the final piece of the trunk road orbital route around the city of Carlisle and in doing so
will unlock the housing envisaged at SCGV.

1.2

In September 2018 Cumbria County Council (CuCC), in collaboration with CaCC, submitted a bid for
£102m to the Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF). The HIF programme is a £5.5bn capital grant funding
programme established by the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) and
administered by Homes England (HE). The HIF programme is designed to invest in key infrastructure
projects that will unlock the development of new housing.

1.3

In February 2019 MHCLG announced that the CSLR had been successfully allocated £102m of grant,
subject to agreeing the terms of a Grant Determination Agreement (GDA) and assuming a local
contribution from the City and County Councils of £10m.

1.4

Hive Land & Planning (Hive) were appointed by CaCC to review and edit the HIF bid in late 2018 and
have subsequently been retained to support the City Council through negotiation of the HIF GDA
conditions and compiling the supporting documents and evidence.
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2

Purpose
Through negotiation of the heads of terms, conditions and milestones of the GDA, HE requested a
document that would demonstrate how the 10,325 new homes contained in the HIF bid would be
delivered. Through discussion with HE the structure of this Outline Housing Delivery Statement (OHDS)
was agreed.
The key definition within the GDA is
“Housing Delivery Statement means the statement for the housing delivery timetable including planning,
site assembly, site marketing and profiling of Housing Output delivery as annexed at Annexure 3”
The purpose of the OHDS is to identify the various workstreams involved with delivery of SCGV and
how those various workstreams will ultimately lead to the delivery of the Garden Village in line with the
emerging masterplan and the commitments made within the HIF submission.
It has been agreed with HE that this OHDS will be provided at three key stages that align with progress
of the GDA. These stages are:
1

Initial OHDS (this document)

Pre-Contract condition 5

Mar 2020

2

Interim OHDS

linked to tranche 4 conditions, regarding Sep 2020
viability and deliverability

3

Final OHDS

linked to tranche 5 conditions

Sep 2021

The three iterations of the OHDS will outline CaCC’s approach to facilitating the delivery of new houses
at SCGV. The OHDS will identify those areas where CaCC is confident that the market will deliver the
new settlements and what measures are being taken to account for potential CaCC or public sector
partner intervention in the market, where the market is not delivering in line with CaCC expectations
within the HIF bid.
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Within the conditional GDA there is provision for the phased release of funding to enable the key design,
development and preparatory work for the new road to be undertaken prior to being in a position to let
the contract for the construction of the CSLR. The phased release of funding is linked to the satisfaction
of certain milestones within the conditions to the contract. The specific GDA milestones that will be
satisfied through the three iterations of this document are


Pre-contract condition 5 -

Outline Housing Delivery Statement



Tranche 4-4

Land Value Assumptions/Viability (as contained within the

-

Interim Housing Delivery Statement)

2.7

Tranche 5-2

-

Final Housing Delivery Statement

When agreeing the template for the OHDS with HE, discussions also took place about the stage at which
the various workstreams were up to. HE have acknowledged that this initial OHDS will provide an
indication of the workstreams that are presently underway and due to commence in the coming months.
The greater certainty about which elements of SCGV will be delivered by the private sector, which may
require public sector intervention and what the detailed trajectory for housing delivery may look like as a
result of this, will be contained in the later iterations of the OHDS, once there is greater clarity about the
final masterplan, the viability assessment of that final masterplan and once the current phase of the
landowner engagement workstream has been concluded.
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3

Baseline Review

3.1

The objective of this section is to provide a high-level overview of the numerous background documents
and pieces of work which together form the building blocks for the more detailed, fine-grain work.
Subsequent to this baseline work will be a comprehensive suite of information that demonstrates how
housing will be delivered at SCGV in accordance with the HIF assumptions and in line with Garden
Communities standards.

Planning - Carlisle Local Plan 2015 -2030
3.2

CaCC adopted the Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030 in November 2016. The plan allocates land for
various uses, including housing development, across the district, setting out a strategic vision for growth to
2030.

3.3

The broad location of the SCGV site, Carlisle South, is identified for housing development in the Local
Plan under Policy SP 3. The policy envisaged that the release and phasing of Carlisle South would be
informed by a masterplan, incorporating an infrastructure delivery strategy. It was envisaged in the policy
that to support the large-scale housing delivery there would be a requirement for primary and secondary
schools, employment and retail sites, community facilities, open space, green and other infrastructure
including highways and transport.

3.4

The Policy is seeking a comprehensive development with a coordinated approach and as such piecemeal
or prejudicial applications would not be permitted. CaCC set out that they would commence the
masterplanning work required in the early years of the Local Plan, given the scale and timescales for the
delivery of the scheme. The Policy further commits that the masterplan will be embedded in a separate
Local Plan which will have Development Plan Document (DPD) status. The current programme for the
progression of the St Cuthbert’s Local Plan shows the document being at submission stage in June 2021
with Examination in Public to take place between August and November that year.

Masterplan Stage 1 – Vision and, Concept Framework and Guiding Principles
3.5

The Stage 1 Masterplan for SCGV was commissioned by CaCC in November 2017 to provide a vision,
set of comprehensive principles and concept masterplan for St Cuthbert’s (essentially an initial options
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appraisal and identification of a preferred, high level spatial option). The document was prepared by
Gillespies, with a supporting consultancy team of WYG (Infrastructure), Hemingway Design (Urban
Design) and Lambert Smith Hampton (Market Demand and Land).

The document was published by

CaCC in February 2019 following extensive analysis of constraints, issues and opportunities, stakeholder
engagement and consultation
3.6

The St Cuthbert’s Vision: was agreed as follows:
St Cuthbert’s will provide connected villages embedded in stunning healthy landscapes within the world class
setting of the Lake District National Park, the North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Hadrians
Wall World Heritage Site. A cluster of distinct garden villages set in an attractive recreation, riverside and
landscape setting will be well connected to Carlisle and the wider countryside. St Cuthbert’s will actively promote
healthy lifestyles providing integrated communities focussed around high quality homes, locally distinctive spaces
and inclusive facilities. Innovation and technology will support attractive employment opportunities and exemplary
low carbon living.

3.7

The Stage 1 Masterplan provided a robust basis on which the more detailed technical work and ultimately
a masterplan framework (referred to as masterplanning stage 2) could build upon. One of the key
recommendations from the Stage 1 study was the need to engage with landowners on an ongoing basis,
to ensure deliverability was a central focus going forwards.

3.8

Supporting the delivery of the vision are Nine Guiding Principles, which underpin the Stage 2 emerging
masterplan framework and are intended to guide the future development of the homes and
neighbourhoods in St Cuthbert’s.
Principle 1: Start with the park
Principle 2: Locally Distinctive
Principle 3: Quality Homes and Lifetime Neighbourhoods
Principle 4: Community Focussed
Principle 5: Innovative Employment
Principle 6: Healthy Environments
Principle 7: Smart and Sustainable Living
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Principle 8: Integrated Sustainable Transport
Principle 9: Exemplary Delivery and Stewardship

Masterplan Stage 2 – Baseline Report, Options Development and Identification of Preferred
Masterplan Framework Option
3.9

A procurement exercise was run in late 2018 and early 2019 to identify a team to deliver the stage 2
masterplan work with ancillary deliverability advice, with ARUP appointed, supported by Hive. This work
will build on the conceptual findings of the stage 1 Masterplan and provide greater strategic detail, in the
form of a masterplan framework for St Cuthbert’s, regarding the scale and location of development and
the proposed location of the residential, commercial, community facilities and green and blue infrastructure
across the Garden Village. The outcome of the Stage 2 masterplan is to be a clear strategic framework,
identifying key land use allocations; land use budgets identifying the total quantum of development by type
in each of the settlements; key phasing and density proposals; and strategic infrastructure information. In
addition the framework will set out design guidance to inform the design response at parcel and block
level, together with a policy requirements section advising on the relevant planning policies that will be
needed in the DPD, in order to inform and guide delivery.

3.10 In August 2019 Arup produced their Baseline Report as an early stage output from their commission. The
purpose of this was to understand the characteristics of the study area which underpins the placemaking
and spatial framework process. The baseline report encompassed the following sections:
 Key Drivers and Principles
 Technical Studies
 Constraints and Opportunities
 Land Budget – initial thoughts
 Case Studies
 Next Steps
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3.11 Following completion of this baseline report Arup have completed the Initial Options Development phase,
enabling extensive stakeholder, landowner and public consultation to take place on three Draft Masterplan
Framework options. The options were largely received very positively, with significant interest from the
public, landowners and consultees. The development of a preferred option to inform the Final Masterplan
Framework is underway at the time of writing and will incorporate the feedback on the masterplan options
received from the public consultation process.
3.12 At the time of this report Arup have a preferred masterplan option which is currently undergoing a
detailed technical review to ensure the final proposed masterplan framework incorporates, drainage,
highways, ecological and other considerations as required in the brief for the work.
3.13 The draft preferred masterplan framework is due to undergo public consultation in summer 2020 prior
to the production of the final masterplan and accompanying report in August 2020. The preferred
masterplan framework option will underpin the DPD for St Cuthberts with work having already
commenced on its production including consultation on some of the early regulatory stages.

Viability Assessment
3.14

In order to develop a preferred delivery approach a considerable amount of work was undertaken by
Carlisle City Council, and their appointed consultants Hyas Associates, GL Hearn and Lambert Smith
Hampton as part of the Stage 1 Masterplan work and initial HIF submission, to develop an understanding
of the viability constraints and opportunities for the delivery of St Cuthbert’s. This involved the production
of a high-level schedule of strategic infrastructure requirements necessary to support the scale of
development proposed. In addition, work was undertaken to understand the land ownership constraints
and opportunities across the study area and this included very early and on-going dialogue with key
landowners, developers and other potential delivery partners to test their appetite for developing the
Garden Village, individual aspirations and expectations.

3.15 The Council has consistently acknowledged that viability considerations are relevant to all stages of St
Cuthbert’s development and in particular, during the preparation of the DPD given the revised emphasis
of the NPPF which now requires frontloading of viability considerations during strategic plan making.
Equally given the timescales for the delivery of St Cuthbert’s it is also acknowledged that there will be a
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need to continually develop, test and refine the viability work as the project moves towards the delivery
stages.
3.16 In parallel to the work of Arup on the masterplan framework and Hive’s commission on landowner
engagement, Aspinall Verdi (AV) have been commissioned by CaCC to progress the established baseline
work on viability. Their instruction is to analyse the viability of the emerging and final masterplan framework
options and provide feedback into the process to inform the development of the final masterplan
framework. This work will further bolster the deliverability credentials of the Garden Village and support
the future Local Plan allocations and policy process.
3.17 In running this commission in parallel with the Masterplan Framework commission, it will ensure that
viability of the preferred scheme is one of the core considerations in formulating the final masterplan
framework. It is also intended to inform discussions with landowners and consider how their aspirations
on value aligned with the emerging anticipated land values resulting from the viability workstream.
3.18 The second element of AV’s commission is to undertake district wide baseline work to inform the potential
introduction of a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) by the City Council. This work will be key to the
formulation of the land value capture strategy and the recovery of HIF monies for reinvestment in housing.
3.19 A chart comparing how the current masterplan options and viability assumptions compare with those
made at the time of the HIF submission is contained in Section 9 – Land Value Assessment.

Landowner Engagement
3.20 Landowner engagement and relationship building has been a priority throughout the whole masterplanning
process, commencing at the Stage 1 Concept commission, where Lambert Smith Hampton worked closely
with the Council to understand the landownership map and the aspirations of individual parties. This
workstream is critical to demonstrating deliverability of the Garden Village, particularly given the lack of
landownership by the City Council and the wider public sector, meaning that managing the aspirations
around land value with landowners, to ensure recognition of the need provide relevant strategic
infrastructure and quality of environment became a priority. In Spring 2019, Hive were procured to
support the City Council in continuing and progressing their landowner engagement workstream. This
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was to build on the engagement started at Stage 1, to provide further key information about landowner
support, engagement and potential barriers to the delivery of the Garden Village.
3.21 The landowner engagement was undertaken through a series of structured group events and one to one
sessions to illicit key information and ensure the landowners were kept abreast of progress with SCGV.
This workstream also incorporated elements of wider stakeholder engagement including key
housebuilders.
3.22 This workstream was undertaken in parallel to the Stage 2 Masterplan and viability work and the emerging
findings are being fed into the masterplanning process on an ongoing basis.
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4

Summary of Progress

4.1

The delivery of a housing growth area of the scale of SCGV requires a collaborative partnership working
approach to progress numerous workstreams by a large team with a broad range of specialisms. CaCC
are managing and co-ordinating the various internal teams and external consultant appointments to
progress the core policy and feasibility related building blocks, to enable and manage future planning
applications and the subsequent delivery of the settlements within the Garden Village.

4.2

The various workstreams, lead parties and status are identified here
Workstream

Lead Party/Consultant Team

Status

GDA Negotiation

CaCC supported by Hive Land & Planning Advanced

Stage

–

Anticipated sign off April
2020.
Masterplanning

Arup

Advanced

Stage

Anticipated

–

completion

August 2020.
Further

infrastructure Arup/ Turner & Townsend

design and costing

To be commissioned in
April 2020 coinciding with
sign

off

of

preferred

masterplan option.
Interim

Land

Supplementary

Release CaCC

To be commissioned in

Planning

April 2020 with anticipated

Document

adoption December 2020

Local Plan Production

CaCC

Advanced Stage

Landowner/Stakeholder

Hive Land & Planning

Advanced Stage – Current

Engagement

phase aligned with Stage 2
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Masterplanning to conclude
in August 2020.
Viability

Aspinall Verdi

Advanced Stage – current
phase aligned with Stage 2
Masterplanning to conclude
in August 2020.

Design Code

ARUP

To commence in 2020
linked to development of
final masterplan framework

Strategic

Design

Supplementary

Guide CaCC

To commence in 2020

Planning

linked to development of

Document

final masterplan framework

Sustainability and Habitat Aecom

Advanced Stage aligned to

Regulations Assessments

Stage 2 Masterplan (Final
Report August 2020) and
SCGV DPD.

Housing

Delivery

and CaCC supported by Hive and Hyas with Underway

SCGV Stewardship Models

legal appointments to be made

General Project Support

Hyas Associates

Ongoing – contract in place
across 2020/21

Market Engagement

Hive Land & Planning

To be commenced in Spring
2020

4.3

Substantial progress has been made in the following areas
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Planning and delivery of the CSLR
4.4

A planning application for the CSLR was submitted by CuCC on 9th October 2019. The application was
validated on 14th October 2019 and is due to be determined by Committee in Spring 2020.

Progression of SCGV Local Plan
4.5

Policy SP3 in the adopted Carlisle District Local Plan 2015-2030 embeds the concept of land to the south
of Carlisle (St Cuthbert’s) being identified as a broad location for growth for a major mixed-use
development focussing on housing. The policy makes a commitment that the development of the area
will be in accordance with a masterplan that will be approved as a Development Plan Document (DPD)
and that piecemeal or unplanned development proposals within the area which are likely to prejudice its
delivery including the infrastructure required for the area will not be permitted.

4.6

The Council’s adopted Local Development Scheme (LDS) sets out the key milestones for the preparation
of the St Cuthbert’s Local Plan. It states that the Local Plan will:
 define the scale, nature and boundaries for growth;
 deliver against established garden village principles;
 provide a framework to inform phasing;
 provide a framework against which future planning applications will be assessed;
 identify the infrastructure needed to support development.

4.7

Work is progressing well under Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations. In Spring 2018, consultation was held on the scope of the Local Plan and the issues
that it should seek to address. Robust and ongoing stakeholder engagement continues to be a key part of
the process, most recently (Sep 2019) with the consultation on the scope of the policies and the objectives
forming part of the St Cuthbert’s Local Plan. The next stage entails drafting policies to help deliver the
spatial aspects of the masterplan, as well as to give strategic direction to such matters as phasing,
infrastructure delivery, achieving low carbon, self and custom build housing and environmental net gain.
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Other detailed matters will be guided through the production of a series of Supplementary Planning
Documents.
4.8

Discussions are ongoing with the Planning Advisory Service (PAS) to provide additional external support
on policy development including via a peer review challenge type session to aid their robustness, drawing
on PAS’s wider national experience to do so.

Masterplan
4.9

The Stage 1 Masterplan was led by Gillespies and identified the core principles and potential location of
and scale of the new settlements within the redline SCGV area. This work incorporated considerable
review of baseline information to identify those settlement areas best suited to accommodate new
development. The Stage 1 masterplan was published in February 2019.

4.10 The Stage 2 masterplan is being led by Arup with delivery support from Hive. Following their procurement
in early 2019, the team have undertaken extensive work to build upon the baseline conceptual work
contained with the stage 1 Masterplan to evolve, refine and add further layers of detail to that which was
available on commencement of their commission. During late summer/early Autumn 2019 Carlisle City
Council undertook a comprehensive public and stakeholder consultation exercise that incorporated both
formal, well publicised public events and one to one meetings and ongoing engagement with key
landowners and other stakeholders.
4.11 The responses from the public and stakeholder consultation events have been summarised and analysed
and are now being incorporated into the final preferred option. Rather than the preferred masterplan
simply being the most popular of the three masterplan options that were subject to consultation, the
preferred option will incorporate elements of all 3 masterplan options together and will incorporate
observations and suggestions made through the additional feedback received through the consultation
process.
4.12 The development of the preferred option is due to conclude in March 2020, with the technical studies to
support that option to run in parallel. The report that summarises the masterplan and details its core
principles is due to be completed in March 2020. The final masterplan framework is due for further public
consultation throughout June and July 2020, prior to the issue of the final report in late summer 2020.
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4.13 The key dates regarding the Masterplan/Local Plan are contained within section 14 and the overarching
programme at Appendix A.

Viability Assessment
4.14 Aspinall Verdi (AV) were appointed in Spring 2019 to appraise the masterplan options, provide viability
input to the masterplanning process and undertake a detailed viability appraisal on the final preferred
masterplan. At the time of writing AV have undertaken their viability appraisals on the 3 masterplan options
that were subject to public consultation. These appraisals have provided valuable feedback, not only on
the 3 masterplan options themselves, but also on the criteria which have the biggest impact on the viability
of the scheme. This information has been fed back into Arup for consideration as part of the wider
feedback from the public and stakeholder consultation that will inform the preferred masterplan option.
The key figures from the viability appraisal of the three masterplan options are summarised here :
Appraisal Data

Parameters from options 1-3

No of units

10,325

Gross Land Take (exc. green infrastructure) 357.5 – 410.5
(Ha)
Gross Residential Area

255 – 304.5

Net Residential Area

204 – 243.6

Average Density for Gross Residential Area

34-41

Average Net Density

42-51

Total GDV (£m)

2,006 – 2,109

Build Costs (£m)

1,082 – 1,112

Site Specific s106 (£m)

72.275
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Strategic Infrastructure (£m)

103.25

Repayment of Councils investment (£m)

10.325

Residual Land Value (£m)

34.983 – 72.631

RLV (£/gross acre)

38,000 – 72,000

RLV (£/gross ha)

94,000 – 177,000

4.15 The data included in the table above has been fed back to Arup for consideration as part of the drafting
of the final masterplan. AV’s report on the masterplan options includes detailed commentary on why the
residual land value differs between the options and which factors have the biggest influence on the viability
of the scheme.
4.16 The conclusion of the viability assessment of the final masterplan will be a key stage in understanding
whether landowner aspirations on value are likely to be met and therefore whether a more interventionist
approach will be needed across the Garden Village.
4.17 The conclusion of the masterplan and the viability assessment will necessitate a further round of landowner
engagement to explore in more detail with landowners the outcome of these two workstreams, how
they impact on their landownership and to further understand what appetite they have for development
in light of this information and the likely next steps.
4.18 The SCGV Recovery Strategy will deal with the treatment of the proceeds from the sale of land owned
by the CuCC at Cummersdale. CaCC do not presently have any significant landholdings within SCGV.
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5

Site Assembly
Landowner Engagement

5.1

Hive were appointed to undertake the landowner engagement work to support the masterplan
development stage. As CaCC do not have any significant landholdings within the red line of the Garden
Village and CuCC have only one parcel in the Cummersdale area, there was an early recognition by the
City Council of the need to undertake a comprehensive stakeholder engagement process, primarily
focussed on landowners.

5.2

The landowner engagement work has intentionally provided various forums over an extended period,
each with differing emphasis to maximise the potential for engagement and feedback. On 3rd July 2019
CaCC hosted an invitational event for all landowners whose land was touched by the proposals, as well
as developers, promoters and agents. The 3rd July event was intended as an update to all stakeholders to
ensure they were aware of the progress being made and of the opportunities they would have to engage
in it. The event, which was extremely well attended, also provided a forum to continue to emphasise the
key messages around landowner collaboration, comprehensive, rather than piecemeal development, the
expected quality standards associated with a garden village and their potential impact on land values.

5.3

The second series of formal engagement events under this workstream took place in November 2019,
when the key landowners in each settlement were invited to attend a workshop. The five sessions were
each focussed on the five potential settlement areas of


Carlisle Southern Fringe,



Carleton,



Cummersdale,



Durdar West, and



Durdar East (incorporating Brisco)
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5.4

Due to the size of Durdar it was agreed that an arbitrary split either side of Scalegate Road would break
the landowners into more manageable groups.

5.5

By bringing the landowners together on a settlement basis it enabled CaCC to undertake more focussed
engagement process and more direct contact with the landowners. These settlement sessions provided a
further opportunity to reinforce the key messages and objectives of SCGV and enabled a continued
fostering of those key relationships between adjoining landowners within a proposed settlement area.

5.6

Hive and CaCC have offered key landowners one-to-one meetings to discuss their concerns and proposals
in a more confidential setting. These one-to-one meetings have been ongoing throughout the course of
this workstream and the offer to key landowners for direct dialogue with the City Council will remain in
place for the foreseeable future. These one-to-one meetings have further reinforced the view that, at this
stage, landowners in general are supportive of the proposals and keen to promote their land for inclusion.

5.7

The output from this workstream will be captured in an interim and final landowner engagement report.
The interim landowner engagement report was produced in January 2020 and highlighted the work
undertaken to date and the key emerging opportunities and potential areas of future focus, which are
summarised below. The final landowner engagement report will follow production of the final masterplan
framework report and the detailed viability assessment on this masterplan. In timing the final landowner
engagement report in this way, it will enable the report to incorporate commentary on the potential
landowner groupings necessary to deliver the Garden Village and specific commentary on what is known
about those landowners. By identifying the potential land values associated with the preferred masterplan,
the final viability assessment will also help the final landowner engagement report to be more confident
on the potential for landowner driven solutions and conversely the scale of public sector intervention
required.

5.8

The key observations contained in the Interim Landowner Engagement Report are:


Virtually all key landowners have expressed a willingness to consider their land for development;



There have been no objections raised to the principle of landowner collaboration and no obvious
barriers identified to collaboration;
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All landowners have been receptive to the principle of signing up to a Memorandum of
understanding (MoU) with the City Council;



The key landowners in Cummersdale are all in regular discussion and showing positive early signs
of collaboration;



The major landowner in Carleton is taking professional planning and development advice from
Savills in Manchester and considering the logistics of relocating their farming business to enable
development to proceed;



There is only one landowner who is known to have a contract in place with a housebuilder.
Subject to the allocation of the land concerned, the land on the Carlisle Southern Fringe could be
an opportunity to demonstrate early delivery with a developer known for a quality product and
a commitment to the Carlisle area;



There are a considerable number of landowners across both East and West Durdar and the
potential for collaboration amongst landowner groupings and their willingness to work in those
groupings will require more time to fully understand;



The level of active engagement and understanding of the principles and objectives of SCGV varies
from settlement to settlement;



Many landowners have had initial contact from developers and promoters about potential deals
on their land;



Landowners and developers are keen to understand what the additional quality requirements are
for SCGV and what the cost/land value implications of these costs might be; and



Many of the landowners need to understand what land is contained in the final masterplan and
what the likely viability position looks like, before formalising their collaboration arrangements with
neighbouring landowners and committing their land to the delivery of the Garden Village.
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Land Acquisition and Disposals
5.9

At the time of writing there is only one landowner with a key landholding within SCGV who is understood
to have a contract in place with a housebuilder. The housebuilder concerned is believed to have an option
agreement on land within the Southern Fringe of the existing urban boundary of Carlisle. It is understood
that there are requirements from numerous national and local housebuilders to obtain a legal interest
within the Garden Village, but none are believed to have secured a position as yet. There is also anecdotal
evidence that significant national strategic land promoters are also exploring potential opportunities in the
Garden Village area.

5.10 Hive have been in discussion with Homes England about a potential strategic land acquisition in the Garden
Village area, through the facilitation of discussions with key agents representing major landowners. Hive
have facilitated discussions with key landowners and their agents in both Cummersdale and Carleton.
These discussions will continue with a view to supporting a potential acquisition and securing a further
public sector stake in the delivery of the Garden Village.
5.11 A section on the overarching project programme is contained within section 15 and an overarching project
programme is appended to this report. These documents identify when development is anticipated to
come forward. There will be an increased focus on land transactions through future iterations of the
OHDS and a re-evaluation of the programme to reflect the findings.
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6.

Proposed Phasing Strategy

6.1

The proposed phasing strategy will need to follow on from the completion of Arup’s Stage 2
masterplanning work. The final masterplan report is programmed for completion in Summer 2020.
There will be a number of factors which contribute towards the phasing strategy. These include :


Reliance on the CSLR;



Proximity to capacity within existing highways, utilities and drainage infrastructure;



Timing of highways, utilities, and drainage infrastructure upgrades, where necessary;



Market take up rates and providing choice within the market;



Ability to comply with housing delivery targets;



The identification of potential early applications that accord with the principles of the masterplan
and design guidance;

6.2



The creation of place and relationship with existing settlements; and



The ability for the landowners and housebuilders to deliver the site.

The agreement over the phasing strategy will have regard to numerous considerations. A critical
consideration will be any sites potential to facilitate the delivery of housing in accordance with the forecast
housing delivery targets contained within the HIF submission. This is supported by the landowner and
developer engagement work that is underway to identify those opportunities where it is felt that
landowners are suitably prepared and have the necessary professional support to deliver, along with the
intelligence obtained about the opportunities that housebuilders and developers are eager to progress as
an early phase.
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7.

Infrastructure Delivery Plan

7.1

As part of the project governance arrangements there is a well-established Infrastructure and Viability
Project Group in place, bringing together infrastructure providers to help quantify required investments in
new and/or upgrades to existing facilities. Key infrastructure providers, including for example United
Utilities, have been elevated to the SCGV Strategic Board. There are strong relationships with others with
dialogue having been ongoing since the development and adoption of the wider Carlisle District Local Plan
back in 2016.

7.2

A clear infrastructure schedule for the Preferred Stage 2 Masterplanning Option is a defined output of the
work Arup are leading on, providing clarity on costs and phasing to support progression of a robust
Infrastructure Delivery Plan in parallel to the draft masterplan framework. A number of areas have been
identified as requiring further work including for example the extent of and costs associated with providing
strategic green infrastructure. Aspinall Verdi have sub contracted Turner and Townsend to help identify
and review infrastructure costs as part of the more detailed assessment of Arup’s preferred option.
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8.

Settlement Profile and Design Code

8.1

The Stage 1 Masterplan identified distinct potential residential settlement areas within the SCGV boundary.
These settlements were largely based on the physicality of the different areas and how the different areas
were best suited to different forms and quantum of development.

8.2

Stage 2 of the masterplan developed these ideas and presented three development options across the
settlement areas. Each option provides for varying levels of residential units and commercial space
(including social, leisure, retail and education provision) across each settlement area. The land take for
sports pitches, play areas and additional green / blue infrastructure in each settlement area is also identified
within the stage 2 options document, although the full extent of strategic green infrastructure and other
land to be brought into the scheme will be more precisely quantified at the preferred option stage.

8.3

A summary of each settlement area and the residential / commercial development potential identified in
each is set out below.

Cummersdale
8.4

The Stage 1 masterplan identified that the size and scale of Cummersdale provided a good opportunity
for mixed use development with relatively flat areas of land adjoining the existing village of Cummersdale.
The landowner engagement work identified that there were 8-10 key landowners and the relative lack of
reliance on the CSLR, initially at least, is considered to provide scope for early phasing and delivery. The
Stage 2 masterplan sees development in Cummersdale in all 3 options. The options suggest a land area
in Cummersdale to be developed of between 21 -31 ha, bringing forward between 850 -1100 residential
units and 5,000 sqm of commercial space.

Durdar
8.5

The stage 1 masterplan envisaged that Durdar would represent a predominantly new settlement, with the
opportunity to create a heart or centre to the existing village, which at present lacks any such feature. As
a new settlement it would give the opportunity for smart and innovative design features, such as the
inclusion of Modern Methods of Construction. It was recognised that there is also the opportunity for a
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scale of development which supports a larger district centre and allows for multiple sustainable
neighbourhoods.
8.6

It is likely that that delivery will need considerable landowner collaboration and / or some public sector
intervention as there are a large number of landowners in the area, who may have greatly varying land
interests. The Stage 2 masterplan sees development in Durdar in all 3 options. The options suggest a
land area to be developed of between 171 – 214 ha, bringing forward between 7,250 – 8,550 residential
units and between 10,000 and 15,000 sqm of commercial space.

Carleton
8.7

The Stage 1 masterplan concluded that Carleton represents an opportunity for early development with
good access to and perceived latent capacity within existing services and facilities. However, it is
topographically challenging. The relationship between landowners will be key to ensuring smaller parcels
are deliverable. The main landowner is known to be pro-development and has planning and development
advisers in place. The area does offers scope for early delivery due to lack of reliance on the CSLR, initially
at least, should the landowner collaboration be forthcoming. The Stage 2 masterplan sees development
in Carleton in all 3 options. The options suggest a land area to be developed of between 24 – 26.5 ha,
bringing forward between 900 – 925 residential units and 5,000 sqm of commercial space.

Brisco
8.8

The Stage 1 masterplan concluded that the scale of development at Brisco would be limited by the
conservation area status, landscape and visual amenity constraints. However option 2 of the Stage 2
masterplan suggests that a limited number of high-quality homes to the north and south of Brisco could
enhance character and the overall offer of the SCGV. The option for development in Brisco suggests 35.5
ha land could be developed, bringing forward 1,075 residential units with no provision for any commercial
space.

Carlisle Southern Fringe
8.9

The urban southern fringe of Carlisle City Centre is identified for potential development in one of the
Stage 2 masterplan options. The development of this area, which acts as a green ‘buffer’ in the other
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options would reduce the sense of separation between SCGV and the existing city and this needs careful
consideration. However, there is one known developer with a legal interest over land within this area.
They have demonstrated a continued willingness to engage throughout the process offering positive signs
for potential early delivery within the Garden Village area, should this area become part of the preferred
option. The stage 2 masterplan option for development in this area suggest 26.5ha of land could be
developed, bringing forward up to 954 residential units and 5,000 sqm of commercial space.

Design Code
8.10 The production of a Design Code was included within the brief for the commission Arup are undertaking.
This work is programmed for the later stages of their commission to run in parallel with the refinement
of the preferred option for the masterplan and should be undertaken during March and April 2020.
8.11 Within the brief there were various stated “Areas of key importance” which included


local centres;



interface between education and community provision and homes;



relationship to The Greenway and public open space and



retaining some connection with the rural edge.

8.12 Neighbourhoods will be identified and their characteristics, orientation points for wayfinding, density and
examples of architectural approach. Design guidance will also include the identification of material palettes
that resonate with the local physical context and the morphology of existing village settlements.
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9.

Delivery Model Options

9.1

As a Garden Village, there is unanimous recognition by the Strategic Board and national expectation that
St Cuthbert’s is a unique and high-quality development, that has three high level aims:


The delivery of high-quality homes and jobs needed in the area over the long term to enable the
growth ambitions of Carlisle;



The comprehensive provision of infrastructure for transport and telecommunications, education,
health, community and cultural infrastructure required to create a high quality, sustainable
community; and



Ensuring the creation of quality places including the conservation and enhancement of the natural
and historic environment and landscape, together with an affective long-term approach to local
stewardship.

9.2

It is recognised that to implement these ambitions, in addition to a robust planning framework, there needs
to be a dedicated focus on delivery. The Strategic Board has over the last 2 years, undertaken work to
examine three high level, alternative options for delivery:

9.3



by the private sector under traditional approaches to such development;



via some form of public/private partnership/joint venture; or



via a public sector led delivery structure.

In the case of St Cuthbert’s, the requirement to bring forward the scheme in line with ‘Garden Settlement’
principles; the multiplicity of land ownership; the scale and complexity of infrastructure delivery; and
importantly, the fact that there is currently no master developers associated with SCGV, mean that an
entirely private sector led approach to delivery, may not be realistically achievable.

9.4

The Strategic Board have therefore been exploring a range of delivery mechanisms under options 2 and
3 above, that could be appropriate to SCGV. Several national case studies have been examined and
relationships have been developed with other garden settlements, most notably North Essex to learn from
their experiences around such matters to date. CaCC and the Board have also been in regular dialogue
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with MHCLG and Homes England to discuss relevant options, with MHCLG visiting Carlisle on a number
of occasions to review project progress. The Board have also closely monitored and examined the recent
changes in the New Towns Act and Development Corporation Reform Technical Consultation (October
2019), submitting detailed comments on both.
9.5

CaCC have progressed work in earnest to create an overall business case for public sector intervention,
that will then lead to a decision as to which specific delivery model option is relevant and most effective
in achieving the stated aims.

9.6

In January 2020, CaCC discussed with senior representatives of MHCLG and HE the City Council’s
aspirations for and exploration of potential delivery vehicles including a Locally Led Development
Corporations (LLDC). In particular, the discussion focussed on the City Council’s (with the backing of the
Strategic Board) intention to submit an Expression of Interest to the recently launched New Development
Corporation Competition. This intention was welcomed by MHCLG and it was further agreed that
conversations between the three parties will be ongoing towards the submission of an EoI over the spring
this year. The EoI will set out the key stages to be followed in detail by CaCC in undertaking a full delivery
mechanism options appraisal, leading to an identified and preferred vehicle, together with the support
required to undertake this work.

9.7

As part of developing the EoI, CaCC are already in detailed, initial discussions with a number of highly
qualified and experienced law firms to determine the most appropriate delivery model for SCGV. These
discussions took place through a series of workshops held in November 2019, to explore Locally Led
Development Corporations (LLDC) and other potential delivery models that would enable CaCC to take
a more interventionist approach, in the event the private sector does not deliver in line with Garden Village
aspirations and timescales. All of the law firms consulted are in agreement that it would be prudent for
CaCC to await the completion of a number of the other ongoing workstreams (relating to viability,
strategic infrastructure and land use frameworks in particular) prior to settling on a preferred delivery
model, as clarity of purpose is a critical element of the decision making and will only arrive after the next
stage of masterplanning work is largely complete.

9.8

Given the long timeframe for delivery of St Cuthbert’s, the law firms consulted highlighted the possibility
that there may be several different types of interventions or delivery models required, both in terms of
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delivery timescales and site geography. Any model for delivery should be based on local objectives and
driven by a clear evidence base of what is needed. It is perfectly likely (and expected) that some elements
of the new community can be delivered with very little if any public sector intervention, other than
appropriate planning and design controls. Other areas of SCGV however, will be harder to bring forward
without intervention due to factors such as landownership; need for strategic infrastructure; physical
constraints etc. It will therefore be critical to ensure a clear delivery strategy is in place from the outset, to
allow legal provision and public sector intervention to be proportionate and not hindering the requirement
for early delivery, whilst also securing quality and long-term sustainability. Ultimately, flexibility will be
required in any delivery mechanism/s, to allow evolution over time to meet the needs of St Cuthbert’s as
it grows.
9.9

All law firms consulted felt that the work to date, encouraging initial collaboration between landowners
and progressing relevant MOUs created a very positive foundation for delivery. A strong planning
framework was also determined to be important and is being progressed through the Masterplanning and
DPD work. The law firms considered how CaCC may put the necessary safeguards in place to ensure
any early planning applications can incorporate the key objectives of the Garden Village, through interim
planning policies, such as early supplementary planning guidance. Active consideration is therefore being
given to the preparation of interim guidance regarding design principles and developer contributions, both
of which are key elements to comply with the Garden Village status and requirements of the HIF funding.
This will potentially allow early phases of development to come forward as a flexible, long term delivery
mechanism is evolved and implemented.

9.10 A legal brief is now being prepared to form the basis for more detailed legal advice on potential delivery
models, to align with the progression of the masterplanning and DPD work.
9.11 In addition, CaCC have commissioned Aspinall Verdi to prepare an initial short paper that will focus on
the viability and deliverability aspects of any potential CPO and how such powers may apply to the delivery
of St Cuthberts.
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10. Land Assembly
10.1 In order to deliver the proposed settlements across SCGV there is a need to bring various adjoining land
interests together to ensure development can progress on a comprehensive basis on a commercially viable
scale, rather than one dictated simply by land ownership boundaries. There are various parties who can
play a role in the land assembly process. This section of the OHDS considers the role of each group and
the progress made to date.

Landowners
10.2 Through the work that Hive and CaCC are doing on landowner engagement, there is a clear and consistent
message being given to landowners that they will need to collaborate with one another. This is seen as
the early stages of the land assembly process. Through the landowner settlement sessions held in
November 2019, landowners were talked through the high level principles of collaboration and
equalisation agreements, as one possible mechanism through which land interests can be combined in a
manner that applies an equal value to all land, irrespective of whether that land will be required for housing,
employment, local centres, green or blue infrastructure or any other element of the proposed settlements.
Through applying an equalisation approach there is a greater chance of delivering comprehensive
development across the settlements, with the full range of housing, employment and community
infrastructure.
10.3

At the time of writing there have been no objections raised to the principle of collaboration amongst
landowners and in the case of Cummersdale, positive signs of progress, co-operation and the initial
conversations between landowners around collaboration having commenced.

10.4

In order for there to be sufficient clarity for landowners to really understand who they need to collaborate
with and the extent of the landownership interests that need including within any collaboration agreement,
there are various bits of information required. Once the final masterplan has been approved and Arup
have identified a more accurate boundary of the land required to deliver each settlement, the likely
landowner groupings will become more apparent. The landowners will then be in a position to start
formalising these collaboration arrangements. Landowners are also aware of the viability workstream that
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is also underway. Some landowners may wish to understand the outcome of the viability work and what
that means about the potential value of their own land interests.
10.5

Hive and CaCC have been clear with all landowners that piecemeal development that doesn’t contribute
towards the comprehensive delivery of the settlements will be resisted. This message is intended to
reinforce the emphasis on collaboration in order to secure the full development of all uses identified for
SCGV.

Promoters, Developers and Consortia
10.6

Although landowners are being encouraged to undertake the early work to demonstrate to the
development industry that they are open for business and working towards delivering sensible
development parcels to the market, it is likely that some of the work needed to combine land interests
will be done by the development industry. Those landowners who do collaborate to create commercially
appealing development parcels, that are able to deliver comprehensive, mixed-use development will be
putting themselves in an advantageous position when it comes to attracting private sector interest.
However, it should be assumed that some landowners are unwilling or unable to undertake the work
necessary to tie land interests together in a formal manner and this role is left to others, including the
development industry.

10.7

There is anecdotal evidence of interest in obtaining a foothold in SCGV from local and national
housebuilder and strategic land promoters, some of which have not previously developed in Carlisle
before. There is also reported to be a consortia of large housebuilders who are working together to
explore opportunities in the Garden Village. This is in part believed to be a response from the industry to
the City Council’s requirements for comprehensive rather than piecemeal development.

10.8

Developers and promoters will be very familiar with the role of land assembly and the need to bring
various land interests under their control through one of a number of legal agreements. Depending on
whether it is a promoter or a developer and how the commercial negotiations between them and the
landowners progresses there is likely to be a legal agreement in the form of an option agreement,
promotional agreement or conditional contract. Any of these agreements could have the desired effect of
bringing numerous land interests under the control of a single party or consortia.
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10.9

It is also possible that a promoter or speculator could seek to bring together a number of land interests
through a freehold acquisition of land, although this is more likely to be an approach adopted by a public
sector body or possibly a registered provider in acquiring land.

10.10

CaCC will continue to request that landowners are mindful of not signing up to agreements with
developers that contain unreasonable land value expectations. Such legal agreements are likely to lead to
further site specifically viability challenges and resistance from the Local Planning Authority.

Public Sector Bodies
10.11

Homes England have been engaged about the potential for them to acquire a strategic land holding within
the Garden Village. Homes England are embedded withing the SCGV governance structure, through the
Project Board, and also sit on the Land & Delivery Working Group. This ensures their input is received at
both a strategic and operational level. Hive have brokered a number of discussions between Homes
England and landowners or their agents within SCGV. Although there have not been any land acquisitions
completed by Homes England, beyond the Carleton Clinic site, opportunities will continue to be
monitored.

10.12

There are numerous advantages to a potential acquisition of land by Homes England or any other public
sector body. Some landowners will prefer a straight-forward freehold disposal of land that public sector
bodies are more likely to be able to deliver. At the time of writing the only publicly funding organisation
with the finance and remit to acquire land is Homes England, although the potential for a greater role by
other public bodies will be monitored on an ongoing basis.

10.13

Through the workstream that is looking at the role of the Council backed delivery vehicle, there may be
a more prominent role for a new publicly controlled vehicle to either acquire land by private treaty, acquire
land by compulsory purchase or act as a strategic land promoter.

Registered Providers
10.14

The potential role of Registered Providers (RPs) is one that will be explored under the market engagement
workstream. Given RPs remit around providing affordable housing, their ability to invest in areas for the
long term and attract grant funding, there will be a substantial role for RPs to play. The market engagement
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workstream will seek to explore what that role might be and how ambitious the RPs are willing to be.
The potential role of the RP could include


Developers of housing and community infrastructure schemes;



Long term managers of housing transferred through s106 and other means,



Strategic landowners and promoters, and



Stewards of some or all of the green and blue and/or other community infrastructure.
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11. Potential Funding Sources
11.1 Should further public sector funding be required to deliver infrastructure necessary for the creation of
SCGV, CaCC and CuCC will need to appraise the options available at that point in time. Through SCGV
having Garden Community status, CaCC will monitor the funding streams available to Garden
Communities and consider the alignment of any new programmes with the requirements of SCGV at that
stage.
11.2 Both Councils have very strong relationships with the Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), who
are represented on the SCGV Strategic Board, and will consider how their economic growth objectives
and funding streams can be utilised to deliver SCGV. The LEP’s Local Industrial Strategy and the
Borderlands Inclusive Growth Deal, both recognise the importance of SCGV and both aim to lever in
significant investment into the wider area.
11.3 CaCC are key partners in the Borderlands Inclusive Growth Deal. This initiative looks to secure economic
growth across the areas of the North of England and the South of Scotland that adjoin the border between
the two nations. Potential funding opportunities will be monitored to establish whether funding can be
obtained to further the ambitions of SCGV whilst complying with the objectives of the Borderlands project.
11.4 CaCC are exploring making a submission to the New Development Corporation Competition. CaCC
have met with MHCLG officers to discuss the funding programme and what a potential submission from
the City Council might incorporate. CaCC are working up a proposal to secure funding to explore the
potential delivery models in greater detail., through this fund CaCC’s proposal is targeting a May 2020
submission.
11.5 Consideration will also be given to the capital funding programmes of both Councils and whether funding
can be made available to further the aims of the Garden Village.
11.6 The major utilities providers are engaged in dialogue with the City and County Councils about SCGV.
Each body has its own statutory requirements and funding streams and these organisations will be closely
monitored to establish whether the further infrastructure needed could be funded through these
organisations.
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11.7 Potential alternative funding sources will be considered in greater detail through the interim and final
versions of the OHDS.
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12. Modern Methods of Construction
12.1 A crucial part of delivering the proposed level of housing growth pursuant to the delivery of the CSLR is
the build out rates associated with each of the settlements. Modern Methods of Construction (MMC)
offers the potential to shorten the construction programme, overcome skills issues within the industry and
deliver units to the market at pace.
12.2 Support for MMC is becoming more widespread within the development industry due to the
acknowledged need for structural change within the housebuilding industry to address years of under
supply. With greater acknowledgment of the need for this method, various forms and levels of prefabrication and methods of MMC have been developed and the industry has matured considerably over
recent years. These are typically categorised into differing levels of off-site manufacture which includes
volumetric which is entirely off-site to hybrid, panellised, and sub-assemblies on-site.
12.3 In recognition of the growing MMC industry, Knarebrough based Ilke Homes received a £30m investment
in November 2019 from Homes England to open a new factory. This will enable Ilke to more than double
their output capacity from 2,000 homes per annum to 5,000 per year over the next five years. Ilke have
partnered with the Home Group to deliver new homes in Cumbria. Officers at CaCC have attended
Innovation Village in Gateshead to explore the MMC houses on show and have been invited to visit the
Ilke factory.
12.4 In 2016 Legal & General Capital opened the world’s largest off-site housing factory in Leeds. Other key
MMC companies include Urban Splash, Suzuki and Home Group. Home Group have partnered with Ilke
Homes, Premier Modular Ltd and Simply Modular. The Gateshead Innovation Village showcases 41
different types of MMC products and underlines the growing appetite and investment MMC in comparable
geographic regions to Carlisle.
12.5 Whilst delivery of a prescribed number of MMC units is not a core requirement of St Cuthberts, or the
HIF conditions, CaCC recognise there is a good opportunity to work with developers to explore the
incorporation and use of MMC as part of the delivery of SCGV, with the aim of increasing innovation,
quality and pace of delivery. There is also the option of some element of MMC being sought through
inclusion in the Design Code / Guide.
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13. Long Term Stewardship of the Village
13.1 The long-term stewardship arrangements for SCGV are the subject of various workstreams. As part of
the due diligence for a potential council backed delivery vehicle CaCC will also explore the potential for
such a vehicle to act as long term steward for any green and blue infrastructure or other key community
assets, that are not otherwise transferred to third parties, or adopted by the relevant statutory bodies.
13.2 There are a number of potential solutions to the long-term stewardship of the communal areas of Garden
Village, with varying roles for the public and private sector. One potential solution will be the establishment
of a specific management company (Man.Co.) A Man.Co. would generally be funded by service charge
contributions from residents and would have a clear governance structure that included a board with key
stakeholders, including resident representation.
13.3 The City Council will also give consideration to the adoption of the whole of the green and blue
infrastructure within for management by the relevant City Council department along with all other
managed parks and public open space. Given the constraints on Council funding and the competing
pressures on limited public resources, this is likely to be the option of last resort.
13.4 CaCC will be progressing a workstream that looks into the long term stewardship across the Garden
Village. This will partly be viewed from a legal structures perspective, but also from a capital and revenue
cost point of view to establish a financially sustainable long term maintenance proposal.
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14. Overarching Programme
14.1 A full project programme has been put together to illustrate the various workstreams that are underway
and ongoing to deliver the Garden Village. A copy of the programme is contained at Appendix A. In
addition to detailing when CaCC forecast to complete certain key milestones associated with delivering
the project, the programme illustrates the relationship between the various workstreams and the interreliant nature of those workstreams. In setting out the workstreams in this manner, it allows for accurate
forecasting and focus on mitigating the effects of any slippage throughout the process. The key milestone
dates included within the programme are
Stage

Forecast Date

Bid to MHCLG Dev. Corp. Funding

May 2020

Viability Assessment – preferred masterplan option

May/Jun 2020

Masterplan – Preferred Option Consultation

Jun/Jul 2020

Masterplan – Final Sign Off

Aug 2020

Landowner Engagement – Final Report

Aug 2020

St Cuthbert’s Local Plan – Consultation

Nov/Dec 2020

Adoption of 2* SCGV SPDs

Dec 2020

Submission of first planning application (exc. Carleton Clinic)

Early 2021

St Cuthbert’s Local Plan – Publication

March 2021

St Cuthbert’s Local Plan – Submission

June 2021

St Cuthbert’s Local Plan – Examination in Public

Aug-Nov 2021

Start on site first houses (exc. Carleton Clinic)

Autumn 2021
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15. Housing Delivery Profile
15.1 The housing delivery profile will be refined through the provision of the interim and final iterations of the
OHDS and will be informed by the key workstreams around the masterplanning, landowner engagement
and viability, supported by the City Council’s ongoing engagement with the development industry. At the
current time CaCC are still working to the housing delivery profile contained within the HIF submission
of September 2018 as contained within Appendix B.

15.2 St Cuthbert’s continues to be progressed in the context of a strongly performing wider housing market
in Carlisle, testament to which is record net housing completions in three out of the last four years
including 625 across 2018/19 (against an average annual Local Plan target of 565). These rates of delivery
reflect that a growing number of new developers are active within the District underpinned by strong
Registered Provider investment both in affordable and home ownership products. Many such developers
have now secured and are pursuing planning consent for additional sites which is an evident vote of
confidence in the Carlisle market and their desire to remain. The consequence of increased take up and
delivery rates is a diminishing land supply which the timely release of St Cuthbert’s is, as has always been
envisaged, needed to address.
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16. Resource and Financial Requirements
16.1 CaCC will continue to have a considerable resource funding requirement to support the ongoing work
of the Garden Village. An estimate of the additional consultant funding requirements to cover the necessary
workstreams will be covered in future iterations of the OHDS. The categories that will need to be given
consideration are


Delivery vehicle



Ongoing viability work



Landowner engagement



Market engagement



Area based SPDs and design codes



Settlement infrastructure design and costing



Local plan support



SCGV project management support



Employment strategy



Green Infrastructure design and costing



HIF monitoring and reporting

16.2 CaCC will continue to seek capacity funding opportunities to support the above ongoing workstreams.
This may require the City Council tailoring the work programme and prioritising those workstreams that
align with the funding available. The funding requirements and potential funding sources will be monitored
on an ongoing basic by CaCC. The City Council will also continue to seek funding from within existing
council budgets.
16.3 HE administered capacity fund bidding rounds have been key to getting SCGV to the current position.
The workstreams identified above are predicated on the assumption that further funding will be made
available to support the work of the City Council and its partners in delivering the Garden Village.
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17. Next Steps
17.1 Section 4 of this OHDS identifies those key workstreams that are underway or due to commence
shortly. All of which are important in the delivery of SCGV. However those workstreams and milestones
which are most relevant in the short to medium term are:
17.2 Conclusion of the Stage 2 Masterplan & Infrastructure Costing – This will illustrate those areas of land
which are needed for the delivery of SCGV. This will help CaCC identify which landowners are critical to
the delivery of the Garden Village and therefore who needs to be the focus of further rounds of landowner
engagement. A key part of the follow on work to the masterplanning is the costing of the additional
infrastructure over and above the CSLR, which is required to deliver SCGV. This will be an essential
requirement of the final viability assessment.
17.3 Conclusion of the AV viability assessment on the preferred masterplan – Through the completion of the
viability work CaCC will have a clearer understanding of where land values are likely and how this relates
to landowners aspirations for their land. This will be critical to informing the potential scale of delivery by
the private sector and likely level of public sector intervention by a new delivery model.
17.4 The Final Landowner Engagement Report – This report will identify potential landowner groupings, based
on the preferred masterplan option. These landowner groupings will be encouraged to continue to
formalise their collaboration arrangements. The final landowner engagement report will identify those
groups and provide commentary on where the most deliverable groupings, what support they may need
to continue to progress development and what the potential barriers may be. This report will also be key
in terms of understanding the scale of intervention that any new delivery vehicle will need to consider.
17.5 Housing Delivery and SCGV Stewardship Models – CaCC have commenced the work to draw up a brief
on which to appoint the legal advisors to guide the delivery model workstream. This work will build upon
legal workshops that were held in November 2019 to continue to shape the Council’s thinking about the
form, powers and governance arrangements of any new delivery vehicle.
17.6 Future Iterations of the OHDS – There are to be two further versions of the OHDS which will be
informed by the proposed final masterplan and viability assessment, along with a clearer understanding of
the landowner collaboration requirements (Interim OHDS) and the legal commission that looks into
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potential delivery vehicles (Final OHDS). The future iterations of this document will be increasingly specific
about what the perceived delivery solutions are and the housing delivery trajectory.
17.7 Funding bid for Innovative Delivery Models – CaCC will be making a bid to MHCLG for funding from
their £10m New Development Corporation Competition. Early engagement with MHCLG has taken place
and will continue as the City Council shapes up its bid. This funding will support the legal work already
commenced to consider what the most appropriate delivery structure might be.
17.8 Soft Market Testing – CaCC will be commissioning soft market testing work to consider the roles of a
wide range of potential delivery partners. These partners will include varying sizes of housebuilders,
including those who are and aren’t already operating in the Carlisle area and a wide variety of potential
organisations. These organisations will include the larger more strategic RPs who have ambitions that
match those of the City Council and a commitment to the Carlisle area, master developers who can create
the infrastructure and serviced plots for housebuilders, modular housebuilders and strategic land
promoters. This workstream will help shape the delivery ideas and stimulate interest in the Garden Village.
17.9 Interim Planning Policies – Whilst seeking to encourage applications that can support the delivery of the
Garden Village principles, CaCC are also keen to guard against early applications that do not contribute
towards the comprehensive, design and sustainability requirements of the Garden Village. Early feedback
from developers suggests that this would provide the welcome certainty around the City Council’s
aspirations and allow them to incorporate such standards within their proposal. Whilst the Local Plan for
SCGV is being progressed, consideration will be given to interim planning policies to guide applications
that may come in ahead of the adoption of the Local Plan.
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18. Summary
18.1 Delivery of any large-scale development such as SCGV is a necessarily complex process involving
numerous parties and a diverse range of workstreams. What this Statement demonstrates is that all of
the key building blocks are in place and delivery in line with the assumptions made at the time the HIF bid
was submitted remains on course.
18.2 There have been considerable achievements to date in delivering SCGV which provide a solid basis for
the further, more fine-grain, work that will illustrate the future shape of SCGV as well as the challenges
and potential delivery solutions. In addition to the multi-disciplinary workstreams underway and the future
commissions, CaCC are strategically engaging with MHCLG about longer term innovative delivery models,
that will incorporate consideration of Locally Led Development Corporations.
18.3 Carlisle benefits from a strongly performing housing market, as evidenced by record net housing
completions in three out of the last four years including 625 across 2018/19 (against an average annual
Local Plan target of 565). These rates of delivery reflect that a growing number of new developers that
are active within the District underpinned by strong Registered Provider investment both in affordable
and home ownership products. The consequence of increased take up and delivery rates is a diminishing
land supply which the timely release of St Cuthbert’s is, as has always been envisaged, needed to address.
18.4 There have been significant and meaningful signs of progress across all of the core workstreams, most
notably :


The submission of the planning application for the CSLR;



The public consultation on the three masterplan options;



The initial viability appraisal work completed;



Extensive landowner engagement and the production of the interim report; and



Legal workshops and a meeting with MHCLG to explore CaCC backed delivery models
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18.5 The above workstreams are at the early stages of the road map towards the delivery of SCGV. These
achievements will inform the final masterplan and adoption of the land under the SCGV Local Plan. They
will also be key pieces of information that shape the delivery strategy and the likely extent of private sector
led solutions as well as the extent to which public sector intervention will be necessary.
18.6 At this stage CaCC have a variety of tools available to them to deliver housing within SCGV and are taking
an open and multi-faceted approach to the task. The future landowner engagement work will continue to
tease out where the private sector led solutions may be, in parallel to which will be the legal commission
and ongoing engagement with MHCLG to look at innovative delivery models that include LLDC. The final
housing delivery mechanism will reflect the needs of any given settlement combined with the respective
positions of the landowners and the development industry.
18.7 This document is the first of three iterations of the OHDS. Each one will be increasingly specific about the
achievements to date, the emerging challenges and the proposed methods through which the houses will
be delivered. However at the time of writing there are no factors which fundamentally differ from those
made at HIF bid submission stage and no obstacles that present themselves as insurmountable.
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SCGV HOUSING DELIVERY PROFILE - APRIL 2020
PROJECTED HOUSING COMPLETIONS

Notes

The GDA contains a predicted start on site date of July 2022 for the Carleton Clinic site. Carleton Clinic is predicted to be the first
site to commence within the red line of SCGV. It is forecast that this site will complete c 12 units by the end of the 2022/23 year.
General Neither Hive nor CaCC have undertaken a detailed update of the housing trajectory in compiling this information. The remaining
Approach data is lifted from the GL Hearn trajectory from the time of the HIF submission in September 2018, adjusted to ensure the total
amount is 10,325. This data therefore does not represent the outcome of a comprehensive review of the likely SCGV housing
trajectory. A more detailed trajectory will accompany the interim and final Housing Delivery Statements.
General As has been made clear and agreed through the GDA contracting process, a more detailed trajectory will accompany the interim
Approach and final Housing Delivery Statements.
Completions from Carleton Clinic based on agreed Start on Site (as contained in the GDA) of July 2022. Assumed Site set up
2022/23 complete September 2022 and the first house completed January 2023. Assumed 4 units per month will be compelted in each of
Jan, Feb and Mar.
2323/24 - Completions within these years are carried forward from the September 2018 HIF bid (years 2021/22 to years 2045/46). No
2047/48 additional due diligence has been done on these figures at the current time.
Takes the figures from the final year of the Sept 2018 trajectory (150 units in 2046/47) and adds 18 units to bring the total over
2048/49
SCGV to 10,325
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Hive Land & Planning (Hive) has been instructed by Carlisle City Council (CaCC) to prepare this Recovery
Strategy as part of the application to Homes England’s Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF). The HIF monies
will be the largest source of capital that will fund the construction of the Carlisle Southern Link Road
(CSLR) which will unlock the residential development land at the St Cuthbert’s Garden Village (SCGV).

1.2

Homes England (HE) is administering the provision of HIF funding on behalf of the Ministry for Housing,
Communities and Local Government (MHCLG). The HIF funding is being invested in CSLR to enable
delivery of housing outputs in SCGV. However, HE wants to be satisfied that in addition to the HIF
investment in CSLR there will be local recovery of funds, defined as ‘Recovery Proceeds’ within the GDA,
to ensure the delivery of the necessary enabling infrastructure within SCGV itself. This document details
how CaCC and their partners at Cumbria County Council (CuCC) propose to achieve this.

1.3

The provision of HIF funding will be governed by the terms of the Grant Determination Agreement (GDA)
which requires ‘Recovery Proceeds’ to be used to fund infrastructure that supports delivery of SCGV. The
‘Use of Recovery Proceeds’ is defined in the GDA as follows:
5.6.1

The Grant Recipient must (or, if the Recovery Beneficiary is the recipient, the Recovery Beneficiary must),
within ten (10) Business Days of receipt, apply (by actual expenditure or allocation in the relevant budget
satisfactory to Homes England) all Recovery Proceeds as follows:

(a)

In the case of Recovery Proceeds received by the Grant Recipient:

(b)

i

towards any remaining Infrastructure Expenditure, including, for the avoidance of doubt, funding payment
of Cost Overruns or repaying any sums borrowed in relation to Infrastructure Expenditure; and

ii

once no further Infrastructure Expenditure remains, towards funding delivery of the Housing Output (and,
for the avoidance of doubt, supporting infrastructure and facilities related to the Housing Output (other
than the Infrastructure Site)) or other housing developments and related infrastructure within the county of
Cumbria;
in the case of Recovery Proceeds received by the Recovery Beneficiary, towards funding delivery of the
Housing Output (and, for the avoidance of doubt, supporting infrastructure and facilities related to the
Housing Output (other than the Infrastructure Site)).
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5.6.2

Clause 5.6.1 shall cease to apply once the aggregate amount of Recovery Proceeds which has been received
by the Grant Recipient and/or the Recovery Beneficiary and applied by them in accordance with clause
5.6.1 (without double counting) exceeds the Maximum Sum.

1.4 The GDA contains a number of definitions relevant to this document and, therefore, a copy of the relevant
GDA definitions is included at Appendix 1.
1.5 For clarity, this Recovery Strategy is detailing the mechanisms through which CaCC and CuCC will realise
‘Recovery Proceeds’ to facilitate the enabling infrastructure to support delivery of the housing outputs. A
value has been attributed to each of the identified recovery mechanisms where possible. However, this
recovery value does not always equate to actual cash recovery. Generating recovery in this manner will
ensure that developers and landowners are not unduly benefiting from the HIF investment in CSLR and that
local partners are committed to capturing land value in order to fund the enabling infrastructure for SCGV.
1.6 This Recovery Strategy sits alongside the Housing Delivery Statement that also accompanies the GDA. The
GDA requires the development of a Housing Delivery Statement that will set out the detail for the delivery
of SCGV and the associated recovery and funding mechanisms. This strategy will therefore be superseded
in due course.

Background to St Cuthbert’s Garden Village
1.7

SCGV, located to the south of Carlisle, will deliver approximately 10,325 new homes including a forecast
provision of 20% affordable housing, improvements to infrastructure and services, including new schools,
public transport and greenspaces. The delivery of SCGV will support Carlisle’s wider economic growth
aspirations.

1.8

In January 2017 CaCC successfully secured government recognition for SCGV through its inclusion in the
Government’s Garden Communities Programme. SCGV required the delivery of the Carlisle Southern
Link Road (CSLR) to provide the highways capacity for the proposed development to be realised in full.
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Background to the Housing Infrastructure Fund
1.9

In February 2019 CaCC, and their partners CuCC, successfully secured an allocation of £102m of HIF
funding to construct the CSLR. The CSLR will form a new link between the M6 and the south of Carlisle
and will unlock the development land at SCGV.

1.10 The original bid estimated that the CLSR would cost £112m in total to deliver, with HIF funding £102m
of the construction works. Both CuCC and CaCC are providing capital contributions of £5m per authority,
taking the total available funding to £112m. This £10m investment is to be recovered from the
development of SGCV. The costs for CSLR have recently been revised and currently stand at £136.6m.
CuCC are to undertake value engineering to reduce the scheme costs, look to secure additional funding
and to underwrite the additional costs over and above the originally identified contributions of £112m,
subject to a final Gateway review as permitted within the GDA.
1.11 This strategy has regard to the Cost Overrun Strategy, prepared by CuCC.
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2

Local Plan & Masterplan Update

2.1

CaCC is in the process of preparing a suite of policy documents which will support the delivery of SCGV.
The principles established in these documents form the basis for many of the mechanisms available to
CaCC and CuCC to generate Recovery Proceeds.

St Cuthbert Garden Village Local Plan
2.2

CaCC is preparing the SCGV Local Plan which will provide the policy framework for the delivery of the
St Cuthbert’s Garden Village Masterplan. The Local Plan will be a statutory document and will include site
allocations for new homes, local and strategic employment locations and district and local service centres.

2.3

The SCGV Local Plan Overview and Scope document was published in September 2019 which establishes
a series of objectives and strategic policies. The SCGV Local Plan is anticipated to be adopted in Spring
2022. The Local Plan will be accompanied by an Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will set out the
infrastructure requirements and the proposed policy mechanism for securing contributions from
developers.

St Cuthbert Garden Village Masterplan
2.4

The SCGV Masterplan has been prepared in two stages. The first stage was completed in February 2019
and sets out a vision and concept for the Garden Village. Stage 2 is currently being prepared by Arup and
will identify the preferred option for the strategic location, layout and design of SCGV, the final output of
which will be a strategic masterplan framework for the site. The SCGV Masterplan is anticipated to be
completed in Summer 2020.

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) & SCGV Masterplan Viability
2.5

Aspinall Verdi has been appointed by CaCC to prepare a viability assessment of both the SCGV Masterplan
options and a district wide CIL charge. This study is utilising a bespoke viability model to assess how viability
varies across the District to advise on the introduction of a CIL charge in Carlisle. The commission is also
critically assessing the SCGV Stage 2 Masterplan to test the viability and deliverability of the preferred
option and advise on the potential developer contributions.
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2.6

At the time of writing AV have tested the viability of the 3 Masterplan options that were subject to public
consultation in Autumn 2019. This information has been fed back into Arup for consideration as part of
the wider feedback from the public and stakeholder consultation that is informing the preferred masterplan
option.

2.7

The above will all feed into the Housing Delivery Statement that is being developed for SCGV.
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3

Mechanisms for Recovery at SCGV

3.1

The monies recovered from SCGV as a result of Homes England’s investment into the CSLR are proposed
to be generated as follows:

3.2

•

Land value uplift capture; and

•

Disposal of Land in CuCC and CaCC ownership within the “Site”.

Each of these is set out in more detail below.
Land Value Uplift Capture

3.3

The value of the land in SCGV will increase from its Existing Use Value to the Residual Land Value once
the land is allocated for development in the emerging SCGV Local Plan. CaCC will seek to capture a
significant proportion of this land value uplift reflecting the role HIF funding plays in opening up the land
for development.

3.4

Through the extensive landowner engagement sessions that have taken place to date, CaCC and Hive
have been keen to stress to the SCGV landowners that the Government expects the local authority to
capture a significant proportion of the land value increases and reinvest the funds locally. The consequence
of which being that landowners within SCGV may not achieve land values comparable with those
development sites elsewhere in the Carlisle area, that sit outside of the SCGV redline, when their land is
sold for development.

3.5

It should be noted that viability is marginal in SCGV and there will be a cap on the amount of land value
uplift that can be captured. If, for example, a CIL charge was introduced in Carlisle, it is unlikely that this
charge could simply be added on top of the already agreed mechanisms for land value capture (set out
below). In this scenario the amount generated by Section 106, for example, would be proportionally
reduced.

3.6

The proposed mechanisms, which will be developed further in the Housing Delivery Statement, for
capture of land value uplift are set out below:
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1. Equalisation Agreement: The landowners in the SCGV area have been encouraged to enter into
an Equalisation Agreement, which will establish a baseline land value for all of the land in the SCGV
irrespective of the allocated use. This is the preferred approach and will guard against piecemeal
development that seeks to deliver only the highest value uses and doesn’t provide the
comprehensive development required. Landowners are encouraged to collaborate with one
another to ensure that lower value land uses, which are for wider public benefit, such as parks,
public open space and commercial property also come forward. The lower value uses, in particular
the parks, public open space and sports facilities, do not have a ‘value’ within the development
appraisal at Table 1. However, these uses are invaluable local facilities that are critical to the
creation of a successful and sustainable Garden Village. It is through collaboration between
landowners and the equalisation of their land values that CaCC propose to recover some of the
value attributable to the higher value residential uses.
Table 1 illustrates the level of recovery generated by the Equalisation Agreement for each of the
Arup masterplan options. These figures will be updated to reflect the preferred option within
future iterations of the Recovery Strategy.
Table 1 the key figures set out with the 3 Arup masterplan options, as shown in more detail in
Table 6 below, and analyses what is the value forsaken by those owners of the residential land,
through the equalisation process. Table 1 shows that were the owner of the land allocated for
residential permitted to sell their land on its own, outside of an equalisation approach, the value
receivable would be £85.7m, under Option 1. However, when an equalisation approach is taken,
by applying the value from the residential land equally across all land uses, that same residential
land is now worth £61.9m. We therefore calculate that under option 1, the value recovered
through equalisation is £23.7m using rounded numbers. Table 1 also shows the potential value of
equalisation agreement for Options 2 and 3.
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Table 1: Recovery Generated by Equalisation Agreement

Gross Land Take (Ha)
Gross Residential Area (Ha)
Residual Land Value
RLV/ Gross Land Take (£/Ha)
Equalisation Agreement
Value of Residential Land
No Equalisation Agreement
Value of Residential Land
Difference

Option 1
357.5
258.5
£85,672,714
£239,644

Option 2
410.5
304.5
£117,571,524
£286,411

Option 3
374
255
£79,412,020
£212,332

£61,947,962

£87,212,007

£54,144,559

£85,672,714
£23,724,752

£117,571,524
£30,359,517

£79,412,020
£25,267,461

2. Design & Quality Standards: Aspinall Verdi has included a higher build cost in their appraisal model
to reflect the higher standard of design required of a Garden Village. Specifically, Aspinall Verdi
has stated ‘we would typically assume lower-quartile rates for developments of this size. We have
adopted median costs in this instance to reflect the higher standard of design expected within the New
Garden Village’. Table 2 illustrates the potential level of recovery generated by the Design & Quality
Standards for each of the 3 Arup masterplan options. These figures will be updated to reflect the
Preferred Option and will be developed further in the Housing Delivery Statement.
Table 2: Recovery Generated by Design & Quality Standards

Median Build Cost
Residual Land Value
Lower Quartile Build Cost
Residual Land Value
Difference/ Recovery

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

£85,672,714

£117,571,524

£79,412,020

£184,734,529
£99,061,815

£217,598,336
£100,026,812

£180,788,651
£101,376,632

3. Developer Contributions – there different mechanisms that can be used to secure developer
contributions and these will be developed as part of the Infrastructure Delivery Plan that will
accompany the Local Plan. Commentary of recent activity and work undertaken to date on the
developer contribution assumptions is summarised below:
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a.

Section 106/ Section 278: Aspinall Verdi has included an allowance of £7,000 per unit for
Section 106 and Section 278 costs. Currently this is earmarked for a range of local
benefits including education, football pitches, play areas and parks and open space
endowment.

b. Carleton Clinic Site: Homes England has submitted a planning application for their land at
Carleton Clinic, which is situated within the SCGV. The application is yet to be
determined but the Committee Report states that, in addition to 20% affordable housing,
a sum of £2,000 per plot will be required within the s106 agreement as a contribution
towards the cost of the CSLR. The Carelton Clinic Section 106 also includes £218,400
for Secondary Education, £155,000 for Sewell Lonning and £6,600 for Travel Monitoring
Fee. There is also a requirement for an on – site play area and maintenance of the open
space by the developer but these elements are not costed at this time.
c.

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL): Aspinall Verdi is currently assessing the viability of
a district wide CIL charge. As a CIL charge is not currently adopted in Carlisle, no value
has been attributed to this recovery mechanism at this time. This is a potential future
source of recovery depending on the outcome of Aspinall Verdi’s work.

d. Viability Appraisals: Future planning applications will likely include viability appraisals on a
site by site basis. CaCC will need to ensure that the maximum amount of recovery is
secured. CaCC presently retain Lambert Smith Hampton to assess future site-specific
viability appraisals with the aim of ensuring the maximum recovery is captured through
developer contributions, including the proportion of affordable homes, Section 106,
Section 278 and, potentially, CIL.
4. Affordable Homes: The intended SCGV Local Plan Policy is 20% affordable homes with a 50:50
split between affordable rent and intermediate tenures. Table 3 illustrates the potential level of
recovery generated by the provision of Affordable Homes for each of the Arup masterplan
options. These figures will be updated to reflect the Preferred Option and feed into the Housing
Delivery Statement.
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Table 3: Recovery Generated by Affordable Homes

20% Affordable Housing
GDV
100% Market Housing
GDV
Difference/ Recovery

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

£2,099,620,290

£2,185,060,803

£2,078,736,596

£2,245,583,198

£2,336,963,426

£2,223,247,698

£145,962,908

£151,902,623

£144,511,102

5. Strategic Infrastructure: Aspinall Verdi has included an allowance of £10,000 per plot within their
appraisal for the remaining Strategic Infrastructure (non-HIF works) required to unlock the
housing development at SCGV.

This is based on their experience of appraising Garden

Communities for Homes England. Overall, the potential recovery generated by the Strategic
Infrastructure contribution equates to £103,250,000 for each of the Arup Masterplan options.
3.7

It is important to note that there could be further capture of land value uplift through a Roof Tax (or
similar / related mechanism) of £1,000 per unit, totalling £10.3m. This Roof Tax will repay CuCC’s and
CaCC’s £5m contributions to the funding of the CSLR. Homes England has stated that this Roof Tax is
not permitted to be included within this Recovery Strategy. However, this Roof Tax is a ring-fenced
developer contribution and will be prioritised before the other developer contributions detailed within
this report.
Disposal of Land in CuCC Ownership

3.8

CuCC own 12.3Ha of land within the Cummersdale area that will potentially be allocated for development
through the preferred masterplan. Further information will be provided about the potential value of the
site, based on the allocated area and the land values included within the final viability appraisal as part of
the Housing Delivery Statement. CuCC have proposed that the receipts from the CuCC land at
Cummersdale can be recovered and utilised to contribute towards the CSLR Infrastructure Works
Expenditure. Confirmation of the capital land receipts for the land at Cummersdale will require approval
at CuCC Cabinet.
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Summary of Recovery Mechanisms & Recovery Amount
3.9

Table 4 summarises the recovery mechanisms set out above and an estimated recovery amount. This
includes a gross figure, which comprises the total of all the recovery mechanisms, and a net figure, which
comprises the total of all the recovery mechanisms which are above and beyond what is normally achieved
on residential sites in Carlisle. A commentary on whether or not the mechanism has been allowed for in
the net total is made in the ‘Comment’ column for each of the recovery mechanisms.
Table 4: Recovery Mechanism and Net/ Gross Recovery Amount
Recovery Mechanism

Recovery Amount

Comment

Collaboration & Equalisation
Agreements

£23,724,752 £30,359,517

The value derived from collaboration and
equalisation will be through delivering lower value
land uses that are essential to the delivery of the
Garden Village overall. e.g. land for schools and
community facilities.
To be included in net recovery total as an
Equalisation Agreement is not commonplace on
residential development sites in Carlisle.

Design & Quality Standards

£99,061,815 £101,376,631

AV has adopted median BCIS to reflect the highquality nature that the Garden Village is expected
to deliver. Lower Quartile BCIS build costs are
10% lower than the Median cost.
To be included in net recovery total as the level
of Design & Quality Standards to be delivered at
SCGV is not commonplace on residential
development sites in Carlisle.

Section 106/ 278

£71,895,000

£7,000 per unit is allowed for by AV which
equates to £72,275,000 but the Carelton Clinic
Section 106 cost has been deducted to avoid
double counting. To fund a range of local projects
including new infrastructure and services. A
proportion could be utilised to fund new local
homes.
To not be included in net recovery total as most
residential development sites in Carlisle are
subject to a Section 106 and/ or Section 278
contribution.
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Recovery Mechanism

Recovery Amount

Comment

Carleton Clinic

£700,000

As per the Section 106 costs set out within the
Committee Report 14.02.20 and includes
£218,400 for Secondary Education, £320,000 for
CSLR, £155,000 for Sewell Lonning and £6,600
for Travel Monitoring Fee. There is also a
requirement for an on – site play area and
maintenance of the open space by the developer
but these elements are not costed at this time.

To partly be included in net recovery total. The
£320,000 for the CSLR is not a commonplace
contribution for residential development sites in
Carlisle. The remaining Section 106 contribution
is in line with what is required on other
residential development sites in Carlisle.
CIL

Unable to quantify

Possible future source of recovery depending on
the conclusions of Aspinall Verdi’s viability work,
the development may not be viable enough to
support CIL and Section 106 so the introduction
of a CIL change may reduce Section 106
payments.

Affordable Homes

£144,511,102 £151,902,623

The GDV varies significantly depending on the
housing mix. For option 1 the GDV is
£2,245,583,198 for 100% market housing and
£2,099,620,290 for 20% affordable homes. For
option 2 the GDV is £2,336,963,426 for 100%
market housing and £2,185,060,803 for 20%
affordable homes. For option 3 the GDV is
£2,223,247,698 for 100% market housing and
£2,078,736,596 for 20% affordable homes.
To not be included in net recovery total as all
residential development sites in Carlisle are
subject to 20% affordable housing target.

Strategic Infrastructure

£103,250,000

£10,000 per plot for all Strategic Infrastructure
required to unlock the housing development at
SCGV (non HIF works).
To be included in net recovery total as most
residential development sites in Carlisle do not
require Strategic Infrastructure provision of this
scale.
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Recovery Mechanism

Recovery Amount

Comment

Disposal of Land in CuCC
Ownership

Unable to quantify

CuCC have proposed that the receipts from the
CuCC land at Cummersdale can be recovered
and utilised to contribute towards the CSLR
Infrastructure Works Expenditure. Confirmation
of the capital land receipts for the land at
Cummerdale will require approval at Cabinet.

Total (Gross)

£443,142,669 - £459,483,771

Total (Net)

£226,356,567 - £235,306,148
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4

Recovery Appraisal & Assumptions

4.1

Aspinall Verdi completed a review of the viability of Arup’s 3 masterplan options for SCGV in September
2019. This is the most up to date viability work completed for the SCGV. The value of the various recovery
mechanisms presented in this report has been based on this work by Aspinall Verdi.

4.2

Arup is currently formulating a preferred option design based on the feedback of the three design options.
The preferred option will amalgamate elements of all three options and, once all the design work is
completed, further viability work will be undertaken to test deliverability. This Housing Delivery Statement
will be informed by this revised viability work.

4.3

Table 5 sets out the key assumptions included in the Aspinall Verdi appraisals and Table 6 sets out a
summary of the Aspinall Verdi appraisals for each of the options.

Table 5: SCGV Appraisal Options & Assumptions, Aspinall Verdi, September 2019
Assumption

3.10

Comment

Affordable
Proportion

20% affordable with
50:50 affordable rent
and intermediate tenure
split

The 20% affordable provision and tenure mix are
consistent with the emerging SCGV Local Plan.

Open Market Sales
Values

£2,375 psm to £2,621
psm.

Based on local market evidence. A premium has been
included for the benefits associated with living in a
Garden Village.

Affordable
Transfer Values

Affordable rent – 60%
of OMV

Based on local market evidence.

Intermediate – 75% of
OMV

Build Costs

£1,151 psm for houses
and £1,330 psm for flats

Aspinall Verdi has adopted median BCIS costs to
reflect the high-quality nature that the Garden Village is
expected to deliver. This is also reflected in the higher
sales values (see above).

Developer
Contributions

£7,000 per unit for
Section 106 and Section
278.

Based on Aspinall Verdi’s experience of appraising
Garden Communities on behalf of Homes England.

Strategic
Infrastructure

£10,000 per unit

Based on Aspinall Verdi’s experience of appraising
Garden Communities on behalf of Homes England. As
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Assumption

3.10

Comment
the masterplan is developed through the preferred
option iteration, an infrastructure cost plan will need to
be prepared which defines in more detail the specific
strategic infrastructure costs.

HIF Repayment

£1,000 per unit

This is sufficient to repay CaCC’s and CuCC’s
committed contributions towards the CSLR.

Contingency

5% of construction
costs.

Reflects the complexity of the development.

External Works

External Works - 15%
of construction costs

External works is calculated as a percentage of
construction costs for on plot costs. As Aspinall Verdi
has adopted high construction costs (see above), this
allowance also reflects the higher quality of space that
the Garden Village is expected to achieve.

Mines & Minerals

£1,500 per unit

Based on research conducted by Hive Land and
Planning.

Professional Fees

6%

Generous allowance for a scheme of this nature.

Disposal Costs

1% Marketing
1.5% Sales Agent Fee
0.5% Sales Legal Fee

Finance

6% Interest Rate

Applied to 100% of cashflow

Acquisition Costs

Government SDLT
bandings
1% Agent Fee
0..5% Legal Fee

Profit

17.5% of GDV

17.5%, this is assumed to be a blend of:
- 20% on open market sales
- 6% on affordable housing
This is consistent with the PPG which refers to profit
between 15-20% for market housing
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Table 6: Aspinall Verdi Option Appraisal Summary, September 2019

Number of Units

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

20% AH

20% AH

20% AH

10,325

10,325

10,325

Gross Land Take (Ha)

358

411

374

Gross Residential Area (Ha)

259

305

255

Net Residential Area (Ha)

207

244

204

Average Density Gross Residential Area (dph)

40

34

41

Average Density Net Residential Area (dph)

50

42

51

Total GDV

2,099,620,290

2,185,060,803

2,078,736,596

Build Costs

1,089,105,193

1,112,078,280

1,082,746,237

Developer Contributions

72,275,000

72,275,000

72,275,000

Strategic Infrastructure

103,250,000

103,250,000

103,250,000

HIF Repayment To CaCC & CuCC

10,325,000

10,325,000

10,325,000

Contingency

54,455,260

55,603,914

54,137,312

External Works

163,365,779

166,811,742

162,411,936

Mines & Minerals

15,487,500

15,487,500

15,487,500

Professional Fees

65,346,312

66,724,697

64,964,774

Marketing

17,964,666

18,695,707

17,785,982

Sales Fees

37,445,100

38,968,865

37,072,655

Finance

11,410,613

16,340,794

9,112,678

Acquisition Costs

5,927,663

8,207,922

5,757,962

1,646,358,086

1,684,769,421

1,635,327,036

Total Developer’s Profit

367,589,492

382,719,857

363,997,541

Residual Land Value

85,672,712

117,571,525

79,412,019

Sub Total
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5

Appraisal Comparison

5.1

An appraisal was included at the time of the HIF submission in September 2018. This incorporated a
variety of assumptions that captured the intended approach at that point in time. As outlined above,
further detailed appraisals have been undertaken by AV to assess the viability of the three masterplan
options. The intention of this section of the report is to compare the appraisals that were undertaken at
both stages and establish what the key differences were.

Table 7: Comparison of GL Hearn and Aspinall Verdi Appraisal Assumptions
Item

GL Hearn Assumption

Aspinall Verdi
Assumption

Hive Comments

Approach

Masterplanner
Approach. The RLV of
serviced residential
development land is
used as income in an
appraisal from a
masterplanner’s
perspective

One appraisal which
includes house building
and infrastructure.

To date interest
expressed from the
industry suggests the
developers and
promoters rather than
master planner/master
developer are likely to
take lead role in
delivery.

Gross Land Area

674 ha / 1,665 acres.

TBC

This figure will be
informed by the
preferred masterplan
which is under
development

Net Residential Area

295 ha / 729 acres

204 ha / 504 acres –
244 ha / 602 acres

Net residential areas
are being refined
through the masterplanning process.

Net residential density

35 dph / 14.15 dpa

Average net densities
across the different
options - 42.4 dph –
50.6 dph

AV’s advice on densities
has been fed into the
masterplanning process.
Arup are comparing
the density of the
proposed masterplan
with other garden
villages and large-scale
growth areas.
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Item

GL Hearn Assumption

Aspinall Verdi
Assumption

Hive Comments

Gross Residential Floor
Area

1,156,000 sqm /
12,450,000 sqft

922,178 sqm – 957,937
sqm

Due to the higher
densities AV have
included smaller house
types resulting in a
smaller residential floor
area. This is informed
by the masterplan
options

Affordable provision

20% affordable with
50:50 affordable rent
and intermediate tenure
split

20% affordable with
50:50 affordable rent
and intermediate tenure
split

The provision of
affordable housing will
need to be monitored
through the future
planning applications.

Open Market Sales
Values

£171 - £226 psf

£221 - £244 psf

£1,841 - £2,433 psm

£2,375 - £2,624 psm

AV values are higher.
This reflects the
increase since Sept
2018 to Nov 2019.
AV have also included a
premium for the
Garden Village and
reflects the smaller
assumed housetypes.

Affordable Transfer
Values

£85 - £113 psf

Affordable rent – 60%
of OMV (1,425 – 1,574
psm)

£915 - £1,216 psm
[50% of OMV]

Intermediate – 75% of
OMV (1,781 – 1,968
psm)

AV’s higher transfer
values relate to the
higher open market
sales values and the
smaller discount from
Market Value.
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Item

GL Hearn Assumption

Aspinall Verdi
Assumption

Hive Comments

Build Costs

£70 psf / £753 psm

£1,151 psm for houses
and £1,330 psm for
flats

AV have adopted
median BCIS to reflect
the high-quality nature
that the Garden Village
is expected to deliver.
This is also reflected in
the higher sales values
(see above).

+ £10 psf enabling
works

AV have not made
explicit allowance for
enabling works and
have assumed they are
included within the
external works
allowance (see below).
Site infrastructure and
external works

£20,000 per unit /
£206.5m overall

External Works - 15%
of construction costs /
£162.4m overall
+
Strategic infrastructure £10,000 per unit /
£103.3m overall
Total £265.7m overall

External works is
calculated as a
percentage of
construction costs. As
AV have adopted high
construction costs (see
above), this allowance
also reflects the higher
quality of space that
the Garden Village is
expected to achieve.

Planning Obligations

Education, football
pitches, play areas and
parks, and open space
endowment = £6,622.5
per unit / £68,377,313
overall

£7,000 per unit.

Adjusted up slightly to
reflect AV’s experience
of appraising Garden
Communities on behalf
of Homes England.
The specific
infrastructure
requirement needs to
be assessed at the next
stage of development.

CSLR contribution

£969 per unit /
£10,000,000 overall

£1,000 per unit /
£10,325,000 overall

GL Hearn also assumed
a £1,000 per unit roof
tax but rounded down.

Mines & Minerals

N/A

£1,500 per unit

Based on research
conducted by Hive
Land and Planning.
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Item

GL Hearn Assumption

Aspinall Verdi
Assumption

Hive Comments

Profit

Master developer return
– 17.5% of gross
development costs.

17.5% of GDV

Similar profit levels
assumed, albeit a
different delivery
model.

House-builder return –
17.5% of GDV.
Phasing / Build-out-rate

Net housing land
assumed to be brought
to the market for
disposal in 40 tranches
with an average of 258
units within each.

Houses assumed to be
built at 4 per month per
outlet with a peak of 10
sales points / 500 per
year.
BLV

2 x EUV / £20,500 per
acre for constrained
land.
£77,000 per acre for
deadweight land.
Weighted average
quoted in report =
£24,270 per gross acre
(based on gross site area
excluding employment
land).

Professional Fees

£5.2m for securing
planning consent.

AV have a continuous
housing phase which
assumed a peak sales
rate of 45 per annum
(market houses only)
across 11 outlets which
equates to circa 500
per year.

10 x EUV / £100,000
per acre based on the
lower range of
premiums quoted
within HCA Area Wide
Viability Model 2010.

6% of construction
costs (£65m overall).

8% of project costs for
the infrastructure.
10% of construction
costs.

AV have assumed a
scheme of this size, the
lower 6% of
construction costs is
appropriate
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Item

GL Hearn Assumption

Aspinall Verdi
Assumption

Hive Comments

Disposal Costs

Land disposal – 1.5% of
land value / £6.8m
overall.

Marketing – 1%

Broadly similar
assumptions

Sales fees – 1.5%
Legal Fees – 0.5%
(Total 3%)

Sales Fees – 2% agency
fees / 0.5% legal fees.
(Total 2.5%)
Contingency

5% of build costs.

5% of build costs.

The same contingency
has been applied to
build costs. AV will
reconsider the
infrastructure
contingency through
the appraisal of the
preferred option.

2.5% of infrastructure
works.

Finance

6.5% on infrastructure
and 6% on finance

6%

Broadly similar
assumptions

Residual Land Value

£47,599 per acre

£86,000 - £116,000 per
acre

The GL Hearn figures
were discounted back
to derive the
benchmark land value.

£75m overall
RLV was discounted by
3.5% to derive the
present value

£79m - £118m overall

AV’s RLV figures are
the product of the
assumptions herein.
The residual land values
are broadly in line with
the GL Hearn figures at
the time of the HIF bid.
This will be refined
further through the
appraisal of the
preferred masterplan.

5.2

The above table demonstrates that although the high-level assumptions around the delivery model differed,
in that GL Hearn assumed there would be an overarching master developer, and their detailed assumptions
in some respects differ, the resulting residual land value remains broadly the same. In this respect the
viability and deliverability of SCGV remains broadly in line with that assumed at the time the HIF submission
was made.
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6

Summary

6.1

The £102m of grant funding provided through the HIF programme could generate £443.1m to £459.5m
of gross recovery to fund the enabling infrastructure for SCGV.

6.2

This gross amount of recovery is proposed to be generated through the following mechanisms:
•

Land Value Capture in particular through improved design and quality standards, Section 106 and
Section 278 payments, affordable homes policy and Strategic Infrastructure provision; and

•
6.3

Equalisation Agreement.

Of this, £226.4m to £235.3m of net recovery will be generated. Net recovery is defined as recovery which
is above and beyond that which is achieved on other residential development sites in Carlisle.

6.4

This net amount of recovery is to be generated through the following mechanisms:
•

Land Value Capture in particular through improved design and quality standards, contribution to
the CSLR at Carleton clinic site and Strategic Infrastructure provision; and

•
6.5

Equalisation Agreement.

There are also other sources of Recovery Proceeds that it is not possible to quantify at this time. These
sources are likely to generate additional recovery and may be reported in future. These sources include:
•

CIL, in particular whether a CIL charge will or will not be adopted in Carlisle; and

•

Disposal of land in CuCC ownership, which is yet to be valued. CuCC have proposed that the
receipts from the CuCC land at Cummersdale can be recovered and utilised to contribute
towards the CSLR Infrastructure Works Expenditure. Confirmation of the capital land receipts
for the land at Cummerdale will require approval at Cabinet.
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Appendix One - Relevant Grant Determination Agreement Definitions
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Agreed terms
Definitions
In this Agreement (including in the Introduction and Schedules) the following words and expressions have
the following meanings:
Base Value means:
(a)

in relation to any part of the Site which is owned by the Grant Recipient or the
Recovery Beneficiary as at the date of this Agreement, its Market Value (on the
assumption that such land is valued according to its Existing Use Value) as set
out in the Valuation delivered to Homes England by no later than the relevant
Milestone Date; or

(b)

in relation to any part of the Site which is to be acquired by the Grant Recipient
or the Recovery Beneficiary after the date of this Agreement, an amount equal
to the lower of:

i

the purchase price payable by the Grant Recipient or the Recovery Beneficiary
as at the date of the relevant acquisition; or

ii

120% of its Market Value as at the date of the relevant acquisition;

Existing Use Value shall have the meaning given to that term by the Royal Institute of Chartered
Surveyors from time to time
Increased Value means, in relation to any part of the Site, the Market Value of that part of the Site
on the assumptions that planning permission for the Infrastructure Works and/or the Housing
Outputs (as applicable) relevant to that Site (or part thereof) have been obtained and the
Infrastructure Works have been completed;
Land Value Increase means, in relation to a part of the Site, the amount by which the Increased
Value exceeds the Base Value for that part of the Site provided always that if, following any
Valuation, the Land Value Increase is negative, the Land Value Increase shall be deemed to be zero;
Market Value means the valuation of a property's market value, determined by a Chartered
Surveyor who is a registered Valuer, in accordance with the guidance set out in the Red Book;
Recovery Proceeds means:
(a)

without double counting of any amount received under paragraph (c) below,
any consideration received by the Grant Recipient or the Recovery Beneficiary
in relation to any disposal of a part or whole of the Site;

(b)

Community Proceeds;
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(c)

without double counting of any amount received under paragraph (a) above,
an amount equal to each Land Value Increase;

(d)

without double counting of any amount received under paragraph (a) or (b)
above, the amount of borrowings raised against any Land Value Increase or

(e)

means the proceeds of a claim against

i

any landowner from whom the Site (or any part thereof) has been acquired;

ii

the provider of any due diligence report (in its capacity as provider of the
same) in connection with the acquisition, development or financing of the Site,
the Infrastructure Works and/or the Housing Output; or

iii

any member of the Professional Team or any other contractor, consultant or
professional engaged in relation to the Infrastructure Works or Housing
Output;

Red Book means the "Red Book" (The RICS Valuation Standards - Global and UK, 7th edition),
which is the code of practice and guidance for all members of the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors;
Site means the Infrastructure Site and the Housing Sites;
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Report to Executive

Agenda
Item:

A.2

Meeting Date:
Portfolio:
Key Decision:

27th May 2020
Environment and Transport
Yes: KD.08/20

Within Policy and
Budget Framework

Yes

Public / Private

Public

Title:
Report of:
Report Number:

FOOD LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICE PLAN 2020/21
Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services
GD.14/20

Purpose / Summary:
The Food Law Enforcement Plan sets out how Regulatory Services will deploy its resources
in 2020 to 2021 to improve hygiene standards, prevent food borne diseases and help people
live healthier lives. It seeks to target interventions to tackle local issues whilst ensuring
Carlisle City Council achieves its national statutory responsibilities. To assist members, a
summary report of the plan has been produced as Appendix 1.
Recommendations:
That the Executive:
i.
Agree the key actions of the Food Law Enforcement Service Plan
ii.
Refer the said plan to Health & Wellbeing Scrutiny Panel in accordance with
the Council’s Budget and Policy Framework.

Tracking
Executive:
Scrutiny:
Council:

27th May 2020 & 22nd June 2020
11th June 2020
14th July 2020
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1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

Standards of hygiene when eating out was the main concern for members of the
public who took part in the latest Food Standards Agency’s (FSA) Public Attitudes
Tracker Survey (November 2019). Other concerns from the survey include food
poisoning, food additives, levels of sugar and salt in food and the amount of food
waste. The City Council through its Food and Public Protection Team plays a
significant role in protecting the public by its food inspections and infectious disease
investigations.

1.2

In improving food standards, Regulatory Services are contributing to ensuring a safe,
healthy and sustainable food chain for the benefit of consumers. Service plans are
an important part of the process to ensure that national priorities and standards are
addressed and delivered locally. Service plans help local authorities to:
• follow the principles of good regulation;
• focus on key delivery issues and outcomes;
• provide an essential link with corporate and financial planning;
• set objectives for the future, and identify major issues that cross service
boundaries;
• provide a means of managing performance and making performance
comparisons;
• provide information on an authority’s service delivery to stakeholders,
including businesses and consumers.

1.3

The “Framework Agreement on Official Feed and Food Controls by Local Authorities”
(2010) sets out what the Food Standard Agency expects from Carlisle City Council in
delivering official controls on feed and food law. To help to ensure local transparency
and accountability, and to show the Service’s contribution to the authority’s Carlisle
Plan, the Framework Agreement recommends that food service plans are approved
at the relevant level established for that local authority. The Food Law Enforcement
Service Plan is in Carlisle City Council’s Policy Framework in Article 4 of the
Constitution.

1.4

The Food Law Codes of Practice (March 2017), issued by the FSA, details how local
authorities deliver their enforcement duties but allows local authorities flexibility over
how to deliver the national food controls. The Plan sets out how and at what level
official food controls will be provided, in accordance with the Codes of Practice.

1.5

In 2014 the Food Standards Agency’s (FSA) published its strategy for 2015-2020.
Within the strategy the FSA identified its flagship policy ‘Regulating Our Future’. This
policy aims to modernise the way food businesses are regulated, creating a system
that is modern, risk based, proportionate, robust and resilient. The FSA plan to
implement and deliver the new regulatory model for food by 2020. It is not fully clear
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to date what impact the changes will have on the Regulatory Services Department;
however, we will continue to monitor the FSA proposals and respond accordingly
through the FSA’s ‘open policy’ approach. To ensure consistency of approach, any
FSA proposals will be discussed with other Cumbrian Local Authority Environmental
Health Departments at the regional liaison group meetings.
1.6

The Plan covers the period 1st April 2020 to the 31st March 2021 and includes the
statutory food safety controls to be performed by the authority e.g.
Inspections/sampling. The plan also includes targeted educational and promotional
work to be undertaken by the section. A summary of the previous year’s performance
and activities is also provided. The 2019/20 Food Law Plan also identified a shortfall
of 74 interventions for Low Risk (Category E premises), which was raised as an area
of concern by the FSA following receipt of the Authority’s Food Law Return. An
intervention plan was implemented to address the shortfall and 88% of these
premises received an intervention. The remaining interventions will be targeted
during the 2020/21 period.

1.7

Following our exit from the EU, we are now in the transition period. Enforcement of
EU Food Law will continue until the end of 2020. The European Union (Withdrawal)
Act 2018 provides that, from 1 January 2021, certain directly applicable EU legislation
will be converted into UK law. The section will closely monitor the developments and
ensure we make the appropriate changes to our authorisations, policies and
procedures prior to the end of the transition period.

1.8

It is important to note that the plan will be subject to change following the COVID19
outbreak, which has had a significant impact on the food business sector and how
we perform our day to day enforcement duties. As the restrictions are gradually lifted,
the section will need to establish what impact the outbreak has had on the planned
work and how this will be managed moving forward. Taking advice from the Food
Standards Agency, it is inevitable that the section will need to prioritise resources on
statutory functions and on a risk-based approach. It will be essential that food officers
are provided with the appropriate protective equipment and training to perform their
duties safely. Risk assessments will be amended and continuously reviewed.

1.9

It is also important to note that officers of the Food & Public Protection Team are
authorised to enforce the COVID19 ‘business closure’ related legislation. It is likely
that these provisions will remain in place for some business sectors over coming year.
The team will also be involved in advising businesses on re-opening requirements as
the restrictions are lifted and monitoring/enforcing control measures which may be
imposed i.e. social distancing to protect staff and customers. At the time of writing
this report, the Environmental Health Team have also been identified as a potential
resource for the COVID19 contact tracing. All these additional responsibilities may
also impact on the Food Law Enforcement Plan for 2020/21.
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2.

PROPOSALS

2.1

That the Executive:
i.
Agree the key actions of the Food Law Enforcement Service Plan
ii.
Refer the said plan to Health & Wellbeing Scrutiny Panel in accordance with
the Council’s Budget and Policy Framework.

3.

RISKS

3.1

Failure to develop and implement a food law service plan which, approved at the
relevant level, would not satisfy the requirements laid down in the Food Standards
Agency ‘framework agreement’. The framework, for which we are monitored and
audited against, sets out the standards expect by Local Authorities responsible for
official controls on food law. The publication of the food law enforcement plan helps
ensure local transparency and accountability. To ensure compliance with the
framework, the Food Law Enforcement Service Plan is in Carlisle City Council’s
Policy Framework in Article 4 of the Constitution.

4.

CONSULTATION

4.1

Consultation to Date. - The Plan has been drafted in consultation with officers within
Regulatory Services.

4.2

Consultation proposed. - The Plan to be referred to the Health & Wellbeing Scrutiny
Panel on the 11th June 2020.

5.

CONCLUSION AND REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

The recommended key actions have been identified following consultation and reflect
the resources available to Regulatory Services in the financial year 2020 to 2021.

6.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE CARLISLE PLAN PRIORITIES

6.1

Priority: Support business growth and skills development to improve
opportunities and economic prospects for the people of Carlisle:
-

Deliver an improved service to existing and new businesses in the District –
joining up our statutory and advisory support functions. The Food Safety
Service provides free and impartial advice on both legal and technical matters
relevant to the trade. A key requirement of the Regulators Code is to use the
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regulators unique contact with local businesses as a means of ensuring growth
as well as compliance.

Priority: Further develop sports, arts and cultural facilities to support the
health and wellbeing of our residents:
-

Continue to support and develop the Food City Partnership. As a member of the
group the Food Safety Service have a key role in the delivery of the Local
Healthy Options Award and advising food businesses on healthy menu
alternatives.

Priority 5: Promote Carlisle regionally and internationally as a place with
much to offer – full of opportunities and potential
-

We work in partnership in delivering projects with organisations such as:
Cumbria County Council Trading Standards, Cumbria Food Group (made up of
all 6 Cumbrian Local Authorities), PHE Laboratory Preston, PHE Health
Protection Team, Food Standards Agency.

Contact Officer:

Andrew Smith (Principal Health &
Housing Officer)

Ext:

7098

Appendices
attached to report:

Appendix 1 – Food Law Enforcement Plan - Summary Report
Appendix 2 – Food Law Enforcement Service Plan 2020 to
2021

Note: in compliance with section 100d of the Local Government Act 1972 the report
has been prepared in part from the following papers:
• None
CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS:
LEGAL – The Council has a Food Law Enforcement Service Plan in accordance with the
Food Standard Agency’s Framework Agreement which applies to local enforcement of all
feed and food laws and incorporates the latest guidance and standards on feed and food
law enforcement. As stated in the report, the Food Law Enforcement Service Plan forms
part of the Council’s Policy Framework and as such, needs to be considered by the relevant
Scrutiny Panel before being referred by the Executive for approval by Council.
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PROPERTY SERVICES - No property implications
FINANCE – The costs of implementing and monitoring this Food Law Enforcement
Service Plan can be met from within existing base budgets under the control of the
Governance and Regulatory Services Directorate in 2020/21.
EQUALITY – None
INFORMATION GOVERNANCE – It is recommended that Officers are mindful of the
potential to record personal and special category data during inspections and the need to
ensure appropriate processing and protection.
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FOOD LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICE PLAN 2020 – 2021 - Summary Report
Regulatory Services – Food & Public Protection Team
Background
This Service Plan sets out how Carlisle City Council intends to provide an effective food
safety service that meets the requirements of the Food Standards (FSA) Framework. The
main objective of the service plan is to ensure that all food and drink intended for sale for
human consumption that is produced, stored, distributed, handled or consumed in
Carlisle City is safe, hygienic and compliant with food hygiene and standards legislation
and that all food businesses and food handlers comply with the Food Hygiene
Regulations.
Food Business Profile
Profile of 1144 food businesses in Carlisle

Distributors/Transporters (16)

Manufacturers & Packers (48)

Producers (10)

Retailers (232)

Category
A
B
C
D
E
UNRATED
OUTSIDE
Total

Frequency of
Intervention
6 months
12 months
18 months
24 months
36 months

Number of
premises
0
9
153
499
389
9
85
1144

Restaurants and other caterers (838)

Figure 1: Chart showing the breakdown of food business types

Table 1: Breakdown of food businesses by risk
category and frequency of interventions
(Category A being highest risk)

Key work activities performed during 2019/20
Table 2: Summary of food hygiene related visits made 2019/20
Type of visit:
Food Inspection & Audit Visits
Food New Business Inspections
Food Hygiene Complaint Visits
Food Hygiene Revisits following inspection
Food Hygiene Rating Scheme (FHRS) Re-score Visits
Food Hygiene Rating Scheme (FHRS) Appeal Visit
Food Sampling Visits
Food Advisory Visits
Food Hygiene Other Visits
Total

Number
354
82
61
38
3
1
58
44
14
655

Table 3: Number of incidents received/responded to 2019/20
Type of Incident / Action

Number

Premises hygiene complaints / Food Complaints

97

FSA Food Alerts (inc Product Recall)
FSA Food alerts for action by LA
FSA Allergy Allerts
Export Certificates approved

71
3
98
491

Requests for food advice

81

Infectious disease cases

216
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Infectious disease notification 2019/20
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Figure 2 - Chart showing the number of foodborne / waterborne infectious diseases
received and investigated during 2019/20
Enforcement actions by authorised officers during 2019/20
142 written warnings for food hygiene contraventions
2 Hygiene Improvement Notices
2 Voluntary Closures
Planned inspections/interventions by risk category for 2020/21
Risk Category
A (High risk)
B
C
D
E (Low risk)
Unrated (awaiting inspection)
TOTAL

No of targetted
premises
0
9
99
242
164
8
522

Carried over from
19/20
0
0
2
23
15
40

Key objectives for 2020/21: (Subject to change following COVID19 Outbreak)
•

•
•

•
•
•

Prioritise inspections of food businesses according to risk. at intervals in
accordance with the Food Standard’s Agencies Code of Practice and educate and
enforce where necessary. Prioritise resources toward business that are high risk
and those that are non-compliant (0-2 FHRS rated)
Apply changes to internal polices, procedures, documents, website etc. following
the EU Exit transition period as set by Central Govt / FSA
Continue to work with and promote the National Food Hygiene Rating System –
upload ratings onto FSA’s FHRS website and issue FHRS rating stickers to food
businesses.
Sample foodstuffs for microbiological safety in accordance with local and national
programmes.
Participate and delivery of a Cumbria wide Healthier Food Choices Award
Work in partnership with other agencies and regulatory bodies to achieve common
goals.
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FOOD LAW ENFORCEMENT SERVICE PLAN 2020 - 2021
Carlisle City Council
Regulatory Services – Food & Public Protection Team
Governance & Regulatory Services

1
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1. Introduction
This Service Plan sets out how Carlisle City Council intends to provide an effective
food safety service that meets the requirements of the Food Standards (FSA)
Framework Agreement. It covers the functions carried out by authorised officers of
the Food and Public Protection Team under the provisions of the Food Safety Act
1990, the Food Safety and Hygiene (England) Regulations 2013 and relevant
regulations made under the European Communities Act 1992.
2. Service aims and objectives
To ensure that all food and drink intended for sale for human consumption that is
produced, stored, distributed, handled or consumed in Carlisle City is safe, hygienic
and compliant with food hygiene and standards legislation and that all food
businesses and food handlers comply with the Food Hygiene Regulations. This will
be achieved through:
• Programmed inspections
• Targeted interventions
• Investigation of complaints
• Investigation and control of infectious diseases
• Sampling initiatives
• Training
• Advisory visits
• Promotional events
2.1

Links to Corporate Priorties and Plans

The Food Law Enforcement Service Plan supports and contributes to the Carlisle
Plan 2015 – 2018 and the Regulatory Services Service Plan. The service provides a
range of mandatory and discretionary activities that protect the health and well-being
of the citizens of Carlisle. This Service links directly to some of the key priority
actions of the Carlisle Plan:
Priority: Support business growth and skills development to improve
opportunities and economic prospects for the people of Carlisle:
-

Deliver an improved service to existing and new businesses in the District –
joining up our statutory and advisory support functions. The Food Safety
Service provides free and impartial advice on both legal and technical matters
relevant to the trade. A key requirement of the regulators code is to use the
regulators unique contact with local businesses as a means of ensuring growth
as well as compliance.

Priority: Further develop sports, arts and cultural facilities to support the
health and wellbeing of our residents:
-

Continue to support and develop the Food City Partnership. As a member of
the group, the Food Safety Service have a key role in the delivery of the Local
Healthy Options Award and advising food businesses on healthy menu
alternatives.
2
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Priority: Promote Carlisle regionally and internationally as a place with much
to offer – full of opportunities and potential
-

2.2

We work in partnership in delivering projects with organisations such as:
Cumbria County Council Trading Standards, Cumbria Food Group (made up of
all 6 Cumbrian Local Authorities), PHE Laboratory Preston, PHE Health
Protection Team, Food Standards Agency.
Links to Other Strategies

The Service seeks to achieve the priority outcomes for regulatory services as
detailed in the Better Regulation Delivery Office document “Priority Regulatory
Outcomes – A New Approach to Refreshing the National Enforcement Priorities for
Local Authority Regulatory Services” (November 2011). Regulators must take into
account and give due weight to the priority outcomes when developing policies and
operational procedures, setting standards or giving guidance on enforcement.
Regulatory Priority Outcomes:
1. Support economic growth, especially in small businesses, by ensuring a fair,
responsible and competitive trading environment. (Direct Link to the Carlisle
Plan)
2. Improve quality of life and well-being by ensuring clean and safe neighbourhoods
(Direct Link to the Carlisle Plan)
3. Help people live healthier lives by preventing ill health and harm and promoting
public health.
4. Ensure a safe, healthy and sustainable food chain for the benefit of consumers
and the rural economy
The “Regulators’ Code 2014” made under section 23 of the Legislative and
Regulatory Reform Act 2006, applies to all the activities delivered by Regulatory
Services. The code requires Regulatory Services, along with its principal function of
protecting public health, to engage with and support business growth.
All interventions with businesses and members of the community are carried out with
regard to the local authority’s commitment to equality of opportunity for local people
as stated in the Equality Policy.

3
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3

Background

3.1

Organisational structure

The structure of Food and Public Protection Team can be seen in page 12. The
Principal Health & Housing Officer (Food and Public Protection) is responsible for the
day to day supervision of the team and has a lead responsibility for the food hygiene
fuction. The Food and Public Protection Team is positioned within the Regulatory
Services Department and perform other regulatory duties, including Health and
Safety, nuisance complaints, Public Health Burials, animal related licensing and
registrations for acupuncture, cosmetic piercing & tattooing/skin colouring. The
Council’s Pest Control Service also sits within the Food and Public Protection Team.
3.2

Scope of the service

The Food and Pubic Protection Team are responsible for the enforcement of
relevant Food Law, including the Food Safety and Hygiene (England) Regulations
2013.
Carlisle City Council carries out all functions relating to food safety matters, including
the following:
• Carrying out interventions e.g. inspections, audits, sampling at food
establishments
• Providing advice to food business operators including help on implementing
the most appropriate food safety management system for that business; for
example the Food Standards Agency's Safer Food, Better Business food
safety management system
• Operating inland imported food control at retail and catering establishments
etc.
• Registration food establishments
• Identifying and assessing premises that require approval of specific food
products and ensuring that they are issued with conditional and full approval
as necessary
• Undertaking food sampling
• Issuing export certificates
• Investigation of complaints concerning food establishments and food handling
practices
• Investigation of cases of suspected and confirmed food poisoning
• Providing food hygiene training where appropriate
• Liaison with the local authority’s procurement team when selecting new food
contracts
• Consulting on relevant planning and premises licence applications
3.3

Demands on the food enforcement service

The City Council’s food safety service is delivered from the 5th Floor of the Civic
Centre, Rickergate, Carlisle Tel 01228 817200 Email:
environmentalhealth@carlisle.gov.uk.

4
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As of 1st April 2020 a total of 1144 food premises are subject to programmed food
hygiene interventions as per the table below:
Type of Premises
Distributors/Transporters
Manufacturers & Packers
Producers
Retailers
Restaurants and other caterers
Total

Number
16
48
10
232
838
1144

The City Council also has 6 “approved” processes subject to Regulation 853/2004.
Ref no

Name

66460

Nestle

66469

66576

Esk
Cavaghan and &
Gray (Eastern Way)
Cavaghan and &
Gray (Riverbank)
Bells Fishmongers

66457

Calder Foods

66442
66444

Product
Dairy - Milk
powder/cream
Dairy - Milk/cream
Meat / Fish / Dairy /
Egg

App Number

Fish / Dairy / Egg

VK011

VK302
VK010
VK001

Fish
VK007
Meat Products / Fish /
VK004
Dairy

All food premises are rated according to their level of risk, as defined by the Food
Standards Agency Code of Practice. The risk rating determines the frequency and
nature of the interventions that are classed as official controls. The table below
provides a summary of the food business risk profile:
Category

Intervention Type

Frequency

A

Full & Partial Inspection /
Audit
Full & Partial Inspection /
Audit
Full & Partial Inspection /
Audit / Other Official control Broadly compliant premises
Inspection / Audit / Other
Official Control
(e.g. surveillance, verification,
sampling)
Inspection / alternative
enforcement strategy
Awaiting inspection
Outside inspection
programme

6 months

Number of
premises
0

12 months

9

18 months

153

24 months

499

36 months

389

B
C

D

E
UNRATED
OUTSIDE
Total

9
85
1144

5
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Officers will aim to inspect new food premises within 28 days of being notified to the
City Council. Each business will be rated in accordance with the Food Standards
Agency - Food Law Code of Practice and incorporated into the inspection
programme. Officers will decide if a revisit is necessary following an inspection and
the Civica database will be used to programme the revisit date. The food sampling
programme is an intervention that supports the other official controls undertaken by
officers.
The Food and Public Protection Team are also required to meet additional demands
arising from local activites, such as inspecting the visiting markets and other
seasonal festivals.
Officers are required to undertake inspections/interventions outside normal working
hours, for example where food businesses operate only at night or at weekends to
attend markets and festivals.
The City Council has procedures in place to share its food premises database with
the County Council’s Trading Standards Department who have responsibility for
Food Standards within the District.
In addition to businesses that form part of the programme, the local authority
annually inspected 82 new food businesses.
In 2019 - 20 the local authority dealt with a range of incidents and enquiries. These
are set out in the following table.
Type of Incident / Action

Number

Premises hygiene complaints / Food complaints

141

FSA Food Alerts (inc Product Recall)
FSA Food alerts for action by LA
FSA Allergy Allerts

71
2
98

Export certificates approved

491

Requests for food advice

81

Infectious disease cases

216

Summary of food hygiene related visits made 2019/20
Type of visit:
Food Programmed Inspection & Audit Visits
Alternative Enforcement Strategy Questionnaire
Food New Business Inspections
Food Hygiene Complaint Visits
Food Hygiene Revisits following inspection
Food Hygiene Rating Scheme (FHRS) Re-score Visits
Food Hygiene Rating Scheme (FHRS) Appeal Visit
Food Sampling Visits
Food Advisory Visits
Food Hygiene Other Visits
Total
6
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Number
354
19
82
61
38
2
1
58
44
14
673

4

Service Delivery

4.1

Food interventions

In the financial year 2020-2021, targetted inspections/interventions are due to be
carried out at 562 premises. The target for each category is detailed on page 14.
Risk Category
A
B
C
D
E
Unrated
TOTAL

No of targetted premises
0
9
99
242
164
8
522

Carried over from 2019/20
0
0
2
23
15
40*

These numbers will alter throughout the year as new businesses open and existing
businesses close. Officers will aim to inspect a food business within 28 days of the
scheduled date.
*Of the 40 businesses carried over from the 2019-20 period, 17 premises had
been targetted for February (7) and March (11). In light of the Covid19
lockdown period commencing in March, these visits will be carried out when
business restrictions are lifted and visits can be undertaken by officers safely.
Priority will always be given to high risk food businesses (A & B risk rated
businesses) and any national or local situations which require urgent attention for
example Food Standards Agency food alerts or food poisoning outbreaks.
Category E premises are defined in the Food Law Code of Practice as low risk food
establishments and allows local authorities to adopt and alternative enforcement
strategy to ensure resources are prioritised accordingly towards higher risk
premises. Local authorities must ensure low-risk premises are subject to an
alternative enforcement intervention every 3 years. The current strategy adopted by
this authority alternates a visit with an enforcement questionnaire every 3 years.
The 2019/20 Food Law Enforcement Plan also identified a shortfall of 74
interventions for Low Risk (Category E premises), which was raised as an area of
concern by the FSA following receipt of the Authority’s 2019/20 Food Law Return. An
intervention plan was implemented to address the shortfall and 88% of these
premises received an intervention. The remaining interventions will be targeted
during the 2020/21 period.
Revisits following an inspection will be undertaken by officers when deemed
necessary or in response to a requested revisit or appeal under the Food Hygiene
Rating Scheme (FHRS). A total of 38 revisits following a routine inspection were
undertaken during 2019/20 and 2 FHRS re-scoring visits performed for the same
period.

7
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During the course of delivering the food safety service, officers may need to resort to
formal action in some circumstances. During 2019/20 officers issued:
142
2
2

Written warnings for food hygiene contraventions
Hygiene Improvement Notices
Voluntary Closures

4.2

Enforcement policy

Regulatory Services, within which the Food & Public Protection Team sits, adopts
the principles laid down in the Enforcement Concordat, which states that
enforcement must be fair, consistent and equitable. The local authority’s Food Safety
Enforcement Policy outlines the enforcement options available for dealing with
problems relating to non-compliance with the legislation. The Policy has been
written having regard to Government’s Regulators Code and can be found on the
website:
http://www.carlisle.gov.uk/Portals/0/Documents/Residents/Environment/A2%20Food%20Safety%2
0Enforcement%20Policy%202015.pdf

4.3

Food complaints

The investigation of customer’s complaints regarding food safety is an important
area of work for the team. The local authority has a response target of 5 days for
such complaints, however more serious complaints/allegations will be visited on the
day of receipt where possible. In 2019/20 the local authority dealt with 141 food
hygiene related complaints.
4.4

Primary and home authority principle

The Home Authority Principle was developed by food and trading standards
authorities to aid consistent enforcement. The scheme provides businesses with a
home authority source of guidance and advice and provides a system for the
resolution of disputes.
Alternatively, businesses can form a ‘Primary Authority’ statutory partnership with a
local authority to assist with consistent enforcement. The guidance and advice the
local authority provides will be taken into consideration by officers carrying out
inspections and dealing with instances of non-compliance.
Carlisle City Council fully endorses the Home authority and Primary Authority
principle but has yet not received any requests for business support in this area.
4.5

Advice to business

The Food and Public Protection Team provide advice and support for all food
businesses on request. Information is available on the local authority website,
http://www.carlisle.gov.uk/Residents/Environmental-Problems/food-safety
Information leaflets are also available from the Civic Centre Offices. Officers are
available to visit businesses to advise on any aspect of food safety and hygiene.
Advice is also given during the planning and building control processes.
8
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4.6

Food sampling

A food sampling programme is produced every year which outlines the local
authority’s sampling strategy and approach to specific local and national demands.
The Cross Regional Survey Steering Group co-ordinate the sampling programme for
Carlisle, Allerdale, Copeland, South Lakeland, Barrow and Eden. The plan is
developed by the group to incorporate priorities identified by Public Health England
and the Food Standards Agency. Sampling surveys to be undertaken for 2020/21
will include:
-

Coleslaw and mayonnaise from large open tubs in catering premises
(Regional Survey)
Dips from Takeaways (Regional Survey)
Fridges in communal areas with a focus on hand contact surfaces (Regional
Survey)
Children’s highchairs in restaurants (Regional Survey)
Salads/slaws and water used during production (National Study)
Taps/water in temporary/mobile supplies (National Study)

Microbiological examinations are undertaken by Public Health England, Food, Water
and Environmental Microbiology Laboratory York, National Agri-Food Innovation
Campus, Block 10, Sand Hutton, York YO41 1LZ.
In 2019/20 the Food and Public Protection Team took 75 food samples, 60 of which
were reported as Satisfactory, 3 Borderline and 12 unsatisfactory. Sampling
initiatives for the period included:
-

Soil bearing vegetables (potatoes, carrots, leeks, celery, cabbage etc) –
surveillance
Sandwiches with shelf-life of +2days or more with a focus on labelling
Premises with no dishwasher and single multi-purpose sink (inc
swabbing)
Cloths v’s disposable for cleaning

Where necessary visits were made to those premises to identify reasons why the
food samples will have been unsatisfactory and repeat sampling undertaken. If
necessary, results will be notified to other local authorities.
When necessary, food complaint samples are sent to the Public Analyst at
Lancashire County Scientific Services, Pedders Way, Ashton-on-Ribble, Preston
PR2 2TX for non-microbiological food analysis. The analysis includes testing for food
composition and contamination. During 2019/20, 1 sample was submitted for
analysis to indentify a type of mould growth found in a ready made curry meal.
The team also utilised the insect identification service provided by the Authority’s
pest control product supplier, to identify a number of insects found in food
complaints.

9
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4.7

Control and investigation of outbreaks and food-related infectious
disease

The Food and Public Protection Team will investigate food-related infectious disease
notifications in accordance with procedures agreed with Public Health England. The
response to notifications of illness will be dependant on the severity of illness ranging
from immdeiate response in the case of serious infections e.g. E.coli 0157 & typhoid;
to postal questionnaires for cases of campylobacter.
Investigation of outbreaks will be in accordance with the Outbreak Control Plan
agreed with the Public Health England.
The table below summarises the number of cases notified to Carlisle City Council in
2019/20.
Disease
Campylobacter
Salmonella
Ecoli 0157
Clostridium spp
Legionella
Norovirus / Viral
Hepatitis E
Cryptosporidium
Giardia

Number
152
20
1
1
2
7*
1
11
21

*number of outbreaks e.g. residential homes

There were no confirmed food poisoning outbreaks during 2019/20; however officers
of the Food & Public Protection Team investigated 7 norovirus/viral outbreaks
associated with residential care settings. The number of cases associated with each
outbreak in care settings is not fully recorded. The primary objective of testing is to
establish whether the outbreak is food borne related or viral, and provide advice on
isolation/cleaning. A limited number of samples are taken and once established the
cause is viral, sampling would cease.
4.8

Food safety incidents

Food alerts are issued by the Food Standards Agency to relate information on
national food issues to local authorities, the majority being for information only. Food
alerts for action require officers to undertake a wide variety of courses of action
dependent upon the issue at hand. In 2019/20 a total of 74 Food Alerts were
received by the authority, of which 3 required action by the Food & Public Protection
Team.
4.9

Liaison with other organisations

Environmental Health involves a number of stakeholders in the supply and operation
of its food hygiene services including:
• Public Health England
• The County Council’s Public Health and Trading Standards Departments
• Cumbria Food Liaison Group
• Cumbria Health Protection Liaison Group
10
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•
•
•
•
•
•
4.10

Care Quality Commision
Cumbria Chamber of Commerce and the Carlisle and Penrith Federation of
Small Business
Food Standards Agency
Better Regulation Delivery Office
Carlisle Food City Steering Group
Neighbouring local authorities
Food safety and promotions

Carlisle City Council participates in the Food Standards Agency National Food
Hygiene Ratings Scheme. The scheme is designed to provide information about
business hygiene standards to members of the public but is also a useful tool to
drive up performance standards of food businesses. Other promotional initiatives
used included:
• Local Healthy Options Award – to be replaced with the Cumbria wide
Healthier Food Choices Award
• Food Safety Week – date to be confirmed by FSA
• Attendance at local events
5.0

Resources

5.1
Staffing resource
A structure chart is available on page 12. The number of full time equivalent (FTE)
officers estimated to be deployed solely on food safety is set out in the following
table:
Officer Post
Regulatory Services Manager
Principal Health & Housing Officer
Environmental Health Officers / Technical Officer

5.2

FTE
0.1
0.3
2.1
Total 2.5

Officer development

Carlisle City Council are committed to ensuring officers authorised to perform food
safety enforcement functions receive relevant structured ongoing training to promote
competency, ensure understanding of legislation and technological developments.
As stipulated within the Food Law Code of Practice (England) March 2017, all
authorised officers will receive a minimum of 10 hours training on food safety issues.
All existing officers have obtained the Certificate of Registration of the Environmental
Health Registration Board (EHRB) or the Diploma in Environmental Health award by
the Royal Environmental Health Institute of Scotland (REHIS). A record of
certificates of registration, qualifications and records of on-going training for
authorised officers are stored and maintained by the department. The Principal
Health & Housing Officer for Food & Public Protection team is required to monitor
and report on compliance with our competency requirements. Any essential training
needs identified will be provided either in-house or externally.

11
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5.3

Quality assessment and performance management

The Principal Health & Housing Officer (Food & Public Protection) and the
Regulatory Services Manager will monitor quality and performance on a monthly
basis. Audit actions will be recorded on the department’s database management
system (FLARE – Civica App).

12
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REGULATORY SERVICES
Structure Chart 2020 / 2021
1 FTE
Regulatory Services Manager

HOUSING &
POLLUTION

ADMINISTRATION

FOOD AND PUBLIC PROTECTION
1x FTE Principal Health & Housing
Officer

4 FTE x Environmental Health
Officers
1 FTE x Technical Officer

Pest Control
2 FTE x Pest Control Operatives

13
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LICENSING

HOMELIFE

Plan of work – 2020/21 – Subject to change due to impact of COVID19 Outbreak
Outcome

Key Actions

2019/20
Performance
Food & Safety
webpages reviewed
and amended where
necessary.

Target 2020/21

• Support Economic
Growth

Review the Council’s Web Site
in relation to service provided by
the Food & Public Protection
Team to ensure information to
the public is relevant and
accessible and facilitates egovernment for accessing
application forms etc and
specifying service provision and
charges where appropriate.
(Priority)
Provide an informal out of hour’s
service for Food & Health and
Safety where circumstances
necessitate.

Arrangements made
for out of hours food
hygiene inspections
and special events
(e.g. Markets,
Festivals, etc.)

React to out of hours
requests where
circumstances
necessitate.

Inspect food businesses at
intervals in accordance with the
Food Standard’s Agencies Code
of Practice and educate and
enforce where necessary.

Category A – 100%

Category A – 100%

Category B – 100%

Category B – 100%

Category C – 98%

Category C – 80%*

Category D – 91%

Category D – 80%*

(Priority)

Category E – 81%
(of targeted)

Category E – 50%*

(Priority where circumstances
require immediate action to
protect public health)

•

Sustainable Food
Chain

•

Healthier lives

14
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NOTES

Food & Safety webpages
to be monitored to
ensure information is
accurate and reliable.

*Lower target to account
for impact of COVID19 –
progress and target to be
reviewed as year
progresses

Unrated – 100% of
those indented at
start of year

Unrated (of those
identified at the start of
the year) – 100%

74 Cat E premises
identified as overdue
an intervention at
1/4/2019. Following
an intervention
strategy 88% of
these received an
intervention during
2019/20. Remainder
will be targeted an
intervention during
2020/21.
Continue to work with and
promote the National Food
Hygiene Rating System.
(Priority)

FHRS ratings for
registered
businesses within
the scope of the
scheme uploaded
onto the FSAs
FHRS website and
issued window
sticker following
intervention.
Continued
compliance with the
FSAs brand
standard agreement

15
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Ensure continued
compliance with the
Food Standards Agency
brand standard
agreement.
Ensure registered food
businesses within the
scope of the scheme are
issued a rating displayed
on the FHRS website.

Check on:

• food.gov.uk/ratings
• FHRS Web Data
Tool

To sample foodstuffs for
microbiological safety in
accordance with local and
national need

Participation in PHE
coordinated surveys.
75 samples taken:
• 60 satisfactory
• 3 Borderline
• 12 Unsatisfactory

Local sampling programme –
Priority
Participation in National Surveys
- Desirable
To actively take part in Cumbria
Food Liaison Group (FLG) plan
of work (Priority)

Representation at all
FLG meetings – one
cancelled due to
COVID19
Contributed to FLG
work plan

Identify all non-compliant
businesses / 0-2 FHRS rated
food businesses and take
appropriate action to raise
compliance level (to broadly
compliant)
(Priority)

98% of all food
businesses broadly
compliant

EU Exit – Transition Period –
ensure authorisations, policies,
procedures, letters, notices,
website etc. are changed in-line
with legislative changes prior to
1 January 2021 (Priority)

Collect samples as
requested by the Public
Health England
coordinated sampling
programme and local
priority samples as
determined by risk.

Full Contribution and
Attendance at arranged
meetings and
development of Action
Plan

98% of food businesses
broadly compliant

Ensure changes are
made in line with
legislation / guidance as
issued by Central Govt /
FSA

16
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Planned sampling will be
on a reduced basis due
to the impact of
COVID19 – sampling
plan to be amended –
liaise with PHE

Delivery of a Cumbria wide
Healthier Food Choices Award
(Desirable)

Participate in “public health”
related activity as requested by
partners such as the County
Council, Public Health England
and the Food Standards
Agency.
(Desirable)

Award agreed by all
Cumbrian
Authorities

Launch of Award
scheduled for April 2020
– delayed as a result of
COVID19

2019 FSA Christmas
Food Safety
Campaign -press
release & council
website

At least one campaign
per year

17
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Only desirable at this
stage - focus will be on
statutory functions and
backlog of programmed
inspections – to be
reviewed
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A.3

NOTICE
OF
EXECUTIVE
KEY DECISIONS
24 April 2020
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Notice of Key Decisions
This document provides information on the ‘key decisions’ to be taken by the Executive within
the next 28 days. The Notice will be updated on a monthly basis and sets out:
Details of the key decisions which are to be taken;
Dates of the Executive meetings at which decisions will be taken;
Details of who will be consulted and dates for consultation;
Reports and background papers which will be considered during the decision making
process;
Details of who to contact if further information is required
Details of where the document can be inspected
Details of items which the public may be excluded from the meeting under regulation 4(2)
and the reason why
Details of documents relating to the decision which need not, because of regulation 20(3)
be disclosed to the public and the reason why.
The dates on which each new Notice will be published are set below:
Publication Dates
6 March 2020
24 April 2020
22 May 2020
19 June 2020
17 July 2020

14 August 2020
11 September 2020
9 October 2020
13 November 2020
14 December 2020

Key decisions are taken by the City Council’s Executive and these are usually open to the
public. Agendas and reports and any other documents relevant to the decision which may be
submitted can be viewed in the Customer Contact Centre at the Civic Centre, Carlisle or on the
City Council’s website (www.carlisle.gov.uk). Agendas and reports are published one week
ahead of the meeting.
A Key Decision is an Executive decision which is likely –
(a) to result in the relevant local authority incurring expenditure which is, or the making of
savings which are, significant* having regard to the local authority’s budget for the service or
function to which the decision relates;
(b) to be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working in an area comprising
two or more wards or electoral divisions in the area of the relevant local authority.
*significant expenditure or savings to the authority in excess of £70,000
The City Council’s Executive Members are:
Councillor J Mallinson (Leader / Chairman)
Councillor G Ellis (Deputy Leader, and Finance, Governance and Resources Portfolio Holder)
Councillor N Christian (Environment and Transport Portfolio Holder)
Councillor S Higgs (Culture, Heritage and Leisure Portfolio Holder)
Councillor Mrs Mallinson (Communities, Health and Wellbeing Portfolio Holder)
Councillor P Nedved (Economy, Enterprise and Housing Portfolio Holder)
Should you wish to make any representations in relation to the items being held in private or If
you require further information regarding this notice please contact Democratic Services
committeeservices@carlisle.gov.uk.
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Index of Active Key Decisions
Date Decision to be
considered:

Date Decision to be
taken:

KD.01/20

Local Environment (Climate Change)
Strategy

KD.02/20

Grant Funding Agreement - Carlisle
Southern Link Road, Housing
Infrastructure Fund (HIF) Award

27 May 2020

KD.05/20

2019/20 Provisional Outturn Reports

27 May 2020

KD.07/20

Homelessness and Rough Sleeping
Strategy 2021-2026

12 October 2020
consultation period
to include Overview
and Scrutiny as
appropriate

14 December 2020

KD.08/20

Food Law Enforcement Service Plan
2020 / 2021

27 May 2020
consultation period
to include Overview
and Scrutiny as
appropriate

22 June 2020

KD.13/20

The Asset Management Plan 2021 2026

20 July 2020

17 August 2020

KD.14/20

Land off Georgian Way, Carlisle

10 February 2020
(under General
Exception)
consultation period
to include Overview
and Scrutiny as
appropriate
(EX.18/20)
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12 October 2020

27 May 2020

Index of Active Key Decisions
Date Decision to be
considered:

KD.15/20

The Medium Term Financial Plan
(including the Corporate Charging
Policy) & the Capital Investment
Strategy 2021/22 to 2025/26

20 July 2020
consultation period
to include Overview
and Scrutiny as
appropriate
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Date Decision to be
taken:

17 August 2020

Notice of Key Decisions to be taken by the Executive
The following key decision is to be made on behalf of Carlisle City Council:
Key Decision Reference:

KD.01/20

Type of Decision:

Executive

Decision Title:

Local Environment (Climate Change) Strategy

Decision to be taken:

The Executive will be asked to recommend the adoption of the strategy to
Council

Date Decision to be
considered:

10 February 2020 (under General Exception) consultation period to
include Overview and Scrutiny as appropriate (EX.18/20)

Date Decision to be taken:

12 October 2020

Is the Decision Public or
Private?:

The decision will be taken in public.

Documents submitted for
consideration in relation to
the Decision:

Report PC.02/20 - Local Environment (Climate Change) Strategy on 10
February 2020

Contact Officer for this
Decision:

Corporate Director of Economic Development, Carlisle City Council, Civic
Centre, Carlisle, CA3 8QG

Relevant Portfolio Area:

Environment and Transport (Councillor Christian)

Relevant or Lead
Health and Wellbeing Scrutiny Panel
Overview and Scrutiny
Panel:
All public reports can be viewed in the Customer Contact Centre of the Civic Centre, Carlisle,
the Public Library and on the Council’s website www.carlisle.gov.uk.
Other documents relevant to the matter may be submitted to the decision maker. These, if
available, may be obtained by contacting the named contact officer.
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Notice of Key Decisions to be taken by the Executive
The following key decision is to be made on behalf of Carlisle City Council:
Key Decision Reference:

KD.02/20

Type of Decision:

Executive

Decision Title:

Grant Funding Agreement - Carlisle Southern Link Road, Housing
Infrastructure Fund (HIF) Award

Decision to be taken:

The Executive will be asked to accept a Grant Funding Agreement on a
tri-partite basis along with Homes England and Cumbria County Council,
inclusive of a separate co-operation agreement between Carlisle City and
Cumbria County Councils if proven required.

Date Decision to be
considered:
Date Decision to be taken:

27 May 2020

Is the Decision Public or
Private?:

The decision will be taken in public

Documents submitted for
consideration in relation to
the Decision:

The report of the Corporate Director of Economic Development will be
available five working days before the meeting

Contact Officer for this
Decision:

Corporate Director of Economic Development, Carlisle City Council, Civic
Centre, Carlisle, CA3 8QG

Relevant Portfolio Area:

Economy, Enterprise and and Housing (Councillor Nedved)

Relevant or Lead
Economic Growth Scrutiny Panel
Overview and Scrutiny
Panel:
All public reports can be viewed in the Customer Contact Centre of the Civic Centre, Carlisle,
the Public Library and on the Council’s website www.carlisle.gov.uk.
Other documents relevant to the matter may be submitted to the decision maker. These, if
available, may be obtained by contacting the named contact officer.
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Notice of Key Decisions to be taken by the Executive
The following key decision is to be made on behalf of Carlisle City Council:
Key Decision Reference:

KD.05/20

Type of Decision:

Executive

Decision Title:

2019/20 Provisional Outturn Reports

Decision to be taken:

The Executive will be asked to consider and approve the 2019/20
Provisional Outturn reports and make recommendations on any carry
forward requests to Council on 14th July 2020
•
Provisional Revenue Outturn
•
Provisional Capital Outturn
•
Elected Members Allowances – Provisional Outturn
•
Council Tax and National Non-Domestic Rates – Provisional
Outturn
•
Treasury Management Provisional Outturn

Date Decision to be
considered:
Date Decision to be taken:

27 May 2020

Is the Decision Public or
Private?:

The decision will be taken in public.

Documents submitted for
consideration in relation to
the Decision:

The report of the Corporate Director of Finance and Resources will be
available five working days before the meeting

Contact Officer for this
Decision:

Corporate Director of Finance and Resources, Carlisle City Council, Civic
Centre, Carlisle, CA3 8QG

Relevant Portfolio Area:

Finance, Governance and Resources (Councillor Ellis)

Relevant or Lead
Business and Transformation Scrutiny Panel
Overview and Scrutiny
Panel:
All public reports can be viewed in the Customer Contact Centre of the Civic Centre, Carlisle,
the Public Library and on the Council’s website www.carlisle.gov.uk.
Other documents relevant to the matter may be submitted to the decision maker. These, if
available, may be obtained by contacting the named contact officer.
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Notice of Key Decisions to be taken by the Executive
The following key decision is to be made on behalf of Carlisle City Council:
Key Decision Reference:

KD.07/20

Type of Decision:

Executive

Decision Title:

Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Strategy 2021-2026

Decision to be taken:

The Executive will be asked to support the strategic priorities identified as
part of a statutory review and consultation process; targeting
Homelessness and Rough Sleeping in Carlisle from 2021 to 2026.

Date Decision to be
considered:

12 October 2020 consultation period to include Overview and Scrutiny as
appropriate

Date Decision to be taken:

14 December 2020

Is the Decision Public or
Private?:

The decision will be taken in public

Documents submitted for
consideration in relation to
the Decision:

The report of the Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory
Services will be available five working days before the meeting

Contact Officer for this
Decision:

Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services, Carlisle City
Council, Civic Centre, Carlisle, CA3 8QG

Relevant Portfolio Area:

Economy, Enterprise and and Housing (Councillor Nedved)

Relevant or Lead
Health and Wellbeing Scrutiny Panel
Overview and Scrutiny
Panel:
All public reports can be viewed in the Customer Contact Centre of the Civic Centre, Carlisle,
the Public Library and on the Council’s website www.carlisle.gov.uk.
Other documents relevant to the matter may be submitted to the decision maker. These, if
available, may be obtained by contacting the named contact officer.
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Notice of Key Decisions to be taken by the Executive
The following key decision is to be made on behalf of Carlisle City Council:
Key Decision Reference:

KD.08/20

Type of Decision:

Executive

Decision Title:

Food Law Enforcement Service Plan 2020 / 2021

Decision to be taken:

The Executive will be asked to decide the Regulatory Service’s
inspection and educational priorities for improving food safety in Carlisle
during 2020 /2021.

Date Decision to be
considered:

27 May 2020 consultation period to include Overview and Scrutiny as
appropriate

Date Decision to be taken:

22 June 2020

Is the Decision Public or
Private?:

The decision will be taken in public

Documents submitted for
consideration in relation to
the Decision:

The report of the Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory
Services will be available five working days before the meeting

Contact Officer for this
Decision:

Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services, Carlisle City
Council, Civic Centre, Carlisle, CA3 8QG

Relevant Portfolio Area:

Environment and Transport (Councillor Christian)

Relevant or Lead
Health and Wellbeing Scrutiny Panel
Overview and Scrutiny
Panel:
All public reports can be viewed in the Customer Contact Centre of the Civic Centre, Carlisle,
the Public Library and on the Council’s website www.carlisle.gov.uk.
Other documents relevant to the matter may be submitted to the decision maker. These, if
available, may be obtained by contacting the named contact officer.
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Notice of Key Decisions to be taken by the Executive
The following key decision is to be made on behalf of Carlisle City Council:
Key Decision Reference:

KD.13/20

Type of Decision:

Executive

Decision Title:

The Asset Management Plan 2021 - 2026

Decision to be taken:

The Executive will be asked to consider the Council’s Asset Management
Plan and make recommendations to Council.

Date Decision to be
considered:

20 July 2020

Date Decision to be taken:

17 August 2020

Is the Decision Public or
Private?:

The decision will be taken in public

Documents submitted for
consideration in relation to
the Decision:

The report of the Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory
Services will be available five working days before the meeting

Contact Officer for this
Decision:

Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services, Carlisle City
Council, Civic Centre, Carlisle, CA3 8QG

Relevant Portfolio Area:

Finance, Governance and Resources (Councillor Ellis)

Relevant or Lead
Business and Transformation Scrutiny Panel
Overview and Scrutiny
Panel:
All public reports can be viewed in the Customer Contact Centre of the Civic Centre, Carlisle,
the Public Library and on the Council’s website www.carlisle.gov.uk.
Other documents relevant to the matter may be submitted to the decision maker. These, if
available, may be obtained by contacting the named contact officer.
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Notice of Key Decisions to be taken by the Executive
The following key decision is to be made on behalf of Carlisle City Council:
Key Decision Reference:

KD.14/20

Type of Decision:

Executive

Decision Title:

Land off Georgian Way, Carlisle

Decision to be taken:

The Executive will be asked to approve the disposal of this asset

Date Decision to be
considered:
Date Decision to be taken:

27 May 2020

Is the Decision Public or
Private?:

The decision will be taken in private. The report is not for publication by
virtue of paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government
Act 1972

Documents submitted for
consideration in relation to
the Decision:

The report of the Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory
Services will be available five working days before the meeting

Contact Officer for this
Decision:

Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services, Carlisle City
Council, Civic Centre, Carlisle, CA3 8QG

Relevant Portfolio Area:

Finance, Governance and Resources (Councillor Ellis)

Relevant or Lead
Business and Transformation Scrutiny Panel
Overview and Scrutiny
Panel:
All public reports can be viewed in the Customer Contact Centre of the Civic Centre, Carlisle,
the Public Library and on the Council’s website www.carlisle.gov.uk.
Other documents relevant to the matter may be submitted to the decision maker. These, if
available, may be obtained by contacting the named contact officer.
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Notice of Key Decisions to be taken by the Executive
The following key decision is to be made on behalf of Carlisle City Council:
Key Decision Reference:

KD.15/20

Type of Decision:

Executive

Decision Title:

The Medium Term Financial Plan (including the Corporate Charging
Policy) & the Capital Investment Strategy 2021/22 to 2025/26

Decision to be taken:

The Executive will be asked to consider the Council’s Medium Term
Financial Plan and Corporate Charging Policy, and the Council’s Capital
Investment Strategy and make recommendations to Council.

Date Decision to be
considered:

20 July 2020 consultation period to include Overview and Scrutiny as
appropriate

Date Decision to be taken:

17 August 2020

Is the Decision Public or
Private?:

The decision will be taken in public.

Documents submitted for
consideration in relation to
the Decision:

The report of the Corporate Director Finance and Resources will be
available five working days before the meeting

Contact Officer for this
Decision:

Corporate Director of Finance and Resources, Carlisle City Council, Civic
Centre, Carlisle, CA3 8QG

Relevant Portfolio Area:

Finance, Governance and Resources (Councillor Ellis)

Relevant or Lead
Business and Transformation Scrutiny Panel
Overview and Scrutiny
Panel:
All public reports can be viewed in the Customer Contact Centre of the Civic Centre, Carlisle,
the Public Library and on the Council’s website www.carlisle.gov.uk.
Other documents relevant to the matter may be submitted to the decision maker. These, if
available, may be obtained by contacting the named contact officer.
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Notice prepared by Councillor John Mallinson,
Leader of Carlisle City Council
Date: 24 April 2020
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A.4
Notice of Decision taken by The Leader – Councillor John Mallinson

Leader’s Decision
Reference:

LD.001/20

Subject Title:

St Cuthbert’s Garden Village

Subject Matter:

Project progress, key next steps and budget arrangements

Relevant Portfolio
Area:

Economy, Enterprise and Housing

Decision Taken:

As specified in report reference ED.17/20:
1. Note progress on the project including key achievements
across 2019;
2. Approve the proposed next steps and hence indicative
work packages for advancing the St Cuthbert’s Garden
Village project, including proposed indicative funding
profile, set out at Section 4;
3. Delegate authority to the Corporate Director of Economic
Development to progress procurement, including
contract awards, where in keeping with the indicative
work package and budgets, following consultation with
the Portfolio Holder for Economy, Enterprise and
Housing.

Key or Non-Key Decision:

Date Decision
Made:

NO
YES – Key Decision Reference: KD.10/20

6 April 2020
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Reports and
Background
Papers
considered:

Report ED.17/20

Reasons for
Decision:

To allow the project workstream in relation to St Cuthbert’s to
continue in line with the programme, including necessary budget
arrangements

Details of alternative
options considered
and rejected:

N/A

Interests Declared:

None

Date published:

6 April 2020

Urgent Decision not subject to call in:

YES

Consent of Chairman/Deputy Chairman
of Council to Urgency:

The Mayor on 2 April 2020

Deadline for callin:
Implementation
date if not called
in:

Relevant Scrutiny
Panel:

N/A

6 April 2020

Economic Growth Scrutiny Panel

Call-in notified to
and date notified:
Approved for
implementation
on:

6 April 2020

All public reports can be viewed on the Council's website www.carlisle.gov.uk
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Notice of Decision taken by The Leader – Councillor John Mallinson

Leader’s Decision
Reference:

LD.002/20

Subject Title:

Sewell’s Lonning Upgrade

Subject Matter:

Sewell’s Lonning Highway Improvement Grant Funding
Agreement

Relevant Portfolio
Area:

Economy, Enterprise and Housing

Decision Taken:

As specified in report reference ED.16/20, to:
1. Approve entering into a grant funding agreement with
Cumbria LEP to draw down £437,349 of grant funding to
enable the upgrade of Sewell’s Lonning highway;
2. Approve entering into a project specific agreement with
Cumbria County Council to enable them to contract and
manage the works on the City Council’s behalf; and
3. Delegate authority to the Corporate Director of Economic
Development, following consultation with the Corporate
Director of Governance, S151 Officer and Economy,
Enterprise and Housing Portfolio Holder, to agree the
final wording of and sign off both the Grant Funding and
Project Specific agreements.

Key or Non-Key Decision:

Date Decision
Made:
Reports and
Background
Papers
considered:

NO
YES – Key Decision Reference: KD.12/20

6 April 2020

ED.16/20
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Reasons for
Decision:

Securing grant funding through the LEP’s Local Growth Fund
represents a unique and timely opportunity for the City and
County Councils to work together to improve the highway
network within this part of the City. It will help to address an
evidenced constraint on the network that has been identified
for several years, and which is of critical importance to the
delivery of the City Council’s development strategy in this area
and the acceleration of St Cuthbert’s Garden Village.
The requested delegated authority reflects the tight programme
for delivering the works and should therefore help to avoid
unnecessary delays.

Details of alternative
options considered
and rejected:

N/A

Interests Declared:

None

Date published:

7 April 2020

Urgent Decision not subject to call in:

YES

Consent of Chairman/Deputy Chairman
of Council to Urgency:

The Mayor on 3 April 2020

Deadline for callin:

N/A

Implementation
date if not called
in:

7 April 2020

Relevant Scrutiny
Panel:

Economic Growth Scrutiny Panel

Call-in notified to
and date notified:
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Approved for
implementation
on:

7 April 2020

All public reports can be viewed on the Council's website www.carlisle.gov.uk
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INDIVIDUAL PORTFOLIO HOLDER DECISIONS
Below is a list of decisions taken by Individual Portfolio Holders acting under delegated
powers, full details can be viewed on the Council's website www.carlisle.gov.uk:
PF.3/20

Central Plaza Resilience Fund

Portfolio Holder who
made the Decision:

Councillor Mr Gareth Michael Ellis

Portfolio Area:
Subject Matter:
Following deterioration of the former Central Plaza Hotel on Victoria Viaduct, the City Council
undertook demolition works to remove the unsafe structure. This decision was taken following
an inspection of the building by Building Control and the Council’s consulting structural
engineer and principal designer, which found the building to be at risk of a potential
uncontrolled collapse.
In the interests of public safety Cumbria County Council’s highways team enacted road
closures on Victoria Viaduct, Bush Brow and West Walls, which came into effect on Tuesday
the 8th October 2019. The road closures have impacted on a number of businesses on
Victoria Viaduct, Bush Brow and West Walls, restricting trading and access from a number of
premises.
A Central Plaza Resilience Fund of £70,00 was set up at the request of the Executive in
response to the closure of the Victoria Viaduct. The aim was to help ease the burden on
affected businesses.
Summary of
Options rejected:

The use of two economic development Reserves was agreed by
SMT (Economic Initiatives Reserve and Promoting Carlisle
Reserve). No further commitments against the remaining
balances either Reserve have been identified.

DECISION
To approve the use of the Promoting Carlisle Reserve (£10,000) to part fund the Central
Plaza Resilience Fund.
Approval to release funds from the Promoting Carlisle Reserve can only be given by a
Portfolio Holder Decision Notice by the Leader in consultation with the Corporate Director of
Economic Development & Corporate Director of Finance and Resources. Decision delegated
from the Leader who declared an interest at Executive on 18/11/2019, retired from the
meeting and took no part in this item of business.
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Reasons for Decision
It was considered appropriate to use the Promoting Carlisle Reserve to support continued
vitality and viability of businesses in the affected area.
Background Papers considered:

ED.39/19 - report to Executive 18 November 2019
Date Decision Made:

14 April 2020

Implementation
Date:
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INDIVIDUAL PORTFOLIO HOLDER DECISIONS
Below is a list of decisions taken by Individual Portfolio Holders acting under delegated
powers, full details can be viewed on the Council's website www.carlisle.gov.uk:
PF.2/20

Cumbria Housing Statement (2020 Update)

Portfolio Holder who
made the Decision:

Councillor Mr Paul Nigel Hamilton Nedved

Portfolio Area:
Subject Matter:
The Cumbria Housing Group is a partnership of the six District Councils, Cumbria County
Council and Lake District National Park Authority. The Group is attended by the Portfolio
Holders with responsibility for housing and their support officers, with Officer-led delivery
groups sitting below the main group. The Cumbria Housing Statement is a declaration of
intent to work collaboratively to meet joint strategic objectives across the partnership.
Summary of
Options rejected:

Continue with the old Cumbria Housing Statement, last
updated October 2017, which is now out of date and no
longer fit for purpose.

DECISION
Endorse the Cumbria Housing Statement update so that it can be adopted across the
Cumbria Housing Group partnership in March 2020, replacing the previous version, last
updated October 2017.
Reasons for Decision
To enable the Cumbria Housing Statement to be adopted in March 2020, allowing the
Cumbria Housing Group to work better collectively.
Background Papers considered:

Cumbria Housing Statement (2020 Update)
Date Decision Made:

04 March 2020

Implementation
Date:
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A.5

Officer Decisions

Below is a list of decisions taken by Officers which they have classed as significant, full details and supporting background documents can be viewed
on the Council's website www.carlisle.gov.uk/CMIS/
Decision
Ref No

Title:
Subject and Decision Taken:

Reports and Background
Papers considered:

Date
Decision
Taken:

Decision Maker:

OD.65/20

Rough Sleeping Initiative 2020/21
To act as the lead authority for Cumbria and accept £416,340 grant
funding from the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government to extend the current countywide projects until 31 March
2021

GD.27/19
OD.041/19
OD.034/19

11 May
2020

Corporate
Director of
Finance and
Resources

OD.62/20

COVID-19 Hardship Fund
To accept the S31 grant funding from MHCLG totalling £989,736 which
has been provided to support economically vulnerable people and
households by providing relief to council taxpayers. The guidance
accompanying the funding states that it should be used to reduce the
council tax liability by a further £150 to working age recipients of Council
Tax Reduction Scheme (CTRS) and/or use the funding to deliver
increased financial assistance outside the council tax system through
Local Welfare or similar schemes.

MHCLG Council Tax
05 May
COVID-19 hardship fund
2020
2020/21 – Local Authority
Guidance (24th March 2020)

Corporate
Director of
Finance and
Resources

The guidance also permits a higher level of council tax reduction for
those working age recipients whose annual liability exceeds £150.
CTRS is available where individuals are:
 On Income Support, Jobseeker's Allowance, Employment and
Support Allowance or Universal Credit
 On Pension Credit, Guaranteed Credit and in some cases Savings
Credit
 Working and on low pay (including people who are self-employed)
 On a low income. For example, a retirement pension or social
security benefits, like Incapacity Benefit.
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The decision, supported by all CCFOs from the district councils in
Cumbria and based upon financial modelling, is to provide a
discount of £300 to all working age recipients of CTRS. Costing up
to £300,000, this is affordable for Carlisle whilst retaining funds for
new recipients of CTRS during 2020/21, with the potential to
develop a Local Welfare Scheme if required. This has been
agreed by both the Leader, the Portfolio Holder for Finance,
Governance and Resources, and the Chief Executive.
Any discretionary support we provide is in accordance with S13A
(1) (c) of the Local Government Finance Act 1992.

OD.61/20

St Cuthbert's Garden Village Housing Infrastructure Fund
Direct appointment of HIVE Land and Planning (contract value £20,000),
across 2020, to enable continued support on the monitoring and fulfilment
of HIF obligations (including the preparation of the Interim Housing
Delivery Statement) linked to the draw down of funding for the Carlisle
Southern Link Road.

ED 17/20 – St Cuthbert’s
Garden Village Key Next
Steps. Appointment
consistent with approved
(06/04/20) key work
activities and budgets.

30 April
2020

Corporate
Director of
Economic
Development

OD.59/20

Landlord’s consent to new lease of unit 12-15 and a variation to the lease
terms of unit 70 at The Lanes Shopping Centre, Carlisle.
To grant Landlord’s consent to a new lease of unit 12-15 and a variation
to the lease terms of unit 70 at The Lanes Shopping Centre, Carlisle.

None

30 April
2020

Property
Services
Manager

OD.58/20

Discretionary Disabled Facilities Grants
Grant decisions approved (July 2019 - January 2020)and not approved
(October 2019 - March 2020) under
the provisions of Carlisle City Council's Housing Renewal Policy 2018

Housing Renewal
Assistance Policy
Document 2018, Carlisle
City Council's
Code of Conduct Policy

30 April
2020

Regulatory
Services
Manager

OD.56/20

Appointment of contractors to a framework for Disabled Facility Grants
and Discretionary grants for the provision of domestic window/door works
A contract is to be issued to successful window/door contractors
delivering disabled adaptation works and housing renovations works for
the use by the Council under the Regulatory Reform Order (Housing
Assistance), updated November 2018.
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Procurement submissions
and legal contracts. List of
contractors. Not for
publication by virtue of
paragraph 3 of Part 1 of
Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972, as
the report contains exempt

27 April
2020

Corporate
Director of
Governance
and Regulatory
Services

information relating to the
financial or business affairs
of any particular person
(including the authority
holding that information)
OD.60/20

MHCLG 20/21 Domestic Abuse Funding Award
To accept one-year grant funding (2020/21) of £349,894 from the Ministry
of Housing, Communities and Local Government for support to victims of
domestic abuse, and their children, within safe accommodation.
As the accountable and delegating authority, the funding will be allocated
to individual local authority members within the Cumbrian partnership to
enable them to meet the priorities of the Partnership.

PF.005/17 – DCLG
Domestic Abuse funding for
Carlisle
OD.025/18 – Acceptance of
top up funding from the
Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local
Government

21 April
2020

Corporate
Director of
Governance
and Regulatory
Services

OD.55/20

Licensing decisions taken between 1 March and 21 April 2020
The Licensing Manager has granted the attached licences or permissions
under an express authorisation delegated to her and in accordance with
the Council's policy requirements. (can be viewed on the Council website
http://CMIS.carlisle.gov.uk/CMIS/CouncilDecisions/OfficerDecisions.aspx)

Applications for various
licences. Private Not for
Publication by Virtue of
Paragraph 1 of Part 1 of
Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act.

21 April
2020

Licensing
Manager

OD.54/20

The Local Authorities and Police and Crime Panels (Coronavirus)
(Flexibility of Local Authority and Police and Crime Panel Meetings)
(England and Wales) Regulations 2020/392 – Carlisle City Council
Standing Orders for Virtual Meetings
In accordance with Regulation 5 of the above Regulations and Article
15.02(b) of the Council’s Constitution, following consultation with the
Portfolio Holder for Finance, Governance and Resources, the
Constitution is amended to include within the Council Procedure Rules at
Section 3, such Standing Order amendment contained within this
ODN. The Access to Information Procedure Rules, also at Section 3, are
also similarly amended to enable the public to gain access to Council
documents via the Council’s website.

None

20 April
2020

Corporate
Director of
Governance
and Regulatory
Services

OD.50/20

Annual Council Meeting - 18 May 2020
Pursuant to the Local Authorities and Police and Crime Panels
(Coronavirus) (Flexibility of Local Authority and Police and Crime Panel
Meetings) (England and Wales) Regulations 2020, the Annual Council
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Meeting scheduled to be held on 18 May 2020 be

The Local Authorities and
Police and Crime Panels
(Coronavirus) (Flexibility of
Local Authority and Police
and Crime Panel Meetings)

17 April
2020

Corporate
Director of
Governance
and Regulatory
Services

cancelled. Appointments which would have been made at the said
(England and Wales)
Annual Meeting continue with the current appointed persons until the next Regulations 2020
Annual Meeting.
OD.52/20

Phased reinstatement of garden waste collection service
Due to the impact of Coronavirus on staffing levels, and in order to
protect statutory services such as household refuse collection, it was
necessary to suspend the collection of garden waste and the bulky
collection service to allow staff, drivers and loaders, to be diverted. As
staff have now returned from periods of self-isolation confidence has
grown that we are able to reinstate garden waste collections from 27 April
2020 albeit on a reduced (50%) basis at least throughout May and
potentially June. This will provide a collection of garden waste bins
every four weeks compared to the typical collection every two weeks.
This decision will be monitored and action taken accordingly to increase
the frequency of collections and / or suspend the services again should
staffing levels fall depending upon the impact of Coronavirus.
The phased introduction at 50% levels is necessary to protect our
workforce by ensuring they are able to meet the Government’s
instructions and clear public health advice in terms of maintaining a safe
working distance.
To support this decision and to further protect the workforce, there is only
capacity to empty garden waste presented in wheeled bins. No
additional garden waste can be collected in line with normal service
standards.

None

17 April
2020

Neighbourhood
Services
Manager

OD.53/20

Transfer of funds from Planning Reserve to Development Management
Operational Budget
To transfer £31,400 to cover a series of in-year improvements to the
operation of Development Management to improve efficiency of service
delivery and staff training/resources for the following budget areas:
Scanning of microfiche records £8,600
Salary Costs £3,500
Professional update £4,000
Stationery £1,900
Reference Materials £4,200
Legal Fees £3,600
Software Maintenance £5,600

N/A

17 April
2020

Corporate
Director of
Economic
Development
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OD.51/20

Central Plaza Resilience Fund
To approve the use of the Economic Initiatives Reserve (£6,100) to part
fund the Central Plaza Resilience Fund.
Approval to release funds from the Economic Initiatives Reserve can only
be given by an Officer Decision Notice by the Chief Executive in
consultation with the Corporate Director of Economic Development,
Portfolio Holder & Corporate Director of Finance and Resources

ED.39/19 - Report to
Executive on 18 November
2019

14 April
2020

Corporate
Director of
Economic
Development

OD.63/20

COVID-19 -Treasury Management Counterparty Limits
To temporarily increase the Counterparty limit/cash balances for HSBC
Ltd, to accommodate the MHCLG funding of £30,032,000 and other
funding received from the MHCLG in relation to COVID-19 to assist with
cash flow during the outbreak, until such time as funds are allocated to
businesses, and/or when the impact on our overall budget position i.e.
shortfalls of income and the costs of supporting the community affected
by COVID-19, is known and short term investments can then be placed.

MHCLG remittance advice
received 27th March 2020;
RD.49/19 Treasury
Management Strategy
Statement, Investment
Strategy and Minimum
Revenue Provision Strategy
2020/21

01 April
2020

Corporate
Director of
Finance and
Resources

OD.64/20

COVID-19 Business Support Grants
To note the receipt of the business support grant totalling £30,032,000
from MHCLG as a S31 Grant on 1st April 2020 and the release of this
funding to businesses in accordance with the criteria contained with the
Small Business Grant Fund and the Retail, Hospitality and Leisure Grant
Fund guidance.

MHCLG Grant Funding
Schemes – Small Business
Grant Fund and Retail,
Hospitality and Leisure
Grant Fund: Guidance for
Local Authorities

01 April
2020

Corporate
Director of
Finance and
Resources

OD.57/20

Changes to Car Parking permits during the coronavirus lockdown period
To make temporary changes to support car parking permit holders during
the lockdown period:
1. To suspend any new purchases of permits
2. To extend current permits by two months, with no additional
charges, with a view to this being monitored and reviewed going
forward
3. To enable current customers to cancel their permits and be
refunded (pro-rata).

None

01 April
2020

Neighbourhood
Services
Manager

OD.47/20

Temporary withdrawal of car parking charges in all city council car parks
with effect from 23:59 Thursday 26 March 2020.
Following consultation with the Portfolio Holder and Members of
Executive, a decision has been taken to temporarily withdraw all parking
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charges in all city council car parks with immediate effect
and
until
further

None

26 March
2020

Neighbourhood
Services
Manager

notice. This decision will be reviewed, and charges reinstated at the
appropriate time.
OD.49/20

Emergency changes to the Mandatory and Discretionary Housing Grants
Administration Process to assist with facilitating hospital discharges and
supporting the vulnerable in the community.
The procedures for the administration of the mandatory and discretionary
grants under the Housing Renewal Assistance Policy 2018, requires the
customer to sign the paper application form and that all grants have
approval before works commence.
At a time when we are limiting our social contact due to the Covid 19
pandemic, a decision has been taken to remove the need for a signature
from this process and to approve certain grants retrospectively.
Hospital discharge Discretionary Housing Grants will be formally
approved retrospectively by a manager with delegated authority to
authorise the approval. For measures that are likely to be over £500
Officers will seek approval to proceed when ordering the grant from The
Home Improvement Agency Team Leader, Principal Health and Housing
Officer or Regulatory Services Manager through email.
The Decision to allow Mandatory and Discretionary Housing Grant
application forms to not require an applicant’s signature. The application
signature space will be marked COVID19. This can then be counter
signed by the Officer, Health or Social Care professionals or an
immediate family member completing the application form.

Housing Renewal
Assistance Policy
Document 2018

23 March
2020

Regulatory
Services
Manager

OD.48/20

Temporary suspension of services: • Garden waste collections • Bulky
waste collections
Due to the impact of Coronavirus on staffing levels, and in order to
protect statutory services such as household refuse collection, it was
necessary to suspend the collection of garden waste and the bulky
collection service to allow staff, drivers and loaders, to be diverted. This
decision also took pressure off fleet and garage services by releasing up
to four collection vehicles to support priority services.

None

17 March
2020

Neighbourhood
Services
Manager

OD.46/20

Temporary closure of West Walls Car Park, Carlisle city centre
Closure of West Walls Car Park from midnight on Tuesday 24 March
2020 until further notice.

None

17 March
2020

Neighbourhood
Services
Manager

OD.45/20

Release of General Fund Reserves - Coronavirus

None

17 March
2020

Corporate
Director of
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To release an initial £500,000 from General Fund Reserves to fund any
expenditure in relation to the Coronavirus pandemic, which is outwith the
current budgetary provisions. The emergency element of this reserve can
be accessed, on the grounds of protection of persons or property or in
way to safeguard the interests of the Council, through agreement with the
Leader of the Council, Portfolio Holder for Finance & Resources, and the
Leader of the Main Opposition Group, all of whom are in agreement with
this decision. Management of the Reserve rests with the Corporate
Director of Finance & Resources.

Finance and
Resources

OD.42/20

Response to National Freeport Consultation
Direct appointment of Mace consulting to assist in formulating a response
to the Governments' freeport consultation.

OD.43/20

Place Management - Carlisle Ambassador Programme
Commissioning of specialist support to deliver Carlisle Ambassador
Programme and required outputs. Decision: to appoint Michelle Masters
Consulting as the only possible contractor or supplier in a position to
deliver the Carlisle Ambassador programme 2020/21

N/A

16 March
2020

OD.44/20

Bitts Park: Demolition of Amenities
Following the floods of Storm Desmond in December 2015; the Bitts Park
Pavilion and Toilet Block sustained significant damage and have
remained in a derelict state.
Persistent vandalism and further flooding caused by Storm Ciara in
February 2020 have resulted in the further demise of both buildings. In
the interest of future planning and public safety, the Bitts Park Pavilion
and Toilet Block are now scheduled for demolition.
In order to ensure best value, a competitive tender was carried out in
February 2020. Subsequently, the demolition work will be awarded to
Ashcroft Demolition Limited under a JCT minor works contract, with a
contract value of £14,675.
Decision taken:
Issue a JCT minor works Contract to Ashcroft Demolition Limited in order
to demolish the Bitts Park Pavilion and Toilet block
Officers with delegated authority:

N/A

11 March
2020

1. Demolish the Bitts Park Pavilion and Toilet Block. Officer with
delegated authority: Deputy Chief Executive
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16 March
2020

Corporate
Director of
Economic
Development
Corporate
Director of
Economic
Development

Deputy Chief
Executive
Corporate
Director of
Finance and
Resources

2. Release £14,675 from the flood reserve in order to fund the
demolition works – Officer with delegated authority: Corporate
Director of Finance and Resources

OD.37/20

Extension of contract after initial 12 month period for the provision of
Occupation Therapy services to the Council for providing assessments
under the Disabled Facility Grant process
A 12 months extension is to be issued to The OT Practice, Unit 3,
Meridian Office Park, Osborn Way, Hook, RG27 9HY as the successful
contractor for delivering an Occupation Therapy service as part of the
disabled adaptation process. The service is offered as an additional
option for grant applicants and does not replace the service offer led by
Cumbria County Council Adult Social Care team. This service forms part
of the Regulatory Reform Order (Housing Assistance), updated
November 2018.

Procurement submissions
and legal contracts
submitted in 2019. Not for
publication by virtue of
paragraph 3 of Part 1 of
Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972, as
the report contains exempt
information relating to the
financial or business affairs
of any particular person
(including the authority
holding that information)

11 March
2020

Corporate
Director of
Governance
and Regulatory
Services

OD.36/20

St Cuthbert's Garden Village Landowner Engagement Support
Extension of existing contract with Hive Land and Planning to provide
technical and specialist support in relation to landowner engagement as
part of the ongoing St Cuthbert's Garden Village project until August
2020.
Decision to extend, via the process of a change control notice within the
parameters of the existing contract, taken on 10th March 2020. Value of
contract extension £17,000, to be funded via Government Capacity
Funding.

ED.06/19 'St Cuthbert's
Garden Village' - scope of
work and budget remains,
even accounting for
extension, in alignment with
that approved by the
Executive on 11th February
2019.

10 March
2020

Investment and
Policy Manager

OD.39/20

Old Fire Station, Peter Street, Carlisle, CA3 8QP
Grant of a Tenancy at Will in order to let one first floor office

Private Report ED.19/19
(decision EX.34/19) on 15
April 2019. The report is
not for publication by virtue
of paragraph 3 of Part 1 of
Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972, as
the report contains exempt
information relating to the
financial or business affairs
of any particular person

10 March
2020

Property
Services
Manager
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(including the authority
holding that information)
OD.38/20

The Centurion Inn, Walton
The decision is to de-list The Centurion inn, Walton, Carlisle as a
community asset under the Localism Act 2011.

PC.15/14 - Community
Right to Bid report at
Executive 15/12/2014
Application form for
Community Right to Bid Private Not for publication
by virtue of paragraph 1 of
Part 1 of Schedule 12A of
the Local Government Act

10 March
2020

Town Clerk and
Chief Executive

OD.35/20

Sands Centre Redevelopment Project
Following appropriate consultation as set out in the Scheme of
Delegation (Appendix E of report CS.17/19) to commence works to the
former Newman School and Enabling Works at the Sands Centre via a
decision to enter a contract for building and other enabling works with
Wates Construction Limited.

a. Report CS17/19 and
b. Internal report dated 26
February 2020 from
Principal Solicitor (copy
attached)

03 March
2020

Deputy Chief
Executive
Pursuant to the
scheme of
delegation
attached as
Appendix E to
Report
CS.17/19

OD.32/20

Licensing decisions taken between 1 February 2020 and 1 March 2020
The Licensing Manager has granted the attached licences or permissions
under an express authorisation delegated to her and in accordance with
the Council's policy requirements. (can be viewed on the Council website
http://CMIS.carlisle.gov.uk/CMIS/CouncilDecisions/OfficerDecisions.aspx)

Applications for various
licences. Private Not for
Publication by Virtue of
Paragraph 1 of Part 1 of
Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act.

02 March
2020

Licensing
Manager

OD.31/20

Carlisle City Centre
Kate Wright violinist – 20 & 27 March 2020.
Dawson & Sanderson promotion – 7 March 2020.
CFM ‘Cash for Kids’ promotion – 25 February 2020.
‘Home & Garden’ leaflet authorisation.
‘Lifestyle Fitness’ leaflet authorisation.
Health Watch Cumbria promotion – 18 & 25 February 2020.
Salvation Army charitable street collection – 12 & 19 Dec 2020.
Solway Aviation Museum promotion – 25 April 2020.
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Shell energy promotion 16-21 March 2020.

Applications received –
Private Not for Publication
by Virtue of Paragraph 3 of
Part 1 of Schedule 12A of
the Local Government Act.

28 February City Centre
2020
Officer
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A.6

JOINT MANAGEMENT TEAM

MINUTES – 9th March 2020

Attendees

Leader; Deputy Leader; PH Economy, Enterprise & Housing;
PH Environment & Transport; PH Culture, Heritage & Leisure;
PH Communities, Health & Wellbeing; Chief Executive;
Deputy Chief Executive; Corporate Director of Governance &
Regulatory Services; Corporate Director of Finance; Corporate
Director of Economic Development; Regeneration Manager;
Policy & Communications Manager

Apologies

Agenda Item 1 – Minutes of Meeting 10th February 2020

Action

Noted and agreed
Agenda Item 2 – Emergency Procedures
The Policy & Communications Manager attended the meeting to
provide an update following Storms Ciara & Dennis, water supply
issues in Shap and also steps in place to address Coronavirus
within the County. Details of organisations involved, the role of
the City Council and the procedures for cascading updates were
shared. Executive Members and SMT thanked the Policy &
Communications Manager for his comprehensive update
Agenda Item 3 – Future High Street Fund
The Corporate Director of Economic Development and the
Regeneration Manager summarised the information and
background on the earlier paper circulated for JMT. Full round
1
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table discussion followed. Executive Members and SMT were
grateful to the Regeneration Manager for the detail provided and
thanked him for attending
Agenda Item 4 – Free Port at Carlisle Airport
The Corporate Director of Economic Development updated
Members on the current position and way forward following
earlier discussions
Agenda Item 5 – Devolution Update
The Chief Executive provided an update on the County-wide
meeting attended recently by himself and the Leader and Civic
Servants
Agenda Item 6 – Updates on Borderlands; The Sands; Civic
Centre; St Cuthbert’s Garden Village; Central Plaza; J44
Members of SMT provided the Executive with their update on the
current position regarding each area
Agenda Item 7 – Future Items for Notice of Executive Key
Decisions
Noted and agreed
Agenda Item 8 - JMT Forward Plan
Reviewed and updated
Any Other Business
The Portfolio Holder for Culture, Heritage & Leisure expressed his
sympathies to the ongoing flooding issues experienced by
Stoneyholme Golf Course in the wake of recent flooding events
The Leader queried whether the Civic Dinner should go ahead
due to Coronavirus but it was agreed that the current Government
advice does not support cancellation

2
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JOINT MANAGEMENT TEAM

MINUTES – 15th April 2020

Attendees

Leader; Deputy Leader; PH Economy, Enterprise & Housing;
PH Environment & Transport; PH Culture, Heritage & Leisure;
PH Communities, Health & Wellbeing; Chief Executive;
Deputy Chief Executive; Corporate Director of Governance &
Regulatory Services; Corporate Director of Finance; Corporate
Director of Economic Development

Apologies

Agenda Item 1 – Civic Centre – Ground Floor Works
Discussion

Action

The Deputy Chief Executive circulated Reports in relation to the
above and a full and comprehensive discussion took place

1
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Executive

Agenda
Item:

A.7

Meeting Date:
Portfolio:

27 May 2020
Communities, Health and Wellbeing

Key Decision:

No

Within Policy and
Budget Framework

Yes

Public / Private

Public

Title:
Report of:
Report Number:

Review of Equality Policy and objectives
Policy and Communications Manager
P&C 10/20

Purpose / Summary:
This report presents the Equality Policy and objectives 2020-24.
Recommendations:
The Executive is asked to:
1. Approve the Equality Policy and objectives (Appendix 1).

Tracking
Executive:
Scrutiny:
Council:

10 February 2020
9 January 2020
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1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

The Council’s Equality Policy outlines how we meet the duties of the Equality Act
(2010) and the Public Sector Equality Duty. The previous Policy was approved by
the Executive in March 2016, including the equality objectives for 2016-19.

1.2

The Health and Wellbeing Panel considered the Annual Equality Report 2018/19 at
their meeting on 11 July 2019. The Panel noted that the Public Sector Equality
Duty requires the Council to set equality objectives at least every four years and
resolved to establish a task and finish group to undertake a review. The task group
presented their review work, including the revised draft policy and objectives, to the
Health and Wellbeing Panel on 9 January 2020, prior to referring them to the
Executive.

1.3

The Executive considered the draft Equality Policy and objectives on 10 February
2020. They agreed to undertake consultation on the draft policy prior to adoption.

2.

PROPOSALS

2.1

The revised Equality Policy includes the equality objectives 2020-24 (Appendix 1).
They ensure that the Council continues to meet the Public Sector Equality Duty and
promotes equality of opportunity in all of its functions. The equality objectives have
been developed to reflect the Council’s achievements so far and continue to
strengthen this work.

2.2

The existing equality action plan on how the Council will work towards achieving the
objectives will be updated. Progress will be reported to the Senior Management
Team, the Executive and Overview and Scrutiny though the Annual Equality Report.

3.

RISKS

3.1

The Public Sector Equality Duty places specific duties on the Council, the Equality
Policy and equality objectives provide evidence of compliance with these duties.

4.

CONSULTATION

4.1

Consultation on the draft policy and objectives was undertaken with partners,
public, staff and members. Feedback from this has been incorporated into the final
version of the document.
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5.

CONCLUSION AND REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

This report presents the revised Equality Policy and objectives, to enable the
Council to continue to fulfil the Public Sector Equality Duty.

6.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE CARLISLE PLAN PRIORITIES

6.1

The equality objectives support the Carlisle Plan’s priorities by promoting equality of
opportunity for all and seeking to improve the health and wellbeing of the people of
Carlisle.

Contact Officer:

Steven O’Keeffe

Ext:

7258

Appendices
attached to report:

Appendix 1 – Equality Policy and Equality Objectives 2020-24

Note: in compliance with section 100d of the Local Government Act 1972 the report
has been prepared in part from the following papers:
• O&S 01/20 Task and Finish Group report - Review of equality objectives – Executive 10
February 2020

CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS:
LEGAL - The Equality Act 2010 replaced the previous discrimination legislation in Great
Britain and affects the Council in a number of ways, particularly in respect of our role as an
employer and a service provider. The Equality Policy and equality objectives demonstrate
how the Council will continue to seek to comply with its obligations in the future.
FINANCE – None
EQUALITY – The Equality Policy and equality objectives enable the Council to meet its
requirements under the Equality Act (2010).
INFORMATION GOVERNANCE – The Council must adhere to the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Data Protection Act 2018 in how it collects and uses
equality data, ensuring that individuals are made aware of this, and that any disclosure of
equality data as part of reports and/ or statistics has gone through appropriate governance
checks.
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Equality Policy
2020
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Why we need an Equality Policy
Under the Equalities Act (2010), Carlisle City Council must adhere to the Public Sector
Equality Duty (PSED) and have due regard to the need to:
• Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and other conduct
prohibited by the Act.
• Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not.
• Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and
those who do not.
The PSED covers the relevant protected characteristics of age, disability, gender
reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual
orientation. The duty to have due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination also
covers marriage and civil partnerships.
We must also:
• Publish information to demonstrate our compliance with the equality duty,
at least annually.
• Set equality objectives, at least every four years.
We must publish information about the protected characteristics of our employees
and people affected by our policies and practices. We should also provide information
about how equality is considered in decision making, policy development, consultation
and procurement.
This policy sets out how we will adhere to our duties and requirements of the Equality
Act. Our aim is to improve the information we collect to help us identify areas for
development. We will continue to embed equality in our services and show we are
committed to promoting diversity. We welcome our responsibilities as an employer,
as a provider of services and as a community leader, and value the legislation that
supports our commitment to equality and fairness.
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3

Our responsibilities
Our Equality Policy applies to:
• Service users
• Councillors
• Employees
• Volunteers
• Contractors, sub-contractors and partners
The Executive makes decisions in line with Carlisle City Council’s policy and
budgetary framework. These decisions must always be informed with an assessment
of equality impacts.
The Chief Executive is responsible for making sure our equality policy is applied
consistently throughout the organisation.
Senior management are responsible for making sure that departmental procedures and
service plans reflect the equality policy and deliver the required outcomes.
We expect all staff and councillors to show commitment to ensuring that this policy
is implemented, and to abide by the Code of Conduct and our Dignity and Respect
policy in the performance of their duties.
Similarly, our employees, councillors and any other people providing services to the
public are entitled to be treated fairly and with respect. Where they face discrimination
or harassment from service users, we will take action to stop this happening again.
In some circumstances this may include the withdrawal or refusal of the service.
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4

Equality Statement
The Equality Statement sets out our commitment to promote equality of opportunity in
all our services:
Carlisle is home to a wide range of people who make different and valuable
contributions to life in the area. We believe that everyone should be treated fairly
and with respect, and are committed to challenging inequality, discrimination
and disadvantage. Our commitment applies whether the Council is acting
as an employer, providing services, or commissioning services from other
organisations.
Working closely with all its statutory partners, including social enterprise,
business and voluntary sectors, we are committed to achieving the highest
possible standard of service delivery and employment practice. We also seek to
build closer links with all communities across the district to promote equality.
All employees and councillors have responsibility for equality and ensuring that
we meet our duties.
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5

How we will deliver equality in our services
Consultation and engagement
We are committed to consulting and working with communities to help us make
informed decisions. This means talking and listening to everyone in the community, not
only those who regularly use our services or actively offer their views.
We recognise that a targeted approach may be required to engage successfully with
some members of local communities, to ensure that their views are properly taken into
account. We will engage with representative groups to meet our duties, and we will
encourage these groups to work with us to improve our services.
We gather customer information in a number of ways, including Carlisle Focus surveys,
online surveys, face to face interviews, road shows, and consultation events. Our social
media tools are an additional means of improving communication with customers and
encouraging feedback on our services.

Equality impact assessment
Equality impact assessments are about making sure that our services and policies are
fair and to identify the impacts of these on groups of people within our community.
There are two stages to impact assessment:
• initial screening - an overview to assess if there are any equality issues and to
see if any action can be taken to change the likely impact of a decision on a
particular group.
• full impact assessment - a longer piece of work which relies on the findings of
the initial screening to research and take action where impacts are judged to be
unknown or are considered to be major.
An impact assessment should be proportionate to the proposed change and the
potential impact on equality. We will undertake impact assessments of our policies and
services to help inform our decision making. We will ensure that any potential negative
consequences are removed or balanced out by either changing the policy or service,
or introducing other measures alongside it.
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6

Procurement and commissioning
We recognise our responsibility as a major procurer of goods and services in the
Cumbrian area. We need to ensure that the suppliers and contractors that we work
with do not operate in a way that contradicts legislation or our equality policy.
Our Procurement and Commissioning Strategy sets out a clear framework for
procurement activity and enables us to promote a positive approach to equality.
We request equality compliance in our tender documents and expect all potential
providers to be committed to equality and diversity in their employment practices and
service provision. Our aim is to ensure that suppliers, contractors and their agents
provide goods, supplies and services that do not discriminate against people in any
way. We will, if appropriate, monitor the successful provider’s compliance throughout
the term of the contract.

Service delivery
We are committed to providing services that are responsive and accessible to all.
People who use our services are entitled to do so free from discrimination and
harassment.
Managing service delivery is about providing services, according to need, for everyone
in the district. We continually look for ways to increase the flexibility of the services
we provide so that they are more responsive and inclusive. We encourage residents to
register for online services where possible and we also continue to work with partners
to improve services in the community.
We will continue to ensure our customers’ experiences are of the highest possible
standard and they can confidently and easily access the Council services they need.
Key to this is developing customer information to shape service delivery around our
customers’ needs.
We regularly measure customer satisfaction with our services and monitor other
information such as complaints and customer contact data. We apply a consistent
approach to recording equality information across our services and improving
data quality.
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Communications and accessibility
Our website is designed to provide information in an easily accessible, intuitive
structure. Our content is clear and presents our services in a confident way so that our
customers know what they can expect from us.
We will continue to develop our services and ensure that they are accessible to all
customers. This means that we will make information about our services accessible by:
• Using “Plain English” (language that an English speaking audience can understand
and act upon from a single reading).
• Providing appropriate translation and interpretation for non-English speakers
on request.
• Providing appropriate options for people with disabilities.
• Reviewing the way we publicise our services, to reach people not already
using them.
Our communications guidance ensures that the images and language we use help to
promote equality.

Complaints and feedback
We value feedback and recognise the right of all our customers to complain,
compliment or make a suggestion about any of our activities or services. We are
committed to ensuring that we use customer feedback to help improve services
and to focus on the needs of our customers. The Complaints and Feedback Policy
contains further details on how any type of feedback concerning our functions and
services is considered.
We encourage those submitting written complaints to provide equality information in
order to establish if there are specific issues relating to one of the equality strands.
All equality data collected remains confidential and anonymous.
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How we will deliver equality as an employer
Employment
We will continue to develop our most important asset, our employees, to deliver our
priorities and respond to the needs of our customers. Staff health and wellbeing is
promoted in the workplace and we undertake a range of actions and initiatives to
support this. We will continue to monitor and develop our workforce profile to ensure
that we fulfil our equality reporting requirements. This will also help us to identify areas
where we can support our employees.

Recruitment and selection
Our workforce should reflect the diversity of the population of the district. We will
achieve this by positively encouraging applications from those sections of the
community that are currently under-represented in our workforce. As a major employer,
we will aim to be a positive example of good practice to other employers in the district
and Cumbria. Where a particular group is under-represented in an area of work and
there is evidence of discrimination positive action may be taken. Our Recruitment and
Selection procedures contain further information about this.

Learning and development
We will provide appropriate learning and information resources to ensure that all
employees and councillors understand and fulfil the organisation’s commitment
to equality. We will continue to work in partnership with other local authorities and
organisations in Cumbria to develop best practice across the county by sharing
information, developing training and procuring services to support equality work.
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9

Reporting equality information
We must provide information about how equality is considered in decision making,
policy development and engagement. This information will be published within an annual
equality report that includes progress of the following:
• equality objectives
• equality impact assessments
• workforce profile
• customer satisfaction
• complaints
• consultation and engagement
We will use this information to identify equality issues and develop areas for action
or improvement. We will publish information in an accessible format and ensure it
follows the principles of our Data Quality Policy, giving confidence to the users of the
information. We will give details as to what we publish and why, explaining how the
information is used. We will also acknowledge gaps in our data and explain how we can
improve this.
Progress will be reported to Senior Management Team, the Executive and Overview and
Scrutiny though the annual report and published on our website.
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Our equality objectives 2020-2024
Our equality objectives have been updated to develop the work of the previous objectives.
Progress will be reported as part of the annual equality report.
Equality objective
a) Break the cycle of inequality and improve health, wellbeing and economic prosperity
Rationale behind objective and link to the Public Sector Equality Duty
Our vision is to improve the health, wellbeing and economic prosperity of the people of
Carlisle. We have a key role in addressing health and wellbeing inequalities on a daily
basis and have a positive impact on the lives of some of the most vulnerable residents in
Carlisle. This links to work that will be undertaken through the Joint Cumbria Public Health
Strategy and Carlisle City Council’s Healthy City Strategy. Health inequalities are the unjust
differences in health between persons of different social groups and can be linked to forms
of disadvantage such as poverty, discrimination and lack of access to services and goods.
This links to the duty to advance equality of opportunity.
Outcome or improvement sought by 2024
Delivery of Carlisle Plan actions
Delivery of Healthy City Strategy actions
Baseline
Quarter 1 Performance Report – Executive 16 September 2019
Healthy City Strategy and actions under development
Lead team(s)
All Council Services, Healthy City Team
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Equality objective
b) Support a diverse workforce by improving the equality data of the recruitment and
retention processes
Rationale behind objective and link to the Public Sector Equality Duty
Workforce data quality has improved since 2016 and shows an increase in employee diversity.
Recruitment data continues to be developed and initial analysis highlights potential for
improving the recruitment and selection process. This links to the duties to eliminate unlawful
discrimination and to advance equality of opportunity.
Outcome or improvement sought by 2024
Increased analysis and interpretation of quality data for all equality characteristics within
the workforce profile
Balanced diversity in the workforce
Balanced Gender Pay Gap figures and pay quartiles
Balanced diversity in recruitment and retention data
Baseline
Workforce profile in Annual Equality Report 2018/19
Workforce profile in Annual Equality Report 2018/19
Gender Pay Gap figures in Annual Equality Report 2018/9
Recruitment and selection data to be reported in Annual Equality Report 2019/20
Lead team(s)
Human Resources, Policy and Communications
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Equality objective
c) Ensure all people have access to the services they need
Rationale behind objective and link to the Public Sector Equality Duty
All customers should be able to confidently and easily access the Council services they need.
This should be in a timely and appropriate manner, irrespective of where they live, their skills,
knowledge and ability. Our Customer Service Charter sets out the standards of customer
service we aim to provide. This links to the duty to advance equality of opportunity.
Outcome or improvement sought by 2024
Improved satisfaction with our services
90% of corporate complaints to be dealt with within 15 working days
Achieve the aims of the Customer Service Charter Improved access to services and
engagement through consultation and impact assessment
Baseline
Customer satisfaction with Council Services was 72.6% very satisfied or satisfied in 2018/191
In 2018/19, a full response to complaints was issued to 93.3% of customers within 15 days of
receipt at each stage1
Draft Customer Service Charter under development
Equality impact assessment, consultation and service provision section in Annual Equality
Report 2018/19
Lead team(s)
All Council Services, Customer Services

1 End of Year Performance Report 2018/9 – Executive, 17 June 2019
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Equality objective
d) Celebrate the diversity of our communities and bring people together
Rationale behind objective and link to the Public Sector Equality Duty
People should feel empowered to play a part in their communities, sharing spaces and
activities. The development of sports, arts and cultural facilities and our events programme
brings people together and celebrates our communities. We undertake a wide range of
partnership working to build closer links with communities and support projects across the
district. This links to the duty to foster good relations.
Outcome or improvement sought by 2024
Improved satisfaction with Council run events
Continued success and development of community-based projects and working in
partnership with others
Baseline
Public satisfaction with Council run events was 89.2% in 2018/91
Engagement section of Annual Equality Report 2018/19
Lead team(s)
All Council Services, Healthy City Team, Policy and Communications
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Further information and feedback
We welcome feedback on our Equality Policy. If you have any comments or questions
about how this policy affects you, please contact the Policy Team at:
Email: policy@carlisle.gov.uk
Telephone: 01228 817258
Post:
Policy Team
Carlisle City Council
Civic Centre
Rickergate
Carlisle
CA3 8QG
If you require this guide in an alternative format or language please contact us to discuss
your needs.
For further information about our equality and diversity work please visit our website
https://www.carlisle.gov.uk/Council/Council-and-Democracy/Equality-and-Diversity
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EXCERPT FROM THE MINUTES OF THE
HEALTH AND WELLBEING SCRUTINY PANEL
HELD ON 9 JANUARY 2020
HWSP.07/20

TASK AND FINISH GROUP REPORT – REVIEW OF EQUALITY OBJECTIVES

The Policy and Communications Manager presented report OS.28/19 which set out the work and
recommendations of the Scrutiny Task and Finish Group Review of Equality Objectives.
The report provided an overview of the Council’s Statutory duties in respect of Equalities, including
requirements for the identification of Equality Objectives and an Equalities Plan, and the work
undertaken by the Scrutiny Task and Finish Group.
The Scrutiny Task and Finish Group had developed a number of objectives which reflected the
Council’s existing Equalities achievement and sought to build on them in the future. The draft
Equality Policy, which included a table of amendments, was appended to the report.
The Policy and Communications Manager asked for some clarity regarding Equality Objective b).
He asked if the aim of the objective was to address data quality issues or process issues.
Councillor McNulty and Councillor Brown, Members of the Task Group, commented that the issue
related to the recruitment process. Several applicants who fell within the protected characteristic
categories had applied for roles within the Council however the recruitment did not reflect the
diversity of the applicants and therefore the diversity of Carlisle. The Task Group had asked for
further data and had concerns regarding unconscious bias in the recruitment process. They felt
that further recruitment training may be required on unconscious bias.
The Policy and Communications Manager responded that further data was required to understand
why the workforce was not representative of the community. As a first step it was necessary to
ascertain the conversion rate, then understand why each candidate was successful.
The Policy and Communications Manager suggested changing the wording of equality objective b)
to:
Support a diverse workforce by improving the equality data of the recruitment and retention
processes
In addition, the following suggestions were made for the “Outcome or improvement sought by
2024”:
Increased analysis and interpretation of quality data for all equality characteristics within the
workforce profile
Balanced diversity in the workforce
Balanced Gender Pay Gap figures and pay quartiles
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Balanced diversity in recruitment and retention data
Recruitment and retention data to be reported in Annual Equality Report 2019/20

The Policy and Communications Manager gave an update on a number of the areas of
development that were detailed in appendix 2 of the report.
In considering the report Members raised the following comments and questions:
•

A Member felt strongly that mental ill health had to be taken into consideration during the
recruitment process and individual circumstances should be considered when dealing with the
absence procedure and support for individuals.

The Deputy Chief Executive agreed and reminded the Panel that the Council had excellent support
system for all staff including those with mental ill health. In addition, the Council had been awarded
the silver Better Health at Work Award and had aspirations to reach the next level. With regard to
recruitment the Deputy Chief Executive agreed to review the training for those who recruited staff
to ensure that a better understanding of unconscious bias was included.
•

Were the Equality Impact Assessments (EIA) fit for purpose? Were they regularly updated, was
there training on how to carry them out and was the potential for intersectionality considered?

The Policy and Communications Manager explained that the level of EIA carried out depended on
the decision being made and the impact of that decision. He agreed to circulate a full response to
the Panel.
•

How would the embedding of equality in Council services be monitored?

The Policy and Communications Manager responded that monitoring took place through the
Annual Equality Action Plan and Workforce Plan which was scrutinised by the Business and
Transformation Scrutiny Panel.
•

A Member commented that it was important for equality to be included in the theme and
contents of all Portfolio Holders reports and not just as an additional standard line.

The Environment and Transport Portfolio Holder agreed that the narrative of Portfolio Holder
reports could explain the benefit to the Council and the community of the decisions taken or about
to be taken, this would make the reports a more useful document. He added that this would also
be beneficial in Scrutiny Chairs’ reports.
RESOLVED – 1) That the Panel had considered and commented on the draft Equality Objectives
and the Equality Policy (OS.28/19);
2) That the Panel refer the draft Equality Objectives and Equality Policy to the Executive for
consideration and consultation, prior to adoption with the following amendment to equality objective
b):
Support a diverse workforce by improving the equality data of the recruitment and retention
processes
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In addition, the following suggestions were made for the “Outcome or improvement sought
by 2024”:
Increased analysis and interpretation of quality data for all equality characteristics within
the workforce profile
Balanced diversity in the workforce
Balanced Gender Pay Gap figures and pay quartiles
Balanced diversity in recruitment and retention data
Recruitment and retention data to be reported in Annual Equality Report 2019/20
3) That the Panel refer the ideas and areas for further development, as set out in appendix 2 of
report OS.28/19, to the Executive to consider whether they can be investigated further through the
Equality Action Plan;
4) That the draft Healthy City Strategy be submitted to a future meeting of the Panel.
5) That the Policy and Communications Manager circulate further information to the Panel on
Equality Impact Assessments.
6) That a review of recruitment training be undertaken to ensure training on unconscious bias was
included.
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Report to Executive

Agenda
Item:

A.8

Meeting Date:

27 May 2020

Portfolio:

ECONOMY, ENTERPRISE & HOUSING

Key Decision:
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Within Policy and
Budget Framework

NO

Public / Private

Public

Title:

Update of Private Sector Housing Enforcement Policy
Emergency updates for COVID19 outbreak
Corporate Director of Governance and Regulatory Services
GD 15/20

Report of:
Report Number:
Purpose / Summary:

The purpose of this report is to put forward an updated Private Sector Housing
Enforcement Policy which was previously approved by Executive. The update is required
to reflect the legislative challenges faced by the COVID10 outbreak and reflect the best
practice guidance available to respond to our statutory duties.
Recommendations:
To approve the updated enforcement policy including the new charges specified therein.

Tracking
Executive:
Overview and Scrutiny:
Council:

27 May 2020
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1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

In 2014, the Executive approved the adoption of the Private Sector Housing
Enforcement Policy. The Policy acts as a backdrop to the work within the Private
Sector Housing and provides clear direction for those Officers authorised to
undertaken enforcement. It also sets out clearly to all stakeholders how the Council
will deal with Housing Standards and its approach to enforcement.

1.2

The policy has seen several updated since it was first introduced as additional
legislation has been brought in, the previous updates were in 2016 and 2018.

1.3

The latest update is to reflect the guidance issued by the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government on the Local Authority response to Private
Sector Housing in the current COVID19 outbreak.

2.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE POLICY

2.1

The draft amended policy includes amendments to the complaint, investigation,
inspection and enforcement process in how we respond in this period. These
updates are within the body of the existing policy at the end of the document. The
government guidance document is referenced as Appendix 8 in the Policy
(Appendix 2 of this report)

2.2

The Policy change must also consider the risk assessments and procedures put in
place within the Environmental Health team and the Council as a whole. The
dynamics of the internal risk assessments relate to capacity in the team, safe
working practices, self-isolating in line with Public Health Guidance, team members
deemed to be vulnerable and what is deemed to be essential or Key work during
this period if resources are diverted to other higher risk areas.

3.

RISKS
Adopting safe working practices for staff and members of the public in response to
the COVID19 pandemic has been essential. The Environmental Health function
have put in place safe systems of work from the very early stages. Changing and
updating the enforcement policy in this period is recommended to protect the public
but to also to enable us to continue to run a statutory provision to assess housing
conditions. The government guidance issued recommended that enforcement
policies should be updated to reflect the current circumstances. Failure to update
the policy could result in potential legal challenge regarding any enforcement in the
future.

4.

CONSULTATION

2
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4.1

As these are non-statutory changes not issued under the Housing Act 2004 Section
9, then there is no requirement to consult widely, in addition these are emergency
measures only during the COVID19 outbreak.

5.

CONCLUSION AND REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1

The revised enforcement policy will enable officers to apply enforcement in a
fair and consistent manor in recognition of the Enforcement Concordat and the
Regulators’ Compliance Code. The Policy is also a foundation for the future of
private sector housing enforcement at the Council.

6.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE CARLISLE PLAN PRIORITIES
It is considered the proposals will support the following priorities: •

Address current and future housing needs to protect and
improve residents’ quality of life.

Contact Officer:

Amelia Morphet

Ext:

Appendix A

Private Sector Housing Enforcement Policy

7341

Note: in compliance with section 100d of the Local Government (Access to
Information) Act 1985 the report has been prepared in part from the following
papers:
Appendix 6

MHCLG – COVID-19 and the enforcement of standards in
rented properties
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/
system/uploads/attachment_data/file/876501/Local_authority_r
ented_property_COVID_enforcement_guidance_v2.2.pdf

3
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CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS:

CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS / RISKS:
Legal - The legal context of the revision to the Policy is as set out in “Additions to the
Enforcement Policy March 2020 (response to COVID19), on page 22 of the Appendix.
Property Services – No property implications
Finance - The costs of implementing and monitoring this Private Sector Housing
Enforcement Policy can be met from within existing base budgets under the control of the
Governance and Regulatory Services Directorate in 2020/21. Any changes to approved
charges, in line Financial Regulation D31, is fulfilled by this report.
Equality – The service manager has considered the Public Sector Equality Duty when
updating this policy. The rules for decision making and taking action will take account of
the ‘Vulnerability of current occupiers’.
Information Governance - As the Policy amendments are in accordance with a change in
legislation, this satisfies the requirement to process the personal information lawfully in
relation to this function. Officers however should be minded that any change to processes
or procedures can affect compliance with the Data Protection Principles, and this should
be considered throughout the implementation of any changes.

4
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Private Sector Housing
Enforcement Policy

This document sets out the Councils policy framework for
dealing with the enforcement of housing legislation

Executive Report, Appendix A
Document Revision August 2017
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1. Introduction
A key factor which has enabled the Council to achieve its aim of addressing current and
future housing needs, is having the ability to protect and improve resident’s quality of life,
through the regulation of Housing conditions in Carlisle and district.
The Private Sector Housing function is to improve the standard of private sector properties
through, education, advice and enforcement. The Council has a statutory duty to enforce the
provisions of the Housing Act (and other) Acts and this is undertaken by Officers in the
Environmental Health team. The team deals with a wide range of housing issues, from the
licensing and inspection of Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) to complaints from tenants
regarding housing standards.
The team receives over 70 service requests a year, concerning housing conditions in the
private rented sector, with a total number of reactive and proactive inspections in total for the
team around 700. The team offers advice and assistance to landlords, tenants, owner
occupiers, empty property owners and stakeholders on wide range of housing issues, from
overcrowding, cold in the home, damp and licensing matters.

2. Scope of the Policy
The Private Sector Housing function is responsible for ensuring all statutory powers and
duties specific to private sector housing are implemented. The purpose of this policy is to
set out clearly, the way in which the Council intends to secure effective compliance with
legislation while minimising the burden to the Council, individuals, organisations and
businesses. This policy is intended to provide guidance on the principles and processes
that will apply when Officers consider the options available for dealing with a case.
It sets out what owners, landlords, lettings agents and tenants of private sector properties
can expect from Officers.
The Council will in all cases work jointly with other departments were necessary and we
will target our resources to ensure the most serious cases are tackled as a priority. In most
cases the Council will direct the tenant to liaise with the landlord regarding the Housing
Standards and only in the event of inaction or unreasonable delays will the Council,
investigate a housing standards complaint.

Although the function is named the Private Sector Housing, the Private Sector covers a
host of properties, including Registered Providers (RP) properties, owner occupied
properties and the private rented sector. If enquiries are beyond the remit of the Team
advice and signposting will be offered.
Any areas that are not included within the policy will be determined on a case-by-case
basis having regard to relevant legislation and guidance available.

3. Enforcement Framework
Carlisle City Council must have regard to the government Enforcement Concordat and the
Regulators Compliance Code, these documents set out what business and others being
regulated can expect from enforcement Officers. This Policy compliments the principles laid
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down in national policies to ensure the Officers are fair when exercising their enforcement
duties.

3.1 Openness
We will provide information in plain English and publicise the availability of our Services. We
will be open about our priorities, policies and procedures. We will ensure that Officers explain
the options available to stakeholders, and their reasoning for pursuing any given course of
action. Officers will clearly distinguish between legal requirements and good practice, both in
terms of their own work, and what is expected of stakeholders.
3.2 Proportionality
Enforcement Action will be proportionate to the seriousness of the offence. Where we have
discretion, we will consider whether other measures will lead to effective resolution of the
matter. We will apply the enforcement policy in each and every case and make a decision
about whether to proceed to formal enforcement having consideration of individual
circumstances of the case and any other relevant factors, such as harm caused or potential
for harm to be caused to individuals the public and the environment as appropriate.
3.3 Consistency
We will have clear procedures in place to ensure consistency throughout the team with the
approach to enforcement, to ensure similar matters are dealt with in the same way, whilst
taking into account individual circumstances.
3.4 Co-ordinated working
More often than not a single housing matter can trigger enforcement responsibility for several
departments, both inside and outside the Council. We will therefore take a comprehensive
approach to enforcement wherever possible by;
• Co-ordinating action between Council departments and with other agencies
• Ensuring that the Council takes the most effective action by deciding which department
should lead enforcement action, depending upon the offence committed and the
powers available.
• Sharing information.
• Working together on joint prevention strategies.
• Aiming to speak with a single voice.

PART 1: GENERAL ENFORCEMENT
The following range of enforcement options will be applied to private sector housing
enforcement:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No action
Informal Action
Statutory Notices
Simple Caution
Prosecution
Civil Penalties
Banning orders
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• Rent Repayment Orders
• Works in Default
• Emergency Measures

No action
Before considering taking any action in respect of a tenanted property, the tenants will
normally be required to contact their landlord about the issues they are experiencing first.
This applies to all tenants. Legislation covering landlord and tenant relationships requires that
tenants notify their landlord of any problems in the property, this is because the landlord can
only undertake their obligations when notified of a problem.
In certain situations tenants will not be required to write to the landlord;
•
•
•
•

If the issues represents an imminent risk to the health or safety of the occupier
If there is a history of harassment or bad management practice
If the tenants is defined as vulnerable and a referral is being made by a third party
If the tenants written English if poor and they require assistance to communicate

I
formal action
Authorised Officers may use informal procedures when they believe that such an approach
will secure compliance with the requirements of the appropriate legislation within a
reasonable timescale. Informal action will usually involve discussion with the stakeholders.
Written details will be sent by the authorised Officer to the stakeholders confirming what has
been agreed and any informal action will usually precede any formal or statutory action and
will be appropriate where;
• There is no legislative requirement to serve a formal notice
• The circumstances are not serious enough to warrant formal action
• Past history suggests that informal action can reasonably be expected to achieve
compliance
• There is confidence in the landlord/person responsible
• The consequences of non-compliance will not pose a significant risk to occupiers or other
affected persons
• Remedial work within a suitable timescale can be agreed

All informal action will be based on the principles described in the Enforcement Framework.

The service standards for the Councils response to Housing Complaints is contained within
Appendix 1

Statutory action
The Council will consider serving a statutory notice in any of the following circumstances;
• Attempts to resolve the situation informally have failed
• There are serious contraventions of legislation which pose significant risk to public health.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a lack of confidence that there will be a suitable response to an informal approach
There is a history of non-compliance with informal action
Officers have been unable to contact the owner
Where the legislation requires service of a notice to take further statutory action
A situation exists which places a mandatory duty on the Council to serve a statutory notice
Although it is intended to prosecute, effective action needs to be taken as quickly as possible
to remedy the conditions, which pose an imminent risk to public health/safety or the
environment
• A notice is required to formalise an agreed course of action.
Statutory notices will specify:
• The reasons for the enforcement action being taken including an explanation of what
the defects are in the property or the specific area of legislative noncompliance, what is
needed to put things right and what will happen if the notice is not complied with.
• A reasonable timescale for compliance having regard to the seriousness of the defects
or contraventions
• Information regarding the right of appeal where necessary.

Simple Caution
A Simple Caution will be considered when the circumstances of the offence satisfy the
following criteria:
•
•
•

The offence is serious to warranty prosecution and it is a first offence.
The Officer believes that a caution will prevent further offences.
To divert less serious offences away from the Courts, and

A Simple Caution will only be offered where:
• There is evidence of the offenders guilt sufficient to give a realistic prospect of
conviction
• The offender admits the offence
• The offender will accept the formal caution and understands its significance.
• clearly understands the significance of the Caution and gives informed consent to
being cautioned, and
• It is considered to be in the public interest

Prosecution
Legal proceedings maybe instigated in the following circumstances;
•
•
•
•
•

Where the offence involves a flagrant breach of the law such that health, safety or
the environment has been placed at serious risk.
Where the offence involves a failure to comply with a statutory notice
Where there is a history of similar offences involving serious risk to the public.
Where an individual is unwilling to prevent a reoccurrence or resolve the matter.
Where an Officer has been obstructed in the course of their duties.
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Civil Penalties
The Housing and Planning Act, s126 amends the Housing Act 2004 to allow civil penalties
to be imposed as an alternative to prosecution for certain offences. The Council can
impose a penalty of up to £30,000 per offence. The level of the financial penalty will be
calculated with reference to the guidelines set out in Appendix 5.

These offences include,
Section 30 (failure to comply with Improvement Notice)
Section 72 (licensing of HMOs)
Section 95 (licensing of houses under Part 3)
Section 139(7) (failure to comply with overcrowding notice)
Section 234 (management regulations in respect of HMOs)
If the Council wishes to impose a civil penalty as an alternative to prosecution, it must first
issue a notice of intent. This must set out the reasons for the proposed penalty and the
amount of the proposed penalty. The person who has been given the notice then has 28
days to make representations. At the end of this 28 day period, the Council must decide if
it wishes to impose a penalty, and if it does, it must issue a final notice. Any penalty must
be paid within 28 days. The final notice must set out the amount of the penalty, the
reasons for imposing the penalty, the period for paying the penalty, information on how to
pay, information on rights of appeal, and the consequences of failure to comply. A person
on whom a final notice is served has a right of appeal to the First Tier Tribunal. If an
appeal is made, the notice is suspended until the outcome of the appeal is determined.
The penalty may be recovered through the county court as if it were payable under an
order of that court. The financial penalties may be retained by the local authority and may
be used to meet the costs of enforcement action associated with the private rented sector.

Banning Orders
Part 2 of the Housing and Planning Act provides for the establishment of a database of
rogue landlords and property agents. The Secretary of State must establish such a
database and introduce banning order offences. If a landlord is convicted of a banning
order offence, then the local authority may apply to the First Tier Tribunal for a banning
order to be granted. If a banning order is granted, the person against whom the order is
granted it prohibited from letting property or engaging in letting agency or property
management work. The order must last for at least 12 months. Breach of a banning order
is an imprisonable offence.
If the local authority pursue a banning order then they must make an entry on the
database of rogue landlords when a person is subject to a banning order.
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Enforcement of Private Sector Housing Standards
Part 1, Housing Standards
Part 1 of The Housing Act 2004 requires local authorities to base their enforcement decisions in
respect of all types of residential property on assessments under the Housing Health and Safety
Rating System (HHSRS). The system is based on twenty-nine possible hazards, and is
structured around an evidence based risk assessment process. Local Authorities must inspect
properties to determine whether there are Category 1 or Category 2 hazards present, using the
method prescribed by regulations, having regard to Operating Guidance issued by the Secretary
of State.
Assessment of hazards is a two stage process, addressing first the likelihood of an occurrence
and then the range of probable harm outcomes. These two factors are combined using a
standard method to give a score in respect of each hazard identified. The decision to take
enforcement action is based on three considerations:
(a) the hazard rating score determined under HHSRS;
(b) whether the Council has a duty or power to act, determined by the presence of a hazard
score above or below a threshold prescribed in the regulations, and
(c) the Councils, judgement as to ‘the most appropriate course of action’ to remove or reduce
the hazard taking into account the most vulnerable potential occupant and the actual
occupants.

Duties and Powers
The Council must take appropriate action in respect of a Category 1 hazard (bands A-C) and
may do so in respect of a Category 2 hazard (bands D-J).
The courses of action available to the Council where it has either a duty or a power to act are
to:
• Serve an Improvement Notice requiring remedial works.
•

Make a Prohibition Order, which closes the whole or part of a dwelling or restricts the
number or class of permitted occupants

• Serve a suspend the Improvement Notice or Prohibition Order for a maximum period of 12
months
• Serve a Hazard Awareness Notice
• Take Emergency Remedial Action (Category 1 hazards only)
• Serve an Emergency Prohibition Order (Category 1 hazards only)
• Make a Demolition Order (Category 1 hazards only)
• Declare a Clearance Area (Category 1 hazards only)
For the purposes of assessing the hazard, it is assumed that the dwelling is occupied by the
most vulnerable household (irrespective of what household is actually in occupation or indeed if
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it is empty). However, for the purposes of deciding the most appropriate course of action, regard
is had to the actual household in occupation.
Where a Council takes action and the property owner does not comply, the Council has the
powers available to Councils to act in default. Default action will only be undertaken where an
imminent risk to the individual’s health is and the consequences of not taking any action would
be unacceptable.
The Council can reclaim the cost of the works in default including administration costs. In most
cases costs can be registered as a charge on the property and can be recovered through the
Courts.

Decision Rules
The Council will have regard to the statutory guidance document ‘The Housing Health and
Safety Rating System: Enforcement Guidance’ when deciding the most appropriate course of
action.
Whether the Council has a duty to act in respect of a Category 1 hazard, or the power to act in
respect of a Category 2 hazard, in either case the Council is obliged to give a formal statement
of reasons for the action it intends to take.
The Council will take account of factors such as:
• Extent, severity and location of hazard
• Proportionality - cost and practicability of remedial works
• Multiple hazards
• The extent of control an occupier has over works to the dwelling
• Vulnerability of current occupiers
• Likelihood of occupancy changing
• The views of the current occupiers
Consideration must also be given to whether consultation is required with other enforcing
bodies. In particular where the hazard of fire is identified there is a duty to consult with the fire
authority as prescribed under section 10 of the 2004 Act.

Category 1 Hazards
Where an assessment and rating of a property has resulted in a Category 1 hazard, the
Council has a duty to take the most appropriate course of action. This will be determined by
the authorised Officer following the inspection, taking into account all the available
information, the landlord and the tenants views.

Category 2 Hazards
In addition to the Council’s duty to take action where a Category 1 hazard exists, the Council
will generally exercise its discretion to take the most appropriate course of action where a
Category 2 hazard exists in the following situations:
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(a) Band D and E Hazards
There will be a general presumption that where a Band D and E hazard exist, Officers will
consider action under the Housing Act 2004 unless that would not be the most appropriate
course of action.
(b) Multiple Hazards,
Where a number of hazards at Band D or below create a more serious situation, where a
property appears to be in a dilapidated condition, or where the conditions are such as to be
affecting the material comfort of an occupying tenant.
Reducing hazards to an acceptable level
The Housing Act 2004 requires only that the Council takes the most appropriate course of
action to reduce a Category 1 hazard to Category 2 hazard. For example Band C and Band A
hazards need only be reduced to Band D. The Council will generally seek to specify works
which achieve a significant reduction in the hazard level and in particular will be to a standard
that should ensure that no further intervention should be required for a minimum period of
twelve months.

Tenure
In considering the most appropriate course of action, the Council will have regard to the
extent of control that an occupier has over works required to the dwelling. In normal
circumstances, this will mean taking the most appropriate course of action against a private
landlord and in most cases this will involve requiring works to be carried out.
Registered Providers
Registered Providers (RPs) (Housing Associations) are also subject to enforcement, however
the Council will liaise as appropriate with the landlord over any works necessary to deal with
Category 1 and 2 hazards in advance of any planned improvements.
If an RP is planning works which would deal with the hazard, depending on the risk to the
tenants, it may be appropriate to issue a Suspended Improvement Notice rather than an
Improvement Notice, or to allow extra time on an Improvement Notice.
However, if the RP fails to respond to any such request for information, or if the proposed
timescale is not considered acceptable based on the severity of the hazard, the Council will
consider the need to pursue more urgent action.
Owner occupiers
With owner occupiers, in most cases they will not be required to carry out works to their own
home and the requirement to take the most appropriate course of action will be satisfied by the
service of a Hazard Awareness Notice.
However, the Council may in certain circumstances require works to be carried out, or to use
Emergency Remedial Action or serve an Emergency Prohibition Order, in respect of an owner
occupied dwelling. This is likely to be where there is an imminent risk of serious harm to the
occupiers themselves or to others outside the household, or where the condition of the dwelling
is such that it may adversely affect the health and safety of others outside the property. This
may be because of a serious, dangerous deficiency at the property. Another example is a
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requirement to carry out fire precaution works to a flat on long leasehold in a block in multiple
occupation.
Vacated Properties with Statutory Notice
In cases where properties are subject to a statutory notice and the property is subsequently
vacated, all notices or orders will be reviewed to consider whether the notices or orders may be
varied, suspended or revoked. The Council will seek to deter landlords from undertaking
retaliatory eviction and will not consider that removal of a tenant achieves compliance with any
Notice served, except in overcrowding situations where it was a specific requirement of the
notice.

Additional powers within the Housing Act
Action by Agreement
The Act also makes provision for remedial works to be carried out by agreement. This is where
the local authority arranges for the works to be carried out at the request of the person
responsible and they are then charged for the full cost. If the costs incurred cannot be paid they
must be placed as a charge against the property. Interest will be charged on the monies owed
and the arrangement will be reviewed annually. Action by agreement will normally be
considered and will require to be authorisation by the Director of Economic Development.

Powers of Entry
Most of the legislation enforced by the Private Sector Housing Team includes the power for
authorised officers of the Council to gain entry into a property for the purpose of carrying out
the authorities duties under that legislation.
If an Officer is unsuccessful in gaining entry to a property by informal means, the Council will
consider obtaining a warrant from the Justice of the Peace to provide for the power of entry
by force is necessary. If prior warning of entry is likely to defeat the purpose of entry, then a
warrant can be obtained.
The Council also has the power to require documents to be produced in connection with its
enforcement by a notice. The notice will specify the consequences of not complying.
Power to Charge for Enforcement Action
In line with Sections 49 and 50 of the Housing Act 2004, the Council reserves the right to
charge and recover the reasonable costs incurred in taking the most appropriate course of
action.
The Council will charge where a formal notice or order is required to remove hazards, or
when emergency remedial action is necessary, with charges levied on the basis of actual
time spent by Officers on individual tasks. The hourly rate will be reviewed and be
incorporated in the charges report.
This charge may be waived if the landlord makes representations and agrees the extent of
the works and timescales prior to the service of the notice. If there is an appeal against the
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Notice then the charge will not be applied until the appeal is resolved and if the notice is
upheld.
A demand for payment of the charge must be served on the person from whom the Council
seek to recover it. The demand becomes operative, if no appeal is brought against the
underlying notice or order, at the end of the period of twenty-one days beginning with the date
of service of the demand. A charge will be placed on the property until the sum is paid in full.
Costs incurred in carrying out emergency remedial action may be recovered separately in line
with guidance prescribed by the Secretary of State.
Works in Default
The Council may carry out works in default of a statutory notice. The cost of the works, plus the
Councils reasonable administration charges based on an officer hourly rate, will be charged to
the responsible party and recovered through the civil court.
Charges may be made for abortive costs in preparing to carry out work in default where an
order has been placed and the owner then carries out the work required. Where there is no
prospect of the money being recovered, the debt may be placed on the property as a land
charge.
Emergency Measures
The Council may use emergency enforcement powers under housing legislation where there is
an imminent risk of serious harm. In such circumstances the Council will take whatever remedial
action it considers necessary to remove an imminent risk of serious harm. This could include
taking remedial action in respect of a hazard and the subsequent recovery of reasonable
expenses or prohibiting the use of all or part of a property.
Such emergency measures will only be taken where the use of emergency powers is the most
appropriate course of action. Where emergency measures are taken, the owner of the property
or other relevant person will be advised of the method of appeal against the action taken.

Part 2: Licensing of Houses in Multiple Occupation
Part 2 of the Housing Act 2004 introduces mandatory licensing of certain types of HMO.
Mandatory licensing applies to houses occupier by five or more persons, over three or more
storeys and compromising of two or more households.
Duty to Licence Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO)
The Council must take all reasonable steps to ensure property owners make licence
applications. A charge will be made for HMO licence applications, this charge will be published
and reviewed annually.
Each licence application will be dealt with systematically and will require a degree of checking
before a licence can be issued. Checks will carried out within agreed timescales and a Notice
either granting or refusing a licence will be issued.
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Amenity standards within HMOs
The Council will require the provision of amenities in all HMOs to be in accordance with House
in Multiple Occupation Management Regulations and for licenced HMO properties, the
Licensing and Management of Houses in Multiple Occupation and other houses (Miscellaneous
Provisions) (England) Regulations 2006 as amended.
In order to provide some basic guidance to landlords for amenities in relation to the legislation.
The Council has adopted an amenity standards document is referenced in Appendix 2. This
document sets out the expected standards in licensed HMO’s and should also be used as a
reference for compliance for non-licensed HMO’s where there are a higher number of letting
units. If a landlord is not able to comply with the requirements and the property does not lend its
self to adaptation or there is no evidence of the tenants being inconvenienced then a lesser
standard maybe accepted, but this will be reviewed at each inspection.

HHSRS and its Link to HMO Licensing
The Council does not need to consider HHSRS before an HMO licence is issued. However, if
during the licensing process the Council has reason to be concerned about the likelihood of
Category 1 or 2 hazards, it may elected to carry out an inspection before the licence is issued.
The assessment of hazards in HMO’s is made for each unit of accommodation, but will take into
account the common parts and other areas connected to the unit of accommodation. If an
enforcement notice is served on an HMO and it reverts to single occupation, the Council will
consider whether the impact of the hazard is now relevant to the change of use. For example,
the hazard of Fire in an HMO property.

Fit and Proper Person and Management
The purpose of HMO licensing is to ensure that the most high risk and poorly managed
properties are appropriately managed. Part 2 of the Housing Act 2004, requires licence holders
to be a fit and proper person. The Act stipulates criteria that the licence holder must meet to be
regarded as fit and proper. Where the proposed manager or licence holder is not a fit and
proper person, the applicant will be given the opportunity to develop proposals to meet the fit
and proper person test. If this is not possible, it may be necessary to refuse the licence.
Provision of False or Misleading Information
It is an offence under the Act to provide false or misleading information. On conviction a fine of
up to £5000 can in be incurred.
Where the HMO licence application form has been signed this is a declaration that information
provided is correct. Should contradictory information come to light, prosecution will be
considered.
Granting a Licence
Where an application for a licence has been received and the Council is satisfied that the
proposed licence holder is fit and proper, that the house is suitable for multiple occupation and
the application submitted is valid, the Council must grant a licence. Each licence must only
relate to one HMO and can last for up to five years. In some cases in may be necessary to grant
the licence for less than five years.
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Refusing a Licence
A licence can be refused if the Council is not satisfied that the criteria stipulated in the Act have
been met.
If a licence is to be refused, the Council will give serious consideration to the consequences of
this decision. Depending on the reasons for the refusal it may be appropriate to consider the
options available for dealing with the property.
Where a licence is refused the Council has a duty to take on the management of the property by
serving an Interim Management Order. A management order will be the last resort and other
avenues will be considered before instigating this action, including a Temporary Exemption
Notice.
The Council will take all reasonable steps to assist the proposed licence holder or owner of the
property to take action to enable the property to become licensed or to take the property out of
use as an HMO.

Revoking a Licence

The Council may revoke a licence in line with circumstances stipulated under Part 2 of the
Housing Act 2004. If the property is to remain a licensable HMO the Council must make an
interim management order. If it is no longer an HMO no further action is required.

Varying a Licence
A licence may be varied where either the licence holder makes a request or the Council feels it
is relevant to do so. It may be varied where there has been a change in circumstances, which
also includes the discovery of new information.
Penalties
There are a number of possible offences relating to HMO licensing. The Council will consider
taking action where there is evidence of an offence and it is appropriate to take such action.
Offences include:
(a) Managing or having control of an unlicensed HMO that should have a licence. Prosecution
can result in fines of up to £20,000.
(b) Allowing the HMO to become occupied by more than the agreed number of households or
persons on the licence. Prosecution can result in fines of up to £20,000.
(c)Breaching licence conditions. A breach of licence conditions can lead to prosecution and
can result in fines of up to £5,000 per breach.
Other penalties include:
Rent Repayment Orders - if a person does not have licence for an HMO that requires a
licence, then the Council or tenants can apply for a rent repayment order to the First Tier
Tribunal (Property Chamber).
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Termination of Tenancies - Landlords will not be able to issue any section 21 notices
under the Housing Act 1988 (recovery of possession on termination of a short hold
tenancy), whilst the HMO is unlicensed.

Changes to HMO licensing under the Planning and Housing Act

The Housing and Planning Act will introduce changes to the definition of a House in
Multiple Occupation from October 2017, it is proposed that the existing procedures will be
adopted, including applications process, procedures and setting of licence fees annually
for licensable activity under the Act or subsequent legislation, taking into account good
practice.

Interim Management Orders and Final Management Orders
The Council has a duty to make an Interim Management Order in respect of an HMO where
there is no reasonable prospect of it being licensed in the near future or it is necessary to
protect the health, safety and welfare of the occupants. An order can also be served in
circumstances that the Council thinks are appropriate with a view to ensuring the proper
management of the house pending the licence being granted.
If a licence has been revoked for any reason and there is no reasonable prospect of the
property regaining its licence. The Council must make an Interim Management Order. The order
requires the Council has to take over the management of the property for up to 12 months.
This includes carrying out any remedial works necessary to deal with the immediate risks to
health and safety. If there is still no prospect of a licence being granted after twelve months then
a final management order must be made which may be in force for up to five years. If after five
years there is no prospect of the property being licensed a further management order must be
made. Management order can be varied or revoked at any time as a result of a request from the
owner or by the Council.
The Council will instigate this action as a last resort, where necessary.
The Council will take all practical steps to assist the owner of the property to satisfy the licensing
requirements.

Temporary Exemption Notices
The Council will consider issuing Temporary Exemption Notice (TEN) in response to a
request from the owner or managing agent to exempt the property from licensing on the
grounds that is no longer going to be used as an HMO. A TEN remains in force for a
period of three months, after which the property must have a license if it is still in such a
condition as to require one. If further notification is received and the authority considers
that there are exceptional circumstances a second TEN may be served which will remain
in force for a further three months.

Additional and Selective Licensing
Local Authorities may also introduce Additional and Selective licensing schemes within their
area. These schemes are not currently operated in Carlisle and are discretionary. In 2015
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amendments were made to the legislation which widens the criteria for licensing, to include
areas with a high proportion of private rented properties with poor housing conditions.
The Councils adoption of any selective licensing scheme, would involve a lengthy period of
consultation with local stakeholders, to inform decision making and implementation.

Part 3 Empty Properties
In conjunction with the Empty Property Strategy the following options will be available for
consideration when dealing with long term empty properties;
Enforced sale
Where the Council have carried out works on an empty property, the owner of the property
will normally be billed for the costs of the works. If the owner cannot or will not pay the
Council for the work it has done. The Council will seek to register the debt initially and then
can look at selling the property to recover costs.

Empty Dwelling Management Orders
If a property has been empty for at least two years, and the owner has not responded to
requests from the Council to repair and re-occupy the property, the Council can apply to
the First Tier Property Chamber for an Interim Empty Dwelling Management Order and
subsequently serve an Empty Dwelling Management Order. This Order allows the Council
to take over the property, carry out any repair work that may be necessary, and then and
rent it out to tenants. The owner of the property will only get any income that remains once
the Council has recovered its costs in bringing the property up to a decent standard, and
as well as its costs in managing the property.
The Council will only consider applying for an Empty Dwelling Managemtn Order as the
last resort.
Boarding up of empty dwellings
See Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act in referenced in part 8.

Part 4 Smoke Detection and CO Regulations
On the 1st October 2015 the Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Alarm (England) Regulations 2015
came into force which requires both smoke alarms and carbon monoxide alarms to be installed
in rented residential accommodation. The Regulations apply both to houses and flats. Failure to
comply can lead to a civil penalty being imposed of up to £5,000.
Requirement for Smoke alarms
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During any period beginning on or after 1st October 2015 while the premises are occupied
under a tenancy (or licence) the landlord must ensure that a smoke alarm is equipped on each
storey of the premises on which there is a room used wholly or partly as living accommodation.
The Regulations do not stipulate what kind of smoke alarm is required, both mains wired and
battery detection is acceptable.
Cumbria Fire and Rescue Services have a limited supply of free smoke detectors and tenants
can also request free Home Safety Checks from the Fire Service.

Requirement for Carbon monoxide alarms
During any period beginning on or after 1st October 2015 when the premises are occupied
under a tenancy or a licence a carbon monoxide alarm must be provided by the landlord in any
room in premises which is used wholly or partly as living accommodation which contains a solid
fuel burning combustion appliance. This applies to any kind of wood burning stove or an open
coal fire.
Mains wired and battery detection will be acceptable.
Checks
The landlord is specifically required to carry out a checks to ensure that smoke alarms or carbon
monoxide alarms installed to comply with the Regulations are in proper working order on the
day a tenancy begins with effect from 1st October 2015.
Although the need to undertake checks on detection only applies to new tenancies after the 1st
October 2015, all landlords are required to install detectors and alarms in their tenanted
properties.
Enforcement
The Council will serve a remedial notice within 21 days when they have reason to believe that
the landlord is in breach of any of these duties relating to smoke alarms or carbon monoxide
alarms. The remedial notice must specify the action to be taken within 28 days of the date of the
service of the notice and It allows the landlord 28 days to make representations against the
notice.
If the landlord fails to take action then the Council can fit the smoke alarms and CO detectors as
works in default. This does however require the consent of the occupiers as there is no right of
entry for compliance.
Penalties
If a landlord breaches the Notice, the Council will serve a penalty charge notice in line with
its current charging policy for civil penalties. This has been set at £1000 and has been
adopted by all the Cumbrian District Councils.
In line with other areas of penalty and fee charging within housing, Carlisle and the other
five Cumbrian districts Councils have collectively opted to introduce a proposed minimum
fee for fines at £1000 per offence. The level of fine is calculated on Officer time and a
reflection of other fines issued for housing offences in the courts. Appendix 3 details the
fine structure which must be adopted by the authority under the regulations.
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If the Council are satisfied a breach exists then a penalty charge notice will be served
within six weeks from when it was made aware the breach had occurred. A right to make
representations against the penalty notice is given and any representations for a reduction
in fine levied, taking into account any extenuating circumstances are made to the Director
and Portfolio Holder. The penalty fines received by the authority may be used by the
authority for any of its functions.

Appeals
If the local authority upholds a penalty charge notice there is a right to appeal for the
landlord to the First Tier Tribunal. The Grounds of Appeal are:•
•
•

Local authority has made an error of fact or law
The amount of penalty charge is unreasonable
The decision to impose a penalty is unreasonable for any other reason

Payment of the penalty is suspended pending any appeal.

Part 5 Tenancy Redress Scheme
People involved in letting agency work or/and property management work in the private
rented sector, are required to be registered with an approved redress scheme under The
Redress Schemes for Lettings Agency Work and Property Management Work
(Requirement to Belong to a Scheme etc) (England) Order 2014
The Council is the enforcing authority for this statutory requirement and we are required to
take enforcement action where we are made aware a person is engaged in letting agency
or property management work and they are not registered with an approved redress
scheme.
Currently there are 3 schemes approved by the National Trading Standards (Estate
Agency Team):
A financial penalty of up to £5,000 can be levied by the Council for non-compliance. The
guidance on fines under the regulations stipulates that the fine level should be set at
£5000 automatically and then the individual organizations will have 28 days in which to
make representations to the Council. Factors that may have an impact on the decision will
include; lack of awareness, if a £5,000 fine is disproportionate to the turnover/scale of the
business or would lead to an organisation going out of business.
It is proposed that any representations for a reduction in fine taking into account any
extenuating circumstances are made to the Director and Portfolio Holder, who will have
the final say on any fine levied. The penalty fines received by the enforcement authority
may be used by the authority for any of its functions.
The enforcement authority can impose further penalties if a lettings agent or property
manager continues to fail to join a redress scheme despite having previously had a
penalty imposed. There is no limit to the number of penalties that may be imposed on an
individual lettings agent or property manager, so further penalties can be applied if they
continue to be in breach of the legislation.
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Guidance on the enforcement route that must be followed is referenced in Appendix 4 of
this document.

Part 6 Changes to Tenancies under the Deregulation Act 2015
The Deregulation Act 2015 was passed on 26 March 2015 and covers various points of
law, which have an impact on the Private Sector Housing and Homeless Service, the
regulations will affect how the teams deal with private sector complaints, advice offered to
landlords and how the Council deals with evictions from the private sector.

Tenancy Deposit Protection Schemes
The Deregulation Act 2015, which received Royal Assent on 26th March 2015, contains
important changes to Tenancy Deposit Protection Scheme legislation that attempts to
clarify the issues created by the court cases of Superstrike vs Rodrigues and
Charalambous vs Ng.
The main changes, relate to deposits taken under any assured short hold tenancy. There
is now a requirement for all deposits to be protected even applying to those tenancies
previous to April 2007.
Landlords who have not complied will not be able to serve a Section 21 notice and WILL
be liable for penalties for non-compliance in the Civil Courts if deposits are not protected.
Retaliatory evictions
The Deregulation Act introduces new provisions which came into force on 1 October 2015,
to protect tenants from eviction in England only.
These provisions restrict a landlord's ability to serve a Section 21 notice in circumstances
where the tenant has complained about the condition of the premises or the common parts
of a building of which the premises form part, and the landlord either did not respond
within 14 day or they have not provided an inadequate response.
The tenant can complain to the Council if they are not satisfied and the Council may
investigate the matter for breaches of legislation under the Housing Act. In the event that
the Council serves an enforcement notice on the landlord, the landlord will not be able to
serve a Section 21 notice within six months of the date of the notice.
Although the legislation infers that tenants should contact the Council to make complaints
regarding housing standards and that this action will result in immediate enforcement
action. This is not in the spirit of the Councils approach in dealing with complaints under
the Housing Act 2004 and each case will be dealt with on an individual basis. The overall
aim is to ensure a satisfactory outcome for all parties and secure the accommodation
through a preventative approach, rather than enforcement.
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The provisions will apply to all Assured Shorthold Tenancies (AST) granted on or after 1
October 2015. They will not apply to a fixed term AST granted prior to that date even if,
after 1 October 2015, the fixed term AST becomes a statutory periodic tenancy. The
position changes, however, after the end of the period of three years, at which point the
provisions will apply to any AST in existence.

Section 21 Notices
On the 1 July 2015 the Secretary of State introduced regulations prescribing the form on which
a Section 21 notice must be served, this makes the procedure for serving a Section 21 notice
much simpler and clearer and landlords will be required to comply with these requirement
before serving a notice.
From 1 October 2015 in England, there will be no requirement for the date specified in the
Section 21 notice to be the last day of a period of the tenancy and a landlord will not be able to
serve a Section 21 notice within the first four months of the tenancy. In addition there is now
statutory right for the tenant to claim back rent paid in advance (calculated on a daily basis)
where a Section 21 notice brings the tenancy to an end before the end of a payment period.
The new rules will apply to ASTs granted on or after the 1st October 2015, they will not apply to
all fixed term AST granted prior to this date even if, after the relevant date, the fixed term AST
becomes a statutory periodic tenancy.
The position changes, however in respect of these provisions after a period of three years, at
which point it will apply to all tenancies. In respect of the prescribed information about the rights
and responsibilities of the landlord and tenant under the AST, this will apply from 1st October
2015.
The prescribed requirements are set out in the regulations and relate to the condition of dwelling
houses and their common parts, the health and safety of occupiers of dwelling houses, and the
energy performance of dwelling houses.

Part 7 Protection from Eviction
Offences Dealt With By the Homeless Service
The Homeless Service takes the lead responsibility for enforcing various offences to do
with the behaviour of landlords towards tenants and the requirement for landlords to
provide information to tenants relating to their tenancy.
The most serious of such offences dealt with by the Council are to do with the harassment
and illegal eviction of tenants (Protection from Eviction Act 1977). The Council generally
regards these offences as very serious because of its commitment to:
a. Protecting the interests of vulnerable people
b. Promoting respect for the individual’s home.
c. Preventing homelessness
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The law provides grounds for landlords to lawfully regain possession of their premises and
these procedures must be followed when a landlord wants a tenant (or licensee) to leave.
Where an allegation is made that an offence has been committed under the Protection
from Eviction Act 1977, the Council will investigate with a view to:
•
•

Informing the landlord and occupier of their rights and responsibilities where
appropriate.
Prosecuting offences where there is sufficient evidence and where it is in the public
interest to do so.

Prosecution of offences dealt with by the Homeless team and the issue of Simple
Cautions will be dealt with in accordance with this policy.

Part 8 Right to Rent Legislation
On 1st February 2016, legislation will be rolled out across England, requiring landlords and
letting agents to conducts checks on prospective tenants to ensure they only let property
to those with a right to rent in the UK. If they do not conduct checks and are found to be
renting out to someone without that right, then they may face a civil penalty.
The Council will have a role to play in raising awareness of the scheme among landlord,
letting agents and tenants.

Part 8, Other areas of legislation
Environmental Protection Act 1990
Private Sector Housing Officers can use sections 79 and 80 of the Act to tackle premises that
are deemed to be a nuisance/prejudicial to health. Prejudicial to health is defined as injurious
or likely to cause injury or health. This typically includes properties that are damp or have
mould growth; these can have an effect on people's health. A nuisance is taken to be anything
that interferes with the use and enjoyment of a neighbouring property or which materially
affects the comfort and quality of life of the public at large. An examples of nuisances include
defective guttering serving the roof of one property allowing rain to penetrate through and
affect the neighbouring property.
Officers can serve a Notice under section 80 of the Act requiring the abatement of the
statutory nuisance within certain time limits. Failure to comply with such as Notice is a criminal
offence, with a maximum penalty of £5000.

Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Acts 1976, 1982
Section 16 Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 gives the Council the
power to issue ‘Requisition for Information Notices’. When the Council need to obtain
information about a property in respect of which we are proposing to take enforcement action,
we will serve a requisition for information Notice on the occupier and/or any person who has a
legal interest in it, or who directly or indirectly receives rent, or is authorised to manage or to
arrange for its letting.
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Section 29 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 gives the Council
power to require the owner to board up a property to prevent unauthorised access, and to
carry out the work in default of the owner if they fail to comply or cannot be found.

Part 9 General Information
Planned enforcement activity
The Councils approach to the regulation of Housing Standards will be evidence based.
Inspections will be undertaken to actively target those properties and areas were we
believe we should be addressing priority risks. This approach will be documented annually
in the directorate service plan.

Improving standards in property management through Landlord Accreditation
In May 2014, the Council adopted the Cumbria Landlord Accreditation Scheme, the
scheme set up a joint Cumbrian approach to landlord accreditation in partnership with the
National Landlord Association. The schemes approach is to drive improvement in the
sector through education of landlords, to improve property standards and management.

Media coverage
Media coverage will normally be sought in the following cases:
•
•
•
•

The offence is widespread in the area and coverage will assist in securing
compliance by others
To draw attention to particular serious hazards
The offence is serious and/or was committed wilfully and the Council wishes to
draw attention to its willingness to take a hard line in such cases
Coverage is otherwise in the public interest

A press release will also be issued about convictions where it is considered that publicity
will bring benefits by promoting compliance with those statutory requirements designed to
protect the health, safety and welfare of customers, residents, workers and visitors as well
at the environment.

Complaints
In the event that an individual or company is not satisfied with the Service or they do not
agree with the action taken by the investigating officer, they should first contact the
Principal Health and Housing Officer who will escalate the complaint to a Senior Manager
if appropriate. If this does not resolve your complaint the Council also has a formal
complaints system.

Review
We will monitor and consider the effectiveness of this policy and it will be subject to
reviews as and when appropriate and also to accommodate changes in legislation and as
local needs dictate.
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If you have any comments please contact the Environmental Health Team on 01228
817320 or e-mail housing@carlisle.gov.uk

Additions to the Enforcement Policy March 2020 (response to COVID19)
In March 2020 the Government introduced a guide for Local Authorities on the
enforcement around the private rented sector in light of the global coronavirus outbreak.
This guidance will be incorporated in our existing risk assessments which have been put in
place by the Local Authority to prevent the spread of the virus, protect our staff and our
communities.
Although the information issued is non statutory guidance under section 9 of the Housing
Act 2004, the Local Authority welcomes the guidance issued by Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government and will use the document to assist us in supporting
landlords and tenants during the unprecedented challenges posed by the COVID-19
outbreak. (Appendix 6)
The main updates are below
Updates to Inspections and investigations
A decision at this time to inspect a rented property might be made because:
•
•
•

There is a duty to act because there is an imminent risk to health due to a
serious hazard.
A serious hazard was previously identified and may still exist.
The local authority has been made aware that a tenant is vulnerable and it is not
clear if they are aware of the presence of hazardous conditions.

This list is not exhaustive and should not be treated as conclusive. Practically
however it might not be possible to inspect a property due to tenants self-isolating or
refusing to allow access to the property. Officers should therefore ensure that reasonable
efforts are made to engage with all parties, including any third-party organisations who
maybe able to offer assistance.
Officers may also assist in the process without the need to carry out a physical inspection,
inspection will be dealt with on a case by case basis and a decision will be made to defer
any complaints that are lower risk. Officers were possible should ask the complainant to
provide photographs, video or even consider the use of live broadcasting, through Council
enabled software.
In cases of extremely hazardous conditions, alternative accommodation might be
considered as an alternative to emergency remedial action. Officers must liaise directly
with Homeless Services around practically solutions in the climate.
Enforcement Action
Enforcement action which is non-urgent or not legally required may be delayed until
restrictions ease.
•

Legal notices served under the Housing Act 2004 may, if the notice provides for
this, be suspended for a period due to difficulties in completing the works.
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•
•

•

Work in default may be deferred.
Other forms of enforcement action may be considered for the most serious
hazards, e.g. a Prohibition Order covering part of a property may be used
instead of Emergency Remedial Action.
Steps may be taken to isolate or contain rather than remedy hazardous
conditions.

All decisions should be made on the merits of the individual case and based on an
assessment of risk and the latest government advice around the outbreak.
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